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INFORMAtION

FOR

MCI. STUDENTS
11

MCI-64i-NRL

Welcome to the Marine Corps Institute training program. Yours-interest in
self-improvpient and increased profession competence is commendable.

Information is prbv.ided below to'assist ou in completing the course.
Please read' this guidance befoi-e proEeeding.w th your studies.,

1. MATERIALS

Check your course mater als. You should h ve all- the materials'listed in
the "Course Introduction." addition you ould have an envelope to mail
your review lesson back to MCI unless your review lesion answer
,sheet is of the self- mailing ty e. If your answer sheet is the pre-printed
type, check to see that your n me, rank, and social security number are
correct. Check closely, aclosely, your MCI records re kept on a computer and any
discrepancy in the above in ormation may catse your subsequent activity to go
unrecorded. You may correct the informatioirdirectly on the answer sheet. If
you did not receive all your materials, notify your training NCO. If you are
not attached to a Marine Corps unit, request them through-the Hotline (autovon
288-4175 or commercial 202-433-4175).

2., LESSON SUBMISSION
).

The self-graded exercises contained in your course are not to be returned '

to MCI. Only the completed review lesson answer shet should be mailed to
MCI. Thy answer sheet is to be'completed and mailedlqanly after you have
finished all of the study units in the bourse booklet. The review lesson has
been deOgned to prepare you for the final examination.

It is important that you provide the requiredjni,ormation at the bottom of
your review-lesson'anSwer sheet if it does not have your name and address
printed on it. In courset'in which the work is submitted on blank paper Of
printed forms, identify each sheet in the following anner:

DOE, John J. Sgt 332-11-9999
08.4g, Forwand Observation
Review Lesson
Military or office Ai(dress
(RUC number, ,if availabl

Submit your review lesson on the answer sheet nd'or forms provided) .

Complete all blocks and follow the directions on the lipswer sheet-for
- mailing. Otherwise, your answer sheet may be delayed or lost. If you have to
interrupt your. studies for any reason and find that ydu cannot complete your
course in one year, you may request a single six monthll extension by contacting
vour training NCO, at least one month prior to your course completion deadline
date. If you are not attached to a Marine Corps unit Sfou may make this
request by letter. Your Commanding officer is notified monthly of your status
through the monthly Unit Activity Report. In the event\ of difficulty, contact
your training. NCO or MCI immediately. ,

1
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1. MAIL-TIME DELAY

t

Presented below are the mail-time delays that you may experience bgtweeri

the mailing of your review lesson. and its return to you.

TURNAROUND MCI PROCESSING TOTAL NUMBER

MAIL TIME TIME . DAyS
-...

EAST COAST 16 5 ' 21

WEST,COAST 16 5 21

FPO NEW YORK 18 5 23

FPO SAN FRANCISCO 22 .
5 ) 27

4
You may also experience a sholt delay in receiving your final examination

dueto administrative screening required at MCI.

4. GRADING SYSTEM

LESSONS EXAMS

WIDE PERCENT MEANING GRADE PERCENT
#
A 94-100 EXCELLENT A 94-100

B 86-93 ABOVE AVERAGE . B 86-93

C 78-85 AVERAGE C 78-85

D 70-77 BELOW AVERAGE D 65-77.

NL BELOW 70 FAILING F BELOW 65.

m11

A

You will receive a percentage grade for your review lesson and.for the

final examination. A review lesson which receives a score below 70 is given a

grade of NL (no lesson). It must be resubmitted and PASSED before you'will

receive an. examination. The grade attained on the final exam is your course

grade, unless you fail your first exam. Those who fail-their first exam will

be sent.an alternate exam in which the.highest grade possible is 65%. Failure

of the alternate will result in failure of the course.,

5_ FIIIL EXAMINATION
41

ACTIVE DUTY PERSONNEL: When you pass your REVIEW LESSON, your examination

will be mailed automatically to your..commanding officer, The administration -

of MC.I'final examinations must be superviSed by a commissionedor warrant

officer or a staff NCO.

cOTHER PERSONNEL:, Your-examinatio may be administered and sufwvised by

your supervisor.

6. COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

The completion certificate will be mailed to 'Your commandirg officer and

your official records will be updated automatically. For nom Marine, you'r

comp.ktion certificate is mailed to your supervisor.
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7. RESERVE-RETIREMENT CREDITS

Re;erve rettrpment medits'are awarded to.inactive,day personnel-.onIy,
-Credits Awarded for each course one listed in the "Course Introduction."
Credits pare only awarded.mpon successful completion of -the course. Reserve
retirement credits ore not awarded for MCI study performed dining drill
periods if .credits are also awarded for.drill attendance.'

8. DISENROLLMENT

Only your commanding officer can request your disenrollment from an MCI
course. Howev'er, an automatic .disenrollm&ft o. u 'f the course is ndt/
completed (including the final -exam) by the e.you the'tCD (cx(rse
completion deadline) or the ACCD (adjusted ourse completion deadline) ,date: .

This action will adversely affect the unit completion irate.
j

9. ASSISTANCE

Consult your tfaining NCO if you have questions concerning course
content. Should hdishe be unable to assist you, MCI is ready t9 help you
whenever you need it. Please use the Student Course ,Content Assistance
Request Form (ISD-1) attached to the end of ypur course boolet or call oneof
the AUTOVON telephone numbers listed below for the appropriate course writer
section.

I

PERSONNEL/ADMIN.ISTRATON - 288-3259
COMMUNICATIONS /ELECTRONICS /AVIATION
NBC/INTELLIGENCE 288-3604

0 INFANTRY 28a-3611
ENGINEER/MOTOR TRANSPORT 288-2275
SUPPLY/FOOD SERVICES/FISCAL 288-2285
TANKS/ARTILLERY/INFANTRY WEAPONS REPAIR
LOGISTICS/EMBARKATION/MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT/
ASSAULT' AMPHIBIAN VEHICLES

''s4k
288-2290

288.

For administrative problems use the UAR or'call the MCI HOTLINE: 288-4175..

For commercial phone linesNuSe area code 202 and prefix 433 instead of

3
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PR' ' ACE

The oBjecstive of BULK FUEL M(kN is to pnovide Coverage of.tche job for. the Marine who' is
now or w o will be fillingithg billet as a bulk fuel man. This course emphasizes
characteristics,- maintenance, quality assurance; Site consttuctioy,.;t4fety, '.01410 firefighting
and preventionS This course also covers usage qf bulk fuel plyijarilevt:7s identified It the

rerent-systems of bulk fuel. This course should precede ourse 13:39, Maintenallceof Bulk.
el. Equipment, as this.is an'intgpductay course;,/whereas, 13.39 As mere advanced, covering.

trouble-shooting A4 maintenance PYocedures in more deta

FMFM 4-4
FM 10-18
FM 10-69
FM 10-207
FM IG-6277

FM 10-70,
NAVAIR 19-1-94
NAVAIR 19-1-107
TM-3835-15/1

TM-07661A-14
TW-5-4320r256-14

TM 10-1101

SL-3-073B7C
SL-3-06674C
TM- 0787B -14 '

TM-11275-15/3A

-e

SOURCE MATERIA

V-
. Marine Engineer Operation's'

Petroleum Teminal and Pipeline Operations,:3* Oct ,1967
Petroleum SuppJX Point EquTpTent And 'Ovrations 30 Jun 1987
-Petroleum Pipeline and Ter1414j Operating ComPhriy,'10 Apr 1981
e ro upp y Jowly, 28 1

. 0

Inspecting4'and Testing Petrol0m4roducts., CI Jul 1976
Fuel Dispen5ing,TxpOientilefileler'Nwp Asgembly, Oct 1967
Helicopter-Fuel Servcihq SysteM,1 Jai 1-90 w/Ch A and 18

Amphibious Assault Fuel yStem and'Iactical Ai!Vld Fuel Dispensing
System, Oct 1978

Extinguisher, Fire, Dry Chemical., Aqueous Film-Forming Foam, Mar 1970
Pmnp_ ssembly, Flammable, Liqui-a,Cenfrifugalf 100 GPM, Nov 1974
w/C11-0, 2,

Petroleum Handling Equipment and OperWons, May 1972
wr Helicopter Expedient Refueling-System, Sep 1982

Fuel SYstem, Amphibious Assault, Dec 1982
Helicopter Expedient Refueridg Sx_stem (HERS', 31 Oct 1973 w/Ch-)
Principal:Technical biaracIVrIstics.of U, S. Marine Corps Engineer
Equipment, Jul 1981

44b
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BULK FUEL MAN

Course Entroduction
a

'During World War II, the fuel needs of the Marilk Amphibious Forces were barely met
wft6 5-gallon cans and 55-gallon drums, placing a huge burden on the beach perionner. At the
direction of the Commandant, the Marine Corps Equipment Board (forerunner of the Development.
Center) developed a concept in 4952 for fuel delivery in amphibious operations. The concept
'roved workable and evolved into the Amphibious Assault Fuel System (AAFS), the Tactical
Airfield Fuel Dispensing. System (,TAFDS), and the Helicopter Expedient Refueling Systell
(HERS). The basic and most significant feature of the three system is flexibility, -1n that
no tools are needed to assemble the tNAFS, TAFDS, or ItRS.. The system red can be taiiored-
to the needs of tho tactical situatibe and it components hooked up ufingthe
quick-disconnect cam-locking fittings.

The:nnits to which the bulk fuel man can be attached or assigned are varied according
to their mislionst The majority of bulk fuel men, inA.the gr6und support role, are located
within the two Bulk Fuel Companies that are part of the Engineer Support Batt-Slion. The Wing
Engineer Squadron-, Marine Wing Support Group, provides the majoriof the air role with the
TAFDS. The Marine Air Base Squadrons and Station Fuels have thei.focin bulk No men and thtir.
own roles. You must be aware of,the different missions and roles that each of these units
playS as well as knowing your own job- this cours-will assist you toward that goai, &out you
should temper yourself by consulting the source materials for this course. This course is not
intended to.take the place of/your,formal education but will further enhance your experience
as a bulk fuel man.

Study Unit
Number

2

3

4

-

Study
Hour%

INFORMATIO

ER OF

Subject Matter

3 Bulk Fuel tqujpment
2 . Bulk Fuel Systems .

2 Fuel Handling Procedures 7

2 Safety and Fire Fighting Equipment and
Procedures

2 REVIEW LESSON
2 , FINAL EXAMINATION

TS 00.

RESERVE RETIREMENT
CREDITS: .

COLLEGE CREDITS:

EXAMINATION:

MATERIALS:

RETURN OF MATERIALS:

y. .4a1

.

1

V

4
a

- ' \
American Council on Education

.
(ACE)

,
has awarded 13.37g, BULK FUE

MAN, 2 semester hours credit in petroleum oil and lubricants
TMeline operations 11 the Vocational Certificate Category.

11

Supervised fin)0.exa0 ration without textbook ornote; time limit,
2 hours\

MCI 13.37g, Bulk Furl Man, Review Lesson and answer sheet.

Students who successfully coalplete this course Ate permitted to
keep,the course materials.

Students disenrolledsfor inactivity or at the request of their
commanding officer will return all course materials.

4
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HOW T()AKE THIS COURSE
I

This CourSe contains foul) study units. Each study unit begins with a general
objective ttit is a statement of what you should learn'Wom the study unit. The study units
are divided' into numbered work units: each presenting one or more specific objectives. Read

the objective(s) and then the work unit text. At the end of the work unit text are questions
that you should be able to .answer without referring to the text of the work unit. After

answering the questions, check your answers with those listed at the end of the study unit.
If you miss any of the questions, you should restudy the text of the work unit until you
understand the correct responses. When you have mastered one study unit, move on to the
next.' After you have completed all of the study units, complete the review lesson and take it
to your training officer .or NO for mailing to MCI. MCI will mail the final examination to
your training officer or NCO when you pass the review lesson.

r.

,...
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MARINE CORPS INSTITUTE
.

Welcome to the Marine Corp' s
Institute eorrespondetice, p;o-.'
gram. By enrolling,in this course, you'
have shown a desire to improve the
skills you need for effective j424 perfor-..
mance, and MCI has provided triaterials
to help you achieve ,y,bur goal., Now all
you need is to develop your ow.n method
for using these materials to best advan- .
tage,./. 0

The following guidelines present
a four-part approach to completing your
.MCI course successfully:

,,*1, Make a."econnaissance of
your ma teria,

2, Plan your study time and choose
a good study environment:

1, Study thoroughly and system-
atically:

4. Prepare for the final exam.

I. MAKE A -Hi:CONNAISSANCE- 01
YOUR NiATERIAI-S

Begin with a look at the course
introduction page. Bead the COURSE
INTRODUCTION to gel the "big picture-
or the course. Then read the 11:\ERIALS
section near the hot tom of Inc page to
find out which text(s) and study aids you
should have eceiied with the conrse.
If any of the listed materials are miss-
ing, see Information for N1C1 Students
to find out how to get theM, If you hae
everything that is listed, you are ready
to "reconnoiter" your MCI course.

Read through the table(b) of con-
. tents of your text(s). Note the various

subjects covered in the course and the
order in which thi:ytttftl taught. Leaf
through the text(s).and look at the

q

A

G
U

vii

tratioks. React a few work unit ques-
tionsAn get an idea the ypef, th,at are
asked: If MCI pro rides otherlotaily

,..a4ds, as a slide rule or a plotting
hoard; famili.ar176-yotirself with thentg...
NoW, get down to specifics 1.

YOL-R STUDY TIME AND .

CHOOSE A GOOD STUDY ENVIRON.-.
ME\T

From looking over the course'
niaterials, you should have some idea:
011. how much study/You will need to corn--
piece this course. I3ut "some idea ,

is
tint enough. You need to work up a
.personal study plan: the following steps
shotild give you-some help,

Get a calendar and m rk those
days 01 the week when you ha e lime
free for study, Two study periods per
ivek, each, lasting 1 to 3 hours, arc ,

smgested for completing the t ininium
two study units required end month' hy,

01- cqtlSe, %%61: altd tier
schedule's not, the` -same tor everyone.
The iniArtant thing is that von act le
a ,regular time rm. study ou the Sri
days of each week,

Iteadtlw course introduction
pag'e again. The section marked ORDER
OE STUDIES tells you th1/41 number of
study units in .he course and the appo. -.
i'mate number of study hours you will
need to complete eachstudy unit, Plug
these stud/hours into your schedule.
For example, II' you set aside two 2-ITour
study periods each week an);1-1-freeORDER
01' STUDIES estimates 2 study hours for
your first studyiunit, yktu could easily
schedule'aihd complete the first study
Unit in one study period. On your calen-
dar you would mark "Study Unit 1" on the

eg



appropriate day, Suppose that the
second study unit of your course re-
quires 3 otudy hour's. Inethat case, you
would divide the study unit in half and
work on each half durt a septh-ate
study_ period. ..You wo ti mark your
calendar accordingly, Indicate on your
calendar exactly when you plan to work

4L on each study unit fcrIthe entire course,
14) not.,forget to schedule oiSe or two
study periods Ito prepare for the final
exam.

°Stick to your scliedule,
,

Besides planning' your Study
time, you should also choose a study
eriyironthent thtft is right for you. Most
people need a quiet place for study, like'
a library ot4 a reading lounge; other
people study better where there is back-
ground music: Still others prefer to study
out-pf-doors. You must choose your
study environment carefully so that it
fits your individual needs.

STUDY THOROl-GIILY AND
SYSTEMATICALLY

Armed i,ith a workable...scheLle
and situated in a good study environment
you are now rpady to attack your course
study unit by study= unit, To begin,
to he first page of study unit 1. 01.1

" page you will find the study unit ob.j
A)," a statement of what'you should be

do after completing the study unit. #1*

DO NOT begin by reading the
work unit questions and flippiug throiigh
the text for answers, If you do so,

1 you will prepare to fall, not pass, th'e
, foal exam. Instead, proceed,as fol-
low s:

.

0 Read the objecttte for the
first work uni and then read the work
unit text carer( Ily. Make notes on
the ideas you feel are important,

0 Without refWeing to the text,
answer the questions at the end of the
work unit.

Check your answers against
the correct ones listed at the end of
the study unit.

1
® If you miss any of the questions:

restudy the work unit,until you understand
the correct response.

Go on to the next work,tfitit
peat steps through 0 until you
pleted all the work units in the study

r

re-
COM-

nit.
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. Follow the same procedure for e'teh
study-unft of The course. If you have
problems with the text or work unit questions
that yon cannot solve on your own, ask
your section OIC or NCOIC for help. If
he cannot aid you, request assistance frpm
MCI on the Student Course Content Assis-.
lance Requost included with this eourge.

When you have finished all th9fstudy
units, complete the course review lesson.
Try to answer each question without the aid of. ,

reference materials. However, if you do,not
know an answer, look it up. When you have
finished the lesson, take it to your training
_officer or NCO for mailing to MCI. MCI
will grade it and send yeiu a feedback sheet.,
listing course references for any questions
that you miss.

PREA'AREFOR THE FINAL EXAM

h,Zow do you prepare for the tine]
exam? Follm\ :these four steps:

Revie\% each study unit objective if

as a summary of that was taught inthe
course.

°Reread all portions of the text)
that you found particularly-difficult.

0 Heyiew all the work unit questions,
paying special ailHilion to those you missed
the first.time around.

Study the course review
Lesson, paying particular attention
to the queStiofts you missed.

It you follow these simple,
steps, you should dcrwell on the
final. 0001) LUCK I
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STUDY UNIT1 ,100

BULK FUEL EQUIPMENT

STUDY UNIT OBJECTIVE: WITHOUT THE AID OF REFERENCES, YOU WILL IDENTIFY
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF BULK FUEL-EQUIPMENT. IN ADDITION, YOU WILL IDENTIFY
THE PROPER USE OF EQUIPMENT BY ITS NOMENCLATURE, PURPOSE, CAPABILITIES,
LIMITATIONS, AND ASSEMBLY PROCEDURESr,

Work,Unit 1-1. THEA50-GPM PUMP

IDENTIFY TWO CAPABILITIES OF THE 50 GPM PUMP.

5Q-gpm (gallons per minute) pump. This pump assembly is used as an expedient refueler
for field mechanized equipment And fuel transfer.. It may,.,be used sto dispense fuels from any
source, limited,by a maximum suction of 10 feet. Tyro nazzles allow hand control of two
separate discharge lines. This pump assembly is also used in the helicopter expedient
refueling system (HERS).

Pump assembly, model 803 (fig 1 and 2). This is ,a frame-mounted centrifugal-pump
driven by a41 1/2-hOrsepower engine. It is provided with. one 2-inch suction hose
and two 2-inch discharge hoses. The pumping unit, hoses, and other accessories
are secured to a metal skid for shipment. The pumping unit impeller is mounted
directly on ad'extension of the engine crankshaft, eliminating the need for an
engine-to-pump coupling.- The engine and pump are mounted on'a welded frame
assembly. The pump assembly is designed to pump fuel at the sate of 50 gallons
per minute and can fuel two pieco5 of equipment simultaneously, using the two
discharge_ hoses connected to the cross connector on the pump outlet.

Engine. The 1 1/2-hp engine that powers the pump a6sembly is a 1-cylinder,
air-cooled, 4-stroke-cycle military standard model 1A08-2.' It has a 1-gallon
capacity fuel tank and-the engine muffler is a spark-arresting typeto minimize
the danger of igniting volatile fuels by exhaust sparks. The muffler is connected
to the engine by a_tzfoot metal hose.

FUEL TANK

FRAME

PULLEY

CUP

NOZZLE

GROUND WIRE
ASSEMBLY

CHAIN

GROUND WIRE
ASSEMBLY

C P

PUMP

TUBE-----\''aL,T
t: /'-'---

Fig 1-1. Pump assembly, model, 803 removed from skid base.
1-1

MUFFLER
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CAP FRAME PU P , FUEL TtANK

GROUND WIRE
ASSEMBLY

PLUG-

FEUG

Fig 1-2. Pump assembly, model 803, (stde view).

EXERCISE: An5wer the forlowing questions and check your responses. against those listed at

thp end of this study unit.

1. The maximum suction lift of the 50-gpm eOpedient refueler is

2. How many pieces of equipment can be refueled by the 501gpm' expedient refueler at

the some time?

a. Two c. Four

b. Three d. Six .

a. 10 feet.

b. 15 feet.

c. 25 feei%

Work Unit 1-2. IltHE 100-GPM PUMP /.

'IIRTIFY TWO CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 100 GPO PUMP. !

100- tm Pum. This pump assembly is an alternate pump/in the Helicopter EXpedjent.

Refueling Sys em (H
r
RS) and the Fuel Dispensing, Expedient Refueler Pump Assembly. In the

future, the 50-gpm,pump may be phased out in favor of the 100-gpm pump. The 100-gpmPRump is

used to pump flammable liquids at the rate of-100 gallons per minute with a maxidium suction
-

lift of 25.feet.
.

1

Pump Assembly. (figures 1-3 and 1-4). This is a frame-mounted centrifugal pump

driven by a 3-horsepower gasoline engine. The pump assembly is equipped with a 2-inch quick

disconnect female coupling on the suction side of the pump, and a 2-inch quick disconnect mdle

fitting on the diitcharge side of the pump.

1

1-2
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Eng ine!. 114c 3-hprr;epower engine, that powers the pump, is a 2- cylinder, air. cooled,
4 standard model 2A016-3. It ligs a 5-gal Ion fuel can, used as the fuel

I th an (Oa p ter as5e.mbl y and hose assembly for internal fuel distribution. the engine
muff ler is a spark arresting type used to min imize the danger of igniting volatile fuel fumes,.

1W

-a

T

ti

)04

"

Fig 1-3. 100 GPM Pump (front view).

te,
1.141
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Fig 1 -4. 100 GPM Pump (rear view).
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EXERCISE:

a

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at

tho end of this study unit.

1. The maximum suction lift of the 100-gpm pump is

a. 10 feet. c. 20 feet.

b. 15 feet. d. 25 feet.

?. The 100-gpm pump is usqd as an alternate pump in the

a. Aa.
b. HERS.

Work Unit 1-3. THE .350-GPM PUMP

c. TAFUS.

d. AFFF.

IDENTIFY T1)0 CAPABILITIES OF THE 350 GPM PUMP.

350-gpm centrifugal pump. This vump is a self-contained unit capable of transferring

and dispensing fuels from and to storage tanks, vehicles, and ajrcraft in the field. It is

suitable for operation in all weather conditions and is easfirly transported over rough terrain.

Pump assembly (figure:41-5 and 1 -6,). The pump is a gasoline- engine- driven,
trailer-mounted, selfl-priming centrifugal pump designeCto deliver fuel at 350
gallons per mibgte at approximately80 psi (pounds per square inch) discharge

pressure. It is equipped with 5 gate valves (3 suction,and 2 discharge), al1.4
inches in diameter to accommodate hose connections.

Engine. The engine is a 4-cylinder, airrcooled, 4-stroke-cycle, model MVG4D. It

is a magCeto spark ignition "V" type engine with a rated horsepower of 34.5 at

2,200 rpm (revolutions per minute). The engine is waterproofed for surf and

stream fording.

3

2

1

Je

._.310110

1 Ft le1 tank
2 FlIA1 tank Ar
I Hight ile.td sh1-4tid
4 Air etc Ant. r

9

5 MuffIvr
a Lifting eye
7 Air vonting
8 Controlpanpi

10

12

9 Di 4,118 pt9- pt
10 Gal, valor, 0). (5 roq,0
ll Toolbox
12 Drawbar ring

Fig 1-5. 350-GPM centrifugal pump (pump assembly).
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1

1 Gate valve, 4 in 6 Spark plugs (4 required) 11, Magneto
2 Suctionllianifold- 7 Ignition cable assembly 12 Oil filter
3 Strainer 8 Air cleaner 13 Pump assembly
4 Control panel 9 Front engine panel 14 Toolbox
3 Air eliminator 10 Pintle hook

Fig 1 -6. 350:GPM centrifugal pump (pump assembly)..

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions angd check your resiconses
the end of this study unit.

The discharge pressure

a. ..804psi.

b. 350 psi.

4

of the 350-gpm pump is

c. 100 gall ns.
d. 350 gallons.

The 350-gpm pump is equipped with 5 gate valves;
and is/are discharg6.

a. 3, 2,
h. 2, 3

Work Unit 1-4. THE 600 GPM PUMP

c. 4, 1

d. 5, 0

against-thog'e listed at

are suction

IDENTIFY,TWO CAPABILITIES OF THE 600-GPM PUMP.

600-GPM Pump (fig 1-7). This is_the largest pump yqu will come into contact with. Itis a self-contained unit capable of transferring and dispensing fuels to storage tanks,
vehicles, and aircraft in the field. It is suitable for operation on the ground-and for
transportation over all types of terrain under all weather conditions:

4
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Fig 1-7. The 600-GPM Pump.

Pump Assembly. The pump unit is a trailer-mounted, self-priming centrifugal

pump. Thelni is designed for pumping gasoline, jet fuels, diesel fuels, light

liquid petroleum fuels, and water. It is equipped with six gate valves (two

4-inch.suctlon, one 6-inch suction, two 4-inch discharge, and one 6-inch

discharge).

Engine. This pimp is. driven by a 3-cylinder, Detroit Diesel Multifuel diesdl

engine. -The, gine is an in-line, 2.-cycle, water-cooled type with a 4-exhaust

valve head. f

EXERCISE: Answer the following' questions and check your responses against those listed at

the end of this study unit.

1. The 600-gpm pump is designed to pump 5 liquids. What are they?

//
a.

e.

2. The 600-gpm pump can trahsfer and dispense fuel to storage tanks v -icles, and

a. barges.
b. heavyequipment.

c. aircraft.
d. fuel drums.

Work Unit 1-5. HOSES AND HOSE ACCESSORIES

STATE THE FOUR WEAKNESSES OF SUCTION HOSE.

IDENTIFY THE, DIFFERENT TYPES O
0
F HOSES.

IDENTIFY CAM ACTION DURING THE CONNECTION OF A HOSE.

IDENTIFY ONE WEAKNESS OFTHE DISCHARGE HOSE.

ti
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You will come intp contact with hoses at nearly every fuel system; therefore, you will
need to he ahld to use them Correctly. There are NO types of hoses that you should be
concerned withuction and discharge hoses. The suction-type hose is wire reinforced and,
therofore, Thok Suction hose is not intended to carry positive pressure but
will withstand high vacuum; tIvi discharge hose', on the other hand, will collapse under vacuum
conditions, but it is designed to operate at pressures up to 125 psi. Metallic static wires
are incorporated in the suction hose, thereby insuring positive electrical bonding between
the fittings at each end of the hose. Each section of hose, regardless of length, is fitted
with quick-disconnect fittings (fig 1-8); a quick- disconnect adapter (male) in one'end and a
quick-disconnect coupler half Lfemale) in the other end, secured to the hose by two or three
stainless steel band§. SuctioA hoses dare supplied in)2-inch'and 4-inch sizes; discharge hoses
are supplied in 2-inch, 4-inch,'and 6 -inch sizes.

All couplings you will Ige on the hoses will be of the quick coupling type(fig 1-8)
and may be interconnected size for size. In type of connection, you should insert tile.
female side into the male side and depress the cam arms. This results in cam action which
forces the two ends into a tight.seal against a synthetic rubber gasket, forming a leakproof
fit.

The lengths of
4,

hoses vary but, in general, 'the discharge hose is of a 4 or 6-inch
diameter, and comes i.n. 50 -foot lengths. The suction hose, in most cases, isp feet long, due
to the excessike weight and stiffness of the reinforced wire plus its inability to be coiled
for compact handling. 'A 2-inch discharge hose is available in 25-foot lengths.

V

16611iMU:r4wwt-
2

3

` 4
A , 1. Hose, suction,--2 IN.

2. Hose, discharge; 2 IN.
. 3. Quick disconnect coupler half, (female),

2 IN.
4. Hose, suction, 4 IN.
5. Hose, discharge, 4-IN.
6. Quick disconnect coupler, half (female),

4 IN.

B

1.

41,

Stainless steel banding,
B w 2. Quick-disconnecf coupler half (female),,

4 IN. .1

3. Quick-disconnect adapter half (male),
4 IN.

4. Cam arm ring
5.' Cam-arm

C

1. Stainless steel banding
2. Quick disconnect coupler half (female),

6 IN..

3. Quick disconnect adapter half (male),
C 6 IN.

4. Cam arm ring

. 5. Cam arm

Fig 1-8( -Discharge and suction hoses with couplings.

1-7
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EXERCISE.' Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at '

the end of this study unit.

1. A suction hose,has four distinct weaknesses. What are these weaknesses?

a.-

b.

c.
d.

2. /A-A- and 6-inch discharge hose generally comes in

( suctionhose is usually feet long.

a. 15, '50 c. 50, 25

b. 50, 100 d. 25, 25

v

foot lengths, while at

In the event of high vacuum, the discharge hose will

a. explode, c. collapse.

b. bulge. d. crack.

4. The action that causes a tight seal between hoses is known as a(n)

a. hose, c, cam.

b. fittings. d. coupling.

Work Unit 1-6. THE 50-GPM FILTER-SEPARATOR

LIST TWO FUNCTIONS OF THE 50 GPM FILTER SEPARATOR.

IDENTIFY THE PURPOSE OF THE FUEL QUALM MONITOR,

50-gpm Filter-Separator AssNkly

This unit (fig 1-9) is a component of the Helicpjiter Expedient Refueling System

(HERS). It is capable of handling 50 gall9ns per minu e of the standard fuels. The

filter-separater.has four elements constructed of fiberglass which filter out the con6 inants. Or
and perform a coalescing action (causing water in the fuel to form in large drops). Th

filter canisters have a tetlon-coated screen which repels water that has formed into drops,

while permitting the'fuel fo pass through- Mounted on the separatorciptedy are two pressure) es

gages and a sight gage.. The pressure gages indicate the inlet and let pressure and the

sight gage indicates the amount.of water tin the separator. The elements must be'replaced when

the pressure differential reaches 20 psi or every two year,

Flow control valve (3, fig 1-9). This component, which is mounted on the inlet to the ".

separator, limits the flow of fuel to 50 gallons per irrte.,

Fuel quality monitor (9, fig 1-9). The mon or is also mounted.on the

bfilter-separator assembly.' Its function is to monitor the fuel, filtec elements, and

anisters. This unit will shut off the fuel flow when the water filtering capacity is

exceeded.

"
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A

1. Coupling
?.. Nipple

A. Wow Control valve
4. Filter-Separator

. Air Eliminator

. Gage
7. Sight Glass
8. Draincock
9. Fuel'Quality Monitor
10. Pressure Gage /
11. 3-Way Valve
12. elbow
13, Base

(t.

.1

NOTES: , '

1. CHANGE FILTER-SEPARATOR
ELEMENTS WHEN READINGS ON PRESSURE
GAGE (10) TAKEN AT INLET PRESS AND
CENT PRESS POSITIONS OF THE 3-WAY
VALVI (11) DIFFER BY 20 POUNDS.PER
SQUARE INCH WHEN FUEL IS.FLOWING.

2. CHANGE FUEL. L'ITY MONITOR,
ELEMENTS WHEN'READI ON PRESSUR
G4GE (10) TAKEN AT C LATER PRESS A D
OUTLET PRESS POSITIONS OF THE 3- Y

'VALVE DIFFER,BY 20 POUNDS PER SQ ARE 1
INCH WHEN FUEL IS `LOWING.

(

4

1
F1g 0

l<

-9. 50 -gpm filter-separator assembly. -

Answergh
the en

folAw&ng questions,and check your responses against those listed atEXERCISE:

this study4unit. 3 Api..... .

,i
1. The filtr separator had follr filter elements that perform two functions. What

AO

(
. m

are then two functions? //
f_ i

i 1 .
r

b.

The unit that shuts off theuel flow when the water filtering capability is
exceeded is called the

.a. flow Contr,o1rvalve!
b. fuel quality monitor.

ork Unit 1 -7.' THE 104GPM FILTER-SEPARATOR

IDENTIFY TWO 6NCTIONS*OF THE 100-GPM FILTER-SEPARATOR.
'

.4 IDENTIFY THE MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE OF THE 100-GPM FILTER - SEPARATOR.'
'

c. site gage.
d. pressure gage,

You have learned aboilt the 50-gpm filter-separator, now try the 100-gpm
0, I filter-separator. As you look at this filter-separator (fig 1-101, you can see that there is

a big difference in appearance between the two types. In the future, this filter-Separator
will become standard fort the HERS instead of being used as, an alternate.

The 100-GPM filter separator wits designed to filter and separate particles of
contamination and water from light petroleumsfuell6 it is capable of handling fuels at a rate
of 400 gallons per minute. This assembly is self-contained with a vertical type design. It
has a removable cover, five replacement filter elements,and Canisters, a differential pressure
indicator, and a water-level sight gage. In addition, both a manual water drain and air vent
are provided to ensure cleanliness .of the fuel and efficient operation. The inlet and outlet
valves are equipped with the cam lock fittings for quick disconnects. (Figure 1-11 shows a

At breakdown of_these and other componentsAnd assemblies.) This filter-separator has a maximum
working pressure of Y5 psi and the unit weighs 100 pounds (dry weight).

Sr
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FRAME

COUPLING
BAND

or 'AIR ,
ELIVMINAALVE TOR

INLET PORT

PRESSURE
DIFFERENTIAL

INDICATOR

Fig 1-10. The 100-gpm filter-separakv.
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a

e
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JAM

____

. .- - -

17 16 15

1.

2.

2A.
t 01 3.

, 4.

5.

) f
6.

Talk and frame assembly
Clamp, cover
Coupler, "V" retainer
Gasket, cover
,Cover assembly
Valve, air,

Diff erentdal pressure indicator

15. Chain, security
16. Coupler
17. Plug, dust
18. Plate, data
19. "Plates data
20. Plate, data
21. Clamp, canister ban

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

54.

Plate, data
Sight gage assembly
Screw, machine
Washer, flat
Body, sight gage
Gasket, sight gage
Ball, float

q. Screw, machine 22. Element 35. Plate, data
8. Washer, flat 23. Canister assembly 36. Valve, water drain
9.

10.

Washer, lock
Connector, male

V 24. Screw, drive
Plate,,Adentification

3/.

'38.

Plug, pipe
Adapter

11. Tube assembly 26. Clamp, grduriding 39. Cap, dust
12. ube assembly 27. Ground rod assembly 40. Washer, spring tension
13. Elbow, male
14. -Gasket

Fig 1-11. -components of the filter-separator.

EXERCIS(: Answer the follIwing questions and check your responses. against those listed
the end of this study unit.

1. The 10011gpm filter-separator is deigned to filter and separate particles
of and from light fuels.

a. oil, dirt
b. water, air

c.lkontamination, water
d. contaminatio, oil

at

at



What is the maximun working pressure of the 100-GPM filter separator?

a. 50 psi

b. 35 psi

IL'

Work Unit 1-8. THE 35O -GPM FILTER-SEPARATOR

c. 125 psi
d. 75 psi

IDENTIFY THE TWO STAGES OF THE4r0-GPM FILTER SEPARATOR.

The 350-GPM Filter-Separator is the piece of equipment in the tank farm that you can

expect to use to filter out solids and undissolved water from light petroleum products. This

assembly (fig 1-12) is a self-contained, skid-mounted unit, which is of a vertical-type design

and aluminum construction. Basically, the filter-separator is a two-stage unit. The first

stage consists of coalescing (intermingling, blending) filtering; fuel containing dirt and .

water enters the inlet and passes through the filters. Essentially, all solids are removed

an all. emulsions (heavy liquids) are broken (coalesced), thereby forming large water droplets

which settle to the water accuMtlation sump for draining. The second stage consists of the

external layer of the filter which contains chemically treated plasticized cellulose which

blocks the passage of any water droplets and provides a second filtration barrier. The sump,

where the water which has been separated from the fuel accumulates, is located on the bottom

of the tank. A float assembly inside the sump is designed to float on water and to sink in

fuel. The movement of the float assembly controls,two diaphragm-actuated valves which opettate

the fuel discharge valve and the water drain valve. When the water level inside the unit

approaches the maximum safe level, the water drain valve is opened to discharge the water.
.

When excessive quantities of water enter, the unit, causing the water to rise above the safe

level, the fuel discharge valve is closed until the drain. v.alve is able to eliminate the

excess w ter. The bottom of the sump is designed to aa.as a vortex breaker to eliminate any

OeA
whir 1p 1 effect whiCh would draw fuel into the water which is being discharged. A flow

contr is located in the fuel discharge valve to prevent the flow of fuel from exceeding the

rated flow. Quick-disconneekcouplings are provided on the inlet and Oischarge fittings. A

selector control and pressure'gage are mounted on the unit to obtain prItsure readings of the

,inlet and discharge' sides in order to determine the pressure drop acros e filter-separator.

TMWW'"N'

r fie:61.-vrr ti

4
4

er

Fig 1-12. The 350-GPM Filter-Separator.
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CURCISE Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.

1. The first stage of filtering in the,350-GPM Filter-Separator consists of

,a. a filter element. c.
f). a sump. d. plasticized cellulose.

2. The second stage of filtering in the 350-GPM Filter.-Separator consists of

a. filter elements. c. blending.
W. intermingling. d. coalescing.

Work Unit 1-9. THE FUEL MONITOR

IDENTIFY THE PURPOSE OF THE GO-N0-00 GAGE.

IDENTIFY THE CORRECTIAMLACTIONS FOR THE GO-NO-GO GAGE WHEN THE FUEL FLOW SHUTS
DOWN. 1

The fuel monitor assembly (fig 1-13), referred to as a GO-NO-GO gage, is' installed
downstream of the filter-separator! in the fuel sys:ipm. Its purpose is to remqve both solid.
contaminants and undissolved water from the fuel being handled and, more importantly, to act
as a fuel clOnliness monitor. If solid contaminants or water exceed a safe level, filter
elements (referred to as,fuses) will Mitt off all flow. When this occurs; it indicates that
filters or water separators upstream are not performing properly, The. trouble most be located
and corrected, and the GO-NO-GO fuses must be replaced before continuing the operation.

The GO-NO-GO gage is mounted horizontally 011 a roll-over aluminum skid frame.
Quick-disconnect hose couplings are provided for the inlet and outlet connections. A pre ure
gage and 3-way plug are provided to monitor either the inlet or outlet pressure. A groun
and separate ground lead assembly are provided for grounding the skid frame during operation.
Steel tiedown or towing eyes ye provided at the four corners of the skid. Two aluminum
lifting eyes are welded to the top of the roll-over frame.

4>,
.dakia1

000 011 cr uri

"!..17

PRISM
801

ALUM 1101
MIMI! 010

Fig 1-13. Fuel monitor assembly.
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EXERCISE: Answer the foltowing questioni'and Check your responses against those listed at

the end of this study unit. '

1. The purpose of the GO-NO-GO gage is to remove solids and waters but more

importantly to act as a

.a.' filterseparator. c. fuel cleanliness monitor.

b. manifold' d. hose couplAg. 4

2. When the GO-NO-GO gage shuts down the fuel flow, the is not

olating properly.

a. f- ter- separator

b. manifold

c. fuel cleanliness monitor

d. hoSe coupling

3. 'When fuel flow problems are Corrected, the GO-N0-60 gage must be

changed.

a.' cartridges c. fuses

b; canisters d. tanks

Work Unit 1-10. THE FUEL METER/REGISTERS

IDENTIFY THE FLOW RATE CAPABILITY OF THE FUEL METER/REGISTER. I

IDENTIFY TWO FUNCHONS OF THE FUEL M'TER /REGISTER. I

The purpose of themeter assembly is to register and-show you how much fuel., in

gallons, is dispensed and received. A visible register, located on top of the meter, records

fuel being dispensed at each individual operation as well as keeping a cumulative total df all

fuel issuector.received.

The 3 -inch meter/Pegister assembly, equipped with 4-inch coupler and. adapter, (fig

1-14) is wlightweight, portable,
skid-mounted unit consisting of a meter, visible register,

grounding rod, wire and clip assembly for grounding, and twa quick - disconnect coupling-halves

for connecting hoses. The meter consists of a short section of pipe with a chamber that

houses a rotor capable of metering fluids at flow rates between,5O gpm and 650 gpm at a,

maximum pressure of 200 pal. The meter is factory-tested and factory-calibrated before

shipment and canbe readily field-adjustable with no special tools. There are no close

clearances with the meter body, thereby eliminating the need for strainers. The rotor,

powered by flow, uses a permanent magnet and coupling to drive the externally mounted .

mechanical register. The inlet and outlet connections of the meter are threaded and equipped

with quick-disconnect coupling- halves. The base of the meter is bolted to the' frame.

Note: HERS requires two 2- inch'meter, assemblies. They arec.onn-gted downstreai of

the'fuel monitor and can record 9999 gallons. AAFS-has two 3-inch and six

2-inch meter assemblies. "-

1-14
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Fig 1-14. Three-inch meter register assembly.

EXERCISE: Answer the folloWing questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.

1. The flow rate capability of the meter/register assembly ranges between 50 gpm
and gpm.

a. 100
b. 350

c. 600
"d. 650

2. The purpose of the meter/register assembly is to register and show how much fuel is

dispensed in gallons.
b. received in gallons.

c. dispensed and received in gallons.
d. missing in gallons.

3. The 2-inch meter assem4,1y can record u0;to gallons.

a. 999
b. 9999

c. 99999
d. 999999

.

Mork Onit 1-11. THF PRESSURE REGULATOR

,

IDENTIFY ONE PURPOSE OF THE PRESSURE REGULATOR)

IDENTIFY THE ADJUSTMENT RANGE OF THE PRESSURE REGULATOR.

The pressure regulator (Fig. 1-15) assembly is essentially a diaphragm-activated
hydraulic regkilating valve equipped with suitable quick-disconnect fittings so that it mey be
readily installed in the AAFS. Its primary purpose i6 to limit line\pressure on the downhill
grodes.

A

1-15
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internal file] pressure is controlled by the pressure regulator valve, which, in turn,

is governed by the adjustment of the reducing valve located on top and toward the discharge

end of the regulator assembly. The reducing valve is designed to provide sensitive control of

the pressure regulating valve in order to insure, accurate regulation of the fuel discharge

pressure. The reduting valve is adjustable within a range of 30 to 110 pi. A flow control

valve, which is, connected to and works in.conjunction with the reducing valve, controls the

rate of pressure flow to,-and from the top of the pressure regulating valve diaphragm in order

to provide a bd1anced opening or closing of Ahe v$1ve. The selector control, which is a 3-way

valve located in the tubing below, the pressure gage, enables the'operator to obtain readings

of the inlet and discharge pressures of the pressure regulating assembly.

nr,

m

_11116.__EE

'1 4

.111,-.11111

fAtl.f.

:

4,

Fig 1-15. Six -inch pressure regulator (front-view).

1. Adjustinggr'qw 3. Flow control valve

2. Reducing control 4. Adjusting screw

1

Fig 1-16. Six-inch regulator assembly Flow control valve
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EXERCISE: Answer theifollowing Oqestions and check your responses against those listed at,.
the end of\this study unit.

1. The primary pUrpose of the pressure regulator is to limit line pressures on

a., flatalands.
b. uphill grades.

c. downhill grades.
d, underwater areas.

2. The item of equipment that is adjustable within a rang of 10 to 110 psi is the

a. discharge valve.
b. reducing valve.

'1,

a

c. 3 -way,valve.t
d. gate a4ve.

Work Unit 1-12. THE FUEL MANIFOLD A'

GIVEN FISUR MANIFOLD ASSEMBLIES AND THE CHARACTERISTICS FOR
EACH; MATCH EACH MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY WITH ITS CHARACTERISTIC.

The skid-mounted manifold assembly is a crossroad for the transfer lines through whichthe product is rectived_from the booster station and channeled to the tank farms. It is alsoused to channel fuel within the tank farm. 0

Six-inch manifold (11). This manifold is equipped with six gate valves and isused primarily in_ the distribution a upply of fuel to tee tank farms.

Four-inch monifods.. There are two 4-inch manifolds, one is equipped with s'ix
gate valves (12) and the other is equipped with five gate valves (13). Eachmanifold is central to each tank farm and is used to distribute, uel to thetanks and the dispensing stations-6oth

the 6-inch and 4-inch sizes areequipped with quick disjonnect adapters and couplers plus dust plugs and caps.

Drum unloading manifold (14). This manifold connects the 2-inch suction lines
to the drums and the 4 -inch suction line to the pump.

Fuel-disgensing manifold 05). This manifold connects the 4-inch dischargehose to the 2 -indh dispensing hoses.

4

11! 1.bt.
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11 Manifold assembly 6-in.

12 Manifold assembly 4-in.

1

r

\ ,

1. Skid Assembly 6. Rivet
2. Valve Gate 7. Ring
3. Adapter Assembly 8. Chain
4. Cap 9. Coupler Assembly
5. Cam Lever 10, Plug

11. Chain

13 Manifold assembly 4-in.

1

l(Manifold drum unloading

1. Reducer
2. Reducer
3. Cap
4. Cam Lever
5. Rivet
6. Ring
7. Nut
8. Dion
9. Washer

10. Gasket
11. Coupler Assembly
12. ArioN

15 lanifola, fuel dispenslng

.Fig 1-17. Manifold assemblies.
1-18
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1. Manifold
1.-2. Coupler

3. Cain Lever
4. Rivet
5. Ring
6. Adapter
7. Gasket
B. Bolt
9. Washer

10. Nut
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Fittings and manifolds. All f ings and manifolds in the system can be connected-
together either dreary or with an per. Figure 1-17 shows various types, of fittings and
manifolds issued with the system. T wide variety of fittings and manifolds makes the system
adaptable to practically all types ituations and terrain.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questi ns and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study. unit.

Match ing: Column 1 (items 1-4) lists four manifold assemblies. Column 2 (a through d) lists
identifying characteristics of each of, the four manifold assemblies. Match each
manifold assembly in column 1

Place your answers in the spaces

Column 1

Manifold assembly

with its
provided.

identifying characteristic in column 2.

Column 2
Characteristic

1. 4-inch manifold a. 5 or 6 gate valves

2. 6 -inch manifold b. 6 gate valves

3. Drum unloading manifold c. 2-inch suction 'lines

4. F el dispensing 'manifold d. 2-inch dispensing hose
',.

Work Unit 1-13. THE 20,000 GALLON COLLAPSIBLE TANK

DEFINE THE,"FLOATABLE ROOF" PRINCIPLE.

STATE THE THREE MAIN PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE 20,000 GALLON COLLAPSIBLE TANK.

The 20,000 gallon tank (fig 1-18) is designed for storage of liquid fuels in military
operations. Safety was also considered in the design of thesp tanks. When the tank has fuel
in it, the top of the tank alWays comes in contact with the fuel. This is called the
"floatin roof" principle as it minimizes the air space where fumes accumulate, thereby making
it safer. Collapsible tanks also cause less contamination than the meta] rigid type. They
are comparatively .light in weight and, when not in use, they are placed in tank chests for
compact storage and easy handling.

This- high-capacity tank is used in both systems (AAFkpr TAFDS). It is constructed of
square-woven fabric,impregnated with p troleum-resistant matWrial and can be folded compactlyct
for storage in the limited space of a t k chest. Coate fabric hand straps are provided
along the sides of the tank for moving a d positioning before filling. This 20,000- gallon
tank, when filled, assumes somewhat of an elliptical shape approximately 23 feet wide, 5 feet
9 inches high, and 25 feet long. The tank (1-., fig 1-18) is equipFrMh one inlet (4, fig
1-18Y, gne outlet fitting (2; fig 1-18), and one vent fitting (3, fig 1-18). To permit
inspecting, cleaning, and repairing of the tank, an oval closure plate is provided near the
end o`f the tank. The vent fitting is equipped with a relief valve to permit venting of fumes
during warm weather loading and unloading operations.

1 Tank 5 .Ground cloth hand straps
2 Discharge .fitting 6 Tank hand -straps
3 Flame-arrestor vent 7 , Ground Cloth ;
4 Inlet fittings .

A '

Fig 1-18. Collapsible 20,000-gallon tank.
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a.a Tank chest (fig 1-19). The tank chest is the container that is also provided with all

20,000-gallon-capacity collapsible tanks. It is coqstructed of lightweight aluminum andit is

equipped with cover (1); carrying handles (2) for manhandling; lifting hooks;(3) for hoistinn

with a lifting device; and towing eyes (5) for movement by means of towing, One.end of the

;hest,is partitioned to accommodate the inlet and outlet fitt'n s. the'vent assembly, and the

ank repair kit.

1. Cover .

2. Carrying handles (14 required)

3. Lifting hooks (4 required)

4. Locking handles (7 required)

5. Towing eyes (4 required)
G. Tank chest body

Fig 1-19.. Tank chest.

b. Ground cloth. A' ground cloth is provided with each collapsible tank. The size of the

cloth depends on the size and capacity of the ullapsible tank. Its purpose -is to protect the

tank. .The ground cloth is a sheet made from rebberized nylon4with eight coated fabric hand,

straps provided for moving and positioning. After the berm has been prepared and inspected

for stones, sharp otitacles, Itc., the ground cloth is positioned in the berm to conform with

the dimensions of tire tank. It acts as a bed for the tank, thus affording further protection.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at

the end of this study unit.

1. Define the floating roof principle.

e
-

2. What are the three major physical features of the '0,000 gallon tank?

a.

.b.

C.

Work Unit 1-14. THE 500-GALLON DRUM.

IDENTIFY THE QUANTIFY OF 500-GALLON DRUMS USED IN THE HER.

IDENTIFY ONE ELBOW COUPLER VALVE CHARACTERISTIC.

1-20
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')00-.gallon drum (fig 1-20) is a durable nonvented collapsible container. When
filled, the drum assumes a cylindrical shape and is approximately 6 feet 8 inches and 3 feet
10 inches in diameter. fhe drum is constructed of fabric impregnated with fuel-resistant
synthetic rubber. The body is equipped with a closure plate (fg 1-21) on each end. Each
closure plate is equipped with a swivel ring and two anchor shackles. The shackles are for
the attachmentof lifting slings, for attachment to parachutes, or for use in towing the
container short distances. Thb drum must not run over sharp objects or rough terrain. Filled
drums can be transported as air cargo or by helicopter as an external load. The drums,
however, will not survive a free-fall air drop as they will burst on impact. The front
closure plate is also equipped with a check valve adapter and elbow coupler 'valve with a dust
cap. You must remember that this Naive opens and closes just the opposite of most other
valves. The valve opens with a clockwise motion and closeS with a codnterclockwise motion.
When collapsed, the drum can be folded to permit transportation. This type drum is the main
storage component for the HERS which has eighteen of them.

rnONT viLW

Fig 1-20. The500-gallon drum.

4

1. Coupler elbow valve assembly 3. Swivel plate
2. Check valve assembly adapter 4. Shackle

.Fig 1-21. Drum, fabric, collapsible, liquid fuel,
500-gallon-capacity (nonvented).

REAR VIEW

4

ti

5. Fuel/Defuel
valve assembly
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To facilitate the usek the drum, a collapsi e yoke (fig 1-22) provides a means for

towing the drum. short distances and far lifting with power equipment or by helicopter. The

yoke is constructed of two sections of tubular steel with each section haVilig an upper leg,

connecting leg, and brace. When assembled, the two sections connect at the braces, the upper

legs.forming an eye. The yoke attaches to a shackle On each end of the drum. ,

'd

A 5

1. 500-gallon drum.
2. Yoke

3. Cargo Truck

4. Pintle
C)evis

4

0

Fig 1-22. The 500-gallon drum with yoke attthed to cargo vehicle.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check your respopses against those listed at

the end of this study unit.

1. The HERS contains 500-gallon fuel drums. 4

a. 6

b. 12

c: 15'

d._ 18

A

2. Unlike most gate valves, to close the elbow coupler valve you should

a. turn it clockwise. c. push.

b. turn it counterclockwise. d. pull.

Work Unit 1-15. EMERGENCY REPAIR KIT/GENERAL REPAIR KIT

IDENTIFY ONE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE EMERGENCY REPAIR KIT.

IDENTIFY ONE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE GENERAL REPAIR KIT.

When you work with fuel drums and collapsible tanks, leaks and seepage, are

inevitable. Hence,-repair kits have been developed to mak; quick ' d efficient repairs. 6.

Emergency repair kit. An emergency repair kit is furnishe with each collapsible tank

and is stored in the partitioned end of the tank chest. The kit mechanical repair 1

patches (fig 1-23a) and gaskets necessary for emergency tank repairs. New procurement tanks

will have threaded tapered wood plugs (fig 1-23b), in three and five inch sizes. The two

wooden plugs vary in diameter with the three inch size having a one-quarter inch, diameter,

while the five inch size has a one-half inch diameter.

1-22 35
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(1'

SIZE A B C
3 INCH 3 3/4 DIA. 1/4 DIA.
5 INCH" 5 I-1/2 DIA. 1/2 DIA.

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

4;4

Fig 1- 23(a). tlechanfcal Repair Patch. Fig' 1-23(b). Threaded tapered wood plug.

General repair kit (fig 1-24). This kit consists of spare parts, gaskets, packing,
and a limited number of tools for the routine maintenance, replacemefit, and repair,of
individual items in the system. It also includes evacuation kits for 4- and 6-inch hoses, and
a combustible gas indicator for detecting hazardous vapor accumulation. Hose clamps (4- and
6-inch dizes) (fig 1-25) are also contained in this kit. All items are stored in three
lightweight, aluminum chests which comprise part of the kit.

c .A.=.1111110S

Fig 1-24. ,General repair, kit chest.
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Fig 1-25. Hose repair clamp.

I
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Fig 1-26. Fuel. Hose Evacuation kit.

Fuel hose evacuation kit (fig 1-26). This kit is connected to
is used to purge hose lines to clear them of fuel. The ball should be
GAA to allow it to, pass through all AVIE connections.

an air compressor and
well lubricated with

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and'check- your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.

1. The emergency repair kit is furnished with patches, gaskets and

a. bolts.
b. adapters.

c. clamps.
d. plugs.

2. The general repair kit includes evacuation kits for and
hoses.

a. a-inch, 4-inch
,b. 4-inch, 6-inch

Work Unit 1-16. BULK FUEL HARDWARE

c. discharge, 4-inch
d. discharge, 6-inch

IDENTIFY TWO TYPES OF FUEL-SERVICING NOZZLES.

STATE THE PURPOSE OF THE LIQUID SIGHT INDICATOR.

STATE THE PURPOSE OF THE STRAINER ASSEMBLY.

STATE THE PURPOSE OF)THE WYE COUPLINGS.

1-25
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This work unit will Over nearly all of the nozzles, gate valves, and other

miscellaneous hulk fuel hardware. However, miscellaneous shOuld not be taken to mean trivial

as each piece of hardware has an important function.

a. fuel- servicing nozzles. There are two types of fuel-sevicing nozzles that you must

be concerned with (fig 1-27).

(1) Pressure type. The 2-inch pressure locking nozzle (1) is primarily intended for

use in fueling or defueling various items of ground equipment such as tfie

500-gallon collapsible drum; it may also be used for fueling helicopters. The

.4 -1nc pressure licking nozzle (2) is used in defueling. These nozzles are

fur shed with a positive shutoff device in order to prevent fuel and vapors from

escaping when an aircraft is being refueled with its engines in operation.

'46

C

A c

r% t
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,

It,
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1. Pressure Locking Nozzle, 2-Inches
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2. Press re locking nozzle, 4-inches
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A

v "1%1,
c.

4

S. Fuel-servicing nozzle, 1 1/2-inches

Fig 1-27. Nozzles.

(2) Service station type or Gravity Fed. The fuel servicing'nozzle (3, fig 1-27),

'sometimes referred to as the gravity type, comes in the 1 1/2-inch size. This

nozzle is used in.the dispensing stations for dispensing fuel to vehicles, drums,
V s

and aircraft.

b. Hardware (fig l' -27b).

0.1

(1) Drum unloading valve. The drum unloading valtve (or sucliion stub assembly) (4, fig

1-27b) is-equipped with a 2-inch suctiomttube for unloading fuel from drums and

cans. '

(2) Liqtild, sight indicaltr. The liquid sight indicator, which Comes in thre/sizes,

2-inch (5, fig 1-27b), 4-inch (6, fig 1-27b), and,6-inch (9), is used to indicate

the fuel flow.

(3) Gate valve, 4-inch. The 4-inch gate valve (8, fig 1-27b) is equipped"with flanges

for connecting either to quick' - 'disconnect adapters or couplers, flanges or other

flanged,copnections. 'The valves are.-used throughout the system on the Various

,components and in majorlpose connections.

I
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4. Drum unloading valve- 7. Liquid sight indic4btr, 6-inches
5. Liquid sight indicator, 2-inches 8. Gate valve, 4-inches

'6. Liquid sight indicator, 41inches

Fig 1-27b. Liquid sight indicators and valves.
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c. coup 1

. between the SUC

1.
2.
3. /
4. 1

5. f

1. Wye' Fitting
2. C.,upler Assembly
3. At III

4. ,P111

5, Ping
"s4+k

Jus (fig 1-28). These couplings are used as facilitating connections
on and discharge hose transfer lines.

ez1) A

6. Casket
7. Bolt
B. Washer
9, Nut.

Adaptr Assembly

A Wye couplings, 'female
B Wye couplings, mare

11 1-28. Couplings.
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B

I. Wye Fitting
2. Adapter Assembly
3. Gasket
4, Bolt
5. Washer

re.

6. Nut
7. Coupler Assembly
8. Arm
9. Pin

10. Ring



d.- Reducer assemblies (fig 1-29). For convenience in interconnecting the 6-inch and
4-inch segments of the -AITS , the high-capacity system has four 6-inch CO-inch A reducer
assemblies (A) and one 4-inch A reducer assembly (B).

B 4-in.

Fig 1-29. Reducer ass blies.

A 6-in. Cx4-in. Adapter Cx6-in. Adapter

lb

e. Strainer assembly (fig 1-30). The 6-inch skid-mounted strainer assembly is part of
the over-the-benth fuel supply equipment used when receiving fuel from vessels off shore. Itspurpose is to remove any solid contaminants such as sand and rust that could be sucked up frontthe bottoms of the tanker.

6
Fig 1;,3Q. Strainer assembly.
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f. Fuel . The fuel adapter assembly consists of individual items of

hardware rmosThave 6ire0y3)eepakifvered in this study unit), which are interchangeable

throughout the system. THri purp6re of this _assembly of items is to allow "hook .up" with, or

to connect your system to other fuel systems regardless of the type of equipment used. 'Items

which are part of the assemblx,that have not been mentioned consist of various elbows and

flies that help make connect n the fuel source. The. pipe-to-hose adapter is the actual

link to. the fuel source. The .-i h elbow (fig 1-31) is used for the small amphibious ship

over-the-beach unloading opera I i. Properly sewed, this elbow 0') prevent chafing and

pinching during the shuttlecraft loading operation.
10111'

Fig 1-31. 2-inch elbow.

...---
.

,.,

g. Fuel nozzle stand (fig 1-32). The fuel nozzle stand is used at dispens'ing points.

Its purposeis- fo suspend the fuel nozzles to keep them off the ground and out of the dirt,

, mud, etc'''. A so leaks Fria the nozzle or convection can be detected quicker and easier.

4)g 1-3?. Fuel nozzle stand.

h. Conduit. The purpose 'ofsa conduit is mainly to..ptotect the hose. It provides a

tunnel under roads where traffic 'might damage it. Two types of conduits currently afford this

protection. They are the:

1-32
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(1) Small-pipe type. This conduit is 8 inches in diameter, comes'irl sections 11 feet
Idng, and ill accommodate hose up to /1 inches. It is not recommended for use
withrthe -inch hose although it could he used.

(2) Nestablelipe. culvert.. This
type of conduit is fabricated
from 2-foot corrugated
galvanized steel half-sections,
each section 2 feet long.
When assembled, this 2-foot-diameter
culvert has some advantages over
the smaller type. It can easily
accommodate Ay size hose in the .

system, and it is,more durable and
versatile.

A-

p-

1 Culvert halves
2 Bolts
3 Nuts

Fig 1-33. Nestable pipe culvert.

EXERCISE:, Answer the following questions and check your responses against those liste'd at
the end.orthis study unit.

1. The two types of fuel-servicing nozzles are:

a.

b.
p

2. What is the purpose of the liquid sight indicator?

3. The purpose of the strainer assembly is

4. The purpose of the wye coup ngsis

SUMMARY REVIEW

Now that you have completed this study unit, you have learned the operating
diaracteristics of bulk fuel equipment. You have also learned the proper uses for the items
of balk fuel equipment according to each item's nomenclature purpose, capabilities,
limitations, and ssembly procedures.

Answer to. Study Unit #1 Exercises

Work Unit 1-1.

1, a.

2. a.

Work Unit 1-2.

1. d.

2. b.
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Work Unit 1-3.

1. a.

2. a.

Work Unit 1-4.

1. a. Gasoline
b. Jet Fuel

c. Diesel Fuel

d. Light Liquid Petroleum Fuels

e. Water

2. c.

Work Unit )-5.

1. a. Non-collapible -

-b. Cannot be coiled

c. Has excessive weight and stiffness

d. Not designed for positive pressure

2. c.

3. cs.

4. c.

Work Unit .1 -6.

1. a. Filter out contaminents
b. Perform a coalescing action

2. b.

Work Unit 1-7.

1. c.

2.-d.

Work Unit 1-41.

1. a.

2. b.

Work Unit 1-9.

J.

_/

-

1. c.

2. a.

3. c.
.k

Work Unit 1-10.

Work Unit 1-11.

1. c.

2. b.

Work Unit 1-12.

1. a.

2. b.

3. c.

4. d,

Work Unit 1-13.

1. When(the tank is full and the top of the tank rests

2. a. One inlet
b. One outlet
c. One vent fitting

1-31
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Work Unit 1-14.

1. d.

2. b.

Work Unit 1-15.

1. d.

2. 4-inch, 6-inch

Work Unit 1-16.

#
1. a. PresSure type

b. Service station type or Gr-ivity Fed
2. To indicate fuel flow
3. To remove sand and rust when receiving fuel over the beach from a tanker
4.- To facilitate connections between suction and discharge transfer lines,

A

10

01*
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STUDY UNIT ?

BULK FUEL SYSTEMS

STUDY-UNIT OBJECTIVE: WITHOUT THE AID OF REFERENCES, YOU WILL IDENTIFY THE BULK
. FUEL SYSTEMS, THEIR DIFFERENCES,'AND THEIR APPLICATIONS. IN ADDITION, YOU WILL

IDENTIFY THE REQUIREMENTS FOR SITE SELECTION, CONSTRUCTION, AND INSTALLATION OF
BULK FUEL-SYSTEMS.

Work Unit ?-1. BULK FUEL SYSTEM SITE SELECTION

IDENTIFY TWO TYPES OF UNLOADING UNITS.

IDENTIFY BOOSTER STATION SEPARATION.

LIST THREE FUNCTIONS OF THE "LINEWALKER."

IDENTIFY FOUR TANK FARM SITE FACTORS.

Plans of commander. Normally, before any operation, the siteof the beach unloading
st6tion is given to the platoon assigned to operate all stations in the system. The commander
decides which route to take from the beach to the final dispensing point. Overlays will be
given by the commander to the platoon commanders and platoon sergeants, shOwing the terrain to
be used. The terrain is the most important factor in the plans of the commander. When fuel
transfer operations are carried out on very hilly terrain, the booster stations may be only
1/4 to 1/2 mile apart. After studying the plyis of the commander and the general terrain
features, the platoon commander selects the site for installation .elf the booster station and
the tank farl

Beach unloading station (fig 2-2). Terrain must accommodate amphibious craft. The site
should he downwini and downstream of the main landing area to prevent endangering the entire-
operation through ignition of fuel vapors. The site should be removed from other congested
traffic. Concealment and cover .should be considered. A bottom line launching area requires
an area 100 feet'wide by 200 feet in depth near a level beach with argrade very similar Id the
natural grade of the surf zone. While plans for the beach unloading site are being made,
plans must also be made to "provide for the initial purge of the Navy line leading in from the
'tanker. There are several methods of receiving the initial purge fuc at the beach. One
method is to install an extra collapsible tank at the beach to receive the initial purge (the
more econofldcal method). The fuel. may be put ;into .the main system after all of'the diet and
pipe seal have settled to the bottomdf the tank. Install the beach unloading station to
receive the initial purge.

Unloading units. To supplement and add to the versatility of the fuel system, unloading
units are used when or if the beach unloading procedures become inoWative or when a part of
the system requires additional support. These unloading units can besinstalled anywhere in
the system, provided there is a pump aviailable. ttc

'a. Drum unloading unit (fig 2-1). This unit enables the system to be supplied by drums.
Again, anywh'ere in the system where there is a pump,, this unit may defuel six drums
simultaneously.

b. Bulk tank unloading unit. This system consists f various item of hardware and
accessories for unloading military And commercial truc and rail tank s. There is no set ,

way to assemble this defueling system; its assembly de ends solely on creative thought.

2-1



1. Drum unloading valve 5. Wye, ACC

2. Suction hose, 2-inch x 25 ft 6. 600 gpm pump -4.

3. Drum unloading manifold 7. Discharge hose, 4-inch x 50 ft

4. Suction hose, 4-inch x 25 ft

Fig 2-1. Drum unloading assembly.

Booster station. Normally, the first station installed after the beach unloading station

is the No. 1 booste'r station. It is usually installed at a distance from the beach, dependent

upon the plans Of the commander, the hose allowaVice, and the terrain. The site should be on

level terrain-, if possible, and in a place that provides natural camouflage. Operations at

the booster station are simple once the station is installed and ready to operate. When

construction of the boostyr station site is completed, the tanks should be at least 120 feet

apart and in berms no larger than 1 1/2 feet outside the tank. Figure 2-3 shows a booster

station. The noncommissioned officer (NCO) in charge of the booster station should maintain .11,

conimunications at all times with other stations in the system. By doing so, the transfer rate'

can he controlled more readily. The rate must be about the same for all stations. If one of

the stations pumps at a reduced rate, it will become overloaded with fuel. The transfer

should flow evenly throughout thyrentire system. Booster station personnel must provide their

own guards and patrols. The patrol's (more commonly known as "linewalker") mission is to

guard the lines from enemy troops, inspect them for leaks, and report any incidents. The NCO

in charge of the booster statIton selects the personnel to patrol the line and stand guard

around the booster station.

4
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S

st.

Note:

I!

The arrangement of equipment as shown is a practical method of receiving an initial
purge of the fuel containing water/sediment. The method is safe and economical, as
well.

A. From off-shore
shuttle craft

B. Pumped from
tanker5 or other
off-shore sources

C. To boost pump
assembly

D. Sump tank

Z.

A.

4
1. Pressure locking nozzle, 4-inch 8. Reducer, 6C x 4A
2. Suction hose, 4-inch.x 25 ft 9. Meter, 3-inch
3. 600-gpm pump 10. Reducer, 4C x 6A
4. Discharge hose, 6-inch x 50 ft. 11. Wye, CAA
5. Manifold, 6-inch 12. Gate valve
6.1 Strainer, 6-inch 13. Discharge hose, 4-inch x 50 ft.b 7. Sight indicator, 6-inch 14. Collapsible tank

51

Fig 2-2. Beach unloadtpg.-assembly.
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TO BOOST
PUMP ASSEMBLY 4:-----6/0
OR TANK
FARM ASSEMBLY

4

4/S

O

1

4/0 /

4/S

0

4/D

FROM BOOST PUMP ASSEMBLY
OR BEACH UNLOADING ASSEMBLY

1. Discharge hose, 6-inch x 50 ft.

2. 600-gpm pum
3. Suction hose, 4-inch, x 25 ft.

4. Collapsible tank

mosurn,

Fig 2-3. Boost

5. Discharge hose, 4-inch 0 ft.

6. Gate valve
7. Wye, CAA
8. Reducer, 6C x 4A

pump assembly.
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Selecting the tank farm site. The site of the tank farm should be On terrain as level aspossible. Factors to he considered are: accessibility to roads for ease in dispensing fuel;
dispersal for decrease in target attractiveness; and ease in berm preparation. The maximum
distance from the tank farm to.the dispensing point should not exceed 1,000 ft and the minimum
distance should not he less than 150 ft.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check your responses against lose listed at
the endof,this study'unit.

1. Two types of unloading units are the. and

a. drum unloading unit and booster station.
b. bulk tank unloading unit and drum unloading unit.
c. system unloading unit and booster station.
d. drum unloading unit and system unloading unit.

2. The booster station tanks should be placed

- a. 100 feet c. 151 feet
b. 120 feet d. 175 feet

3. The three duties of the "line walker" are:

a.

b.

c.

apart.

0

4. The tank farm site has four factors that must be considered. Thesedf0Or factors
are: '

. _

a. accessibility to roads; ease jn dispensing fuel; contour.of ter/ain; and fuel
replenishment.

b. natural camouflage; fuel replenishment; equipment dispersal; and ease in berm
preparation.

c. equipment dispersal; contour of terrain;Mtessibility to roads; and natural

d. equipment dispersal; ease in dispensing fuel; accessibility to roads; and ease

camouflage.

in berm preparation.

Work Unit 2-2. SITE CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION

STATE TWO FACTORS IN BERM DESIGN AND LAYOUT.

IDENTIFY THREE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BERM.

NAME TWO TANK FARM DESIGNS.

S

Design and layout. For fire safety, all tanks should be installed in individual berms.
There are two important factors to consider in tank berm design and layout. The first factor
to consider is to install the tanks in berms which will confine spilled fuel to the smallest
possible burning surface and the second is to construct berms with sufficient separation sothat one tank, burning will not ignite any adjacent tanks. Safe tank/berm spacing is
c6Ocally dependent on the interior size of the berm because of the burnirig surface area.
Many field installations have been male with the berms spaced too close or even containing
more than one tank. Enough real estate should be allocated to tank farms 510 that a fire in
one tank will not spread to destroy the entire tank farm. Center to center tank/berm spacing
of 3 3/4 times the diameter of the interior of the berm'size for one,tank is safe.

Many tank farms have used a radial design 'With six tanks installed in a circle (fig 2-4).
A safer recommended arrangement is two parallel rows three berms spaced about 120.feet on
center each way, fig 2-5.

`V.
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Fig 2-4. Radial tank farm.

4 120'

300'
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FILLED
FUEL TANK
(72' x 261

120'

.

DEPLOY REMOTE HOSE REEL ri
IN THIS AREA FOg.READYUSE4i
tppigel::- kws
WA:Ndtjl > i s tie

NOZZLE
REACH 42'

COVE RAGE
AVAILABLE
BY 300' HOSE

120'

70'
MINIMUM SAFE
DISTANCE FOR
OPERATION WHEN
WIND BLQWS FIRE
FROM CLOSEST TANK
OVER EXTINGUISHER

PREVAILING
WINO

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

4
Fig 2-5. Parallel tank farm arrangement.

160'

The flow' of fuel from the booster station will enter one of the three coupler ports on the

manifold unit. The three adapter port valves are connected to discharge hoses directed to the

intake connections of §4x tanks. These three hoses are divided by the wye couOings so that

each valve of the manifold serve two tanks. A suction hose is installed on the outlet of

each. tank. These hoses join in another wye coupling so that only -three suction hoses need

be attached to the suction ports of the pump unit. '0nly one discharge line is necessary from

the pump unit; it may run onto another tank farm or be used to connect to the dispensing

equipment. A discharge-hose should be run back to the manifold unit so that the fuel can be

recirculated within the tank farm. ,
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AGround preparation and equipment placement. If the area selected for a fuel'syhem site
has Shortcomloigs, preparing it for a fuel system could become a large eacthmoving job. Since
time is of utmost importance, construction is held to a minimum. Gradinj the area is
desirable so that all the station equipment may be installed on the same plane; this can be
accomplished with a, tractor.

a. ~Tank berms. Each tank-should be installed in a berm of sufficient size to contain
twice the volume of a coCpletely filled tank. The berm is formed by removing enough soil from
all area tQ accommodate the tank.to be used. The dirt removed is used to form the protective
dikg, thd sides of which should be as steep as possible to maintain the minimum possibUL
burning surface. The"walls and floor of the berm should be smooth and compacted so as todamage the tank, Figure 2-6 shows a berm design for the 24 x 28 foot 20,000-gallon tank. The
approximate dimension of the 20,000- gallon- capacity -tank is 55 feet by 55 feet, The ,removed
soil is pfled along the four sides. The inside height may be 6 feet from the bottbm of the '-berm for the 20,000-gallon tank. The maximum outside height of the berm sill should.be only 3'
feet so that the berm itself does not become an obstacle to firefighting efforts. The base ofthese walls l's about 6 feet wide. Tank,berms'should haVe a drain. A noncollapsing suction
hose buried under a berm wall running to the loWer outside, area or a drainage ditch may beused. If a tank fails (Punctures or bursts), a valve or removable hose could he used to
prevent the-fuel from draining into areas whereit could become a fire hazard.'

4

Eli %AD 70.0v0
GAI TANK

5314. 31/7'

CANING SURFACE
.)660 SO FEET)

2 "2. GRADE'

SAND OM 1.006I EAMTV4
FILL (SEE NOTE 1)

Notes:

61

44.

155 NOTE 7

10'

1
FILM 70.000 GAL TANK SUNNING SUMFACE
Ma NOTE 31 MO SO MT)

1. Fill with'sand or loose earth after tank is filled. Support tank up to is Vertical
sides.

'2. Compact walls and floor of berm with tracked vehicle.
3. Filled tAnk dimentions - 20' x 24'

Empty tak dimensions - 24' x nir.
4, Volume of earth dug out be]ow grade equals volume of earth in dikes above grade
5o Volume of bemequals 40,500 Gallons
6. Burning surface-90 square feet 40

Fig 2-6. Berm tonstruction
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b. Tank installation. Inspect the bottom of the berm carefully and remove all sharp
objects Thatmay damage the container. Spread the ground cloth over the bottom of the berm,
then unroll the taoik in the berm. The tank is now ready for further assembly and filling
operations.

c. Pump installation. The pump must be placed on a level firm soil. If possible, the
suction manifold should be at or nearly level with the supply source in order to avoid high
suction lifts which reduce the capacity of the pump; suction lifts exceeding 10 feet must be
avoided, particularly in hot climates. The stand supportt of the chassis are e#tended and
chocks (stones blocks, or timber) placed under each wheel to prevent movement during
operation. Remove the ground rod from the chassis and-drive it into the ground to within 3 to
6 inches of the end, and connect the grounding wire to the pump. The pump it shotild be
installed as close to the tanks a safety permits f norTnAlly not over 75 feel from the. farthest
suctiorr.port of a tank. T1!

d. (7-r-ansfer lines. The hose "transfer line must be laid out along a .course which provides
maximum concealment. This benefit will be lost if a minimum disturbance of.natural covey' is
not effected. It will b'e necessary to lay the hose around large obstructions such as
boulders, trees; and heavy brush. Major obstructions such as steep cliffs or deep ravines
should be avoided wherever possible. Flowing streams shquld be crossed, using existing
bridges. If none are available, simple suspens.ion devices should be constructed. If hillside
or ,valley 16cations are passible, the route of the line will be less obvious. Adjacent wooded
areas and hilly sections provide a natural background, reducing the possibility of a

,successful air attack. If lines cross barren or desert areas, the hose may be covered with a
thin layer of .sand or dirt if the surrounding color or contour of the ground are not obviously
disturbed.

e. Internal lines and hardware. Internal lines and hardware oust be installed so that
fire lanes can be maintained to 'the center of the tank farm; this enables firefighting
equillment to be etivedl`to an advantageous position to fight fire. When ,it is necessary to

dcross hoses, the discharge hose must always cress over the suction hose--to prevent the
ischarge hose from collapsing during pumping operations. All hardware, to include the
manifold, wye couplings, and'gate valves, should be placed so as fo allow individual control
when filling or unloading tanks. Manifolds should be grounded, and all hardware placed on the
ground to allow detection of leaks, but not in a manner to permit leaking fuel to form puddles

f. Dispensing equipment. The most hazardous areas in the entire fuel system are the
dispensing pons, many because of the flow of traffic and Marines in the area wht? are not
fully aware of the danger in fuel handling. DANGER and NO SMOKING signs must be prominently
displayed, and dispensing points must be spaced at least 50 `feet apart. Dispensing points are
usually located near a main road and should be at least 150 feet from the main flow of traffic
but easily accessible. Hose must be laid out of the way of the vehiCles refuel iAg and,
wherever necessary, conduits must be used to protect.the hose. Each nozzle must secured in
'a t4order or other device and, Must be properly- grourrded. Other items of equi-pmenirthat are
essential are the fire extinguisher (placed at each dispensing nozzly) and the filter
separator (placed between the source of the fuel and the dispensing station).

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check your response's against those isted at
the end of this study unit.

1. The two important factors to consider in tank berm design and la t are:

a.
h.

2. The inside height of the berm may be
height is feet.

a. 6, 4
b. 4, 3

S
3. The burning".surface of the berm is

a. 900
b. 950

feet while the berms outsia

c. 6, 3
d. 3, 4

c. 4000
d. 4800 (-N

2-8'

(2.

square feet.

5z
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4. The volume of the berm is gallons.

. -

a.' 40,000 c. 41,000
b. 40,500 d. 41,500

. 5. Two designs used in tank farms are

a.

b.
ti

Work Unit 2-3! THE AMPHIBI0U9vASSAUL1 FUEL SYSTEM (AAFS)-

IDENTIFY THE MISSION OF THE AAFS.

IDENTIFY ONE CAPABILITY OF THE AAFS.

IDENTIFY THE CAPACITY OF THE AAFS.

When you are involved in operations where there is no source of fuel available, overland
or by air, or in support of a major combat operation, the Amphibious AssAult Fuel System will
be set up. Figure 2-7 shows a typical fuel system, from the ship to the dispenOng points.
The system is designed to store 600,000 gallons of petrol4um product. Including all hoses and
tanks at the beach' unloading statipn and to the three booster stations, the capacity would be
over 720,000 gallons. Initially, this system was designed to' operate. for 45 days without,
haying to replace major components..

The primary mission of the AAFS is to supply claaa ill and Ill (A) to elpmentsof the air
gIound task force. This includes distribution to ail"bases to ensure that Oroducts delivered
are of the proper type, quality, and purity.

/
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The system receives fuel and equipment'from seaborn ships. Tanker 'ships issue fuel
through hoses that will either float on top of the water or lay along the ocean:bottom. When
the fuel reaches the beach, it is put through strainer assemblies where debris and
contaminated fuel are separated into a holding tank.. When the clean product appears in the
night indicator, the product is channeled through the 'beadh unloadlng station and into one of
five tank farms. Through the use of a central manifold, fuel can be received from a drum
unloading station and tank cars and.trucks. Dispensing stations will he located where they
are desired or where conditions are best. Fuel is transferredteo tteLTAFDS sites from the
AAFS site when their ftiel has been received. .

Site selection. What you have is a problem. Imagine having to find a cove or bay deep
enouO to handle ships with a bea,ch area large enpugh to handle 36 collapsible tank. Thir
could be quite an order but it is.wise to remember that in combat, you will often settle for a
lot less. A slight incline or,river may become an obstacle, but all of thd obstacles cap be '

handled when you know your.job. The AAFS can be tailored to fit the mission.by'eithe.
deleting or adding tanks and components. . 4

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check your` responses against those listed at
the end of this stuily unit.

1. The primary mission of the AAFS Is to supply cla4ss III and III (A) to elementsof
the

a. Marine Brigade.
h. Marine. Air Wing..
c. Marine Divison.
d. Air Ground Task Force.

?. AAFS was designed initially to operate
replacing major components.

a. 6Q.

q. 45

3. The capacity of the AAFS is

a. 500,000 gallons.
b. 610,000 gallons.

c. 30

d. 15

days without the necessity of,

c. 720,000 gallons.
d.", 800,000 gallons.

Work Unit 2-4. THE TACTICAL AIRFIELD FUEL DISPENSING SYSTEM (TAFDS)

IDENTIFY TWO PARENT UNITS OF THE TAFDS.

IDENTIFY THREE CAPABILITIES OF TAFDS.

When you work-taboard a Marine Corps Air Station, you will undoubtedly, work on the TAFDS.
TAFDS is found in Marine Air Base Squadrons and also tn the Marine Wing Support Group.

The TAFDS is air transportable, versatile, simple in arrangement and ,concept, and designed
to meet the Marine Corps aviation fuel dispensing requirements in all,probable operational or
training situations. The TAFDS is based on,-and entirely compatible with the Amphibious
Assault Fuel, System (AAFS). Like the AAFS, the,TAFDS requires no tools to.assemblejn the
field.' (As you have already learned, the Kam Lock fasteners on each section of hose simplify
connection.) Basically, the TAFDS, system is the same as the tank farm found-in the AAFS. The
differences lie in the use of additional major. components and acCessories slotted for aircraft

.refueling. The TAFDS will normally receive its fuel from the AAFS, but it has the equipment
to receive fuel from drums, tank cars, tank trucks, and,,iunder certain conditions, from
seagoing tankers.

Operation. The TAFDS (fig 2-8) is Capable of receiving andiStoring 119,000 gallons of
aircraft fuel and simultaneously dispensing fuel from 18 dispensing stations. Depending
the pump, the TAFDS is capabl of pumping fuel at the rate of 600 gallons per minute. It is
capable of refueling up to 1 aircraft at a combined flow rate of 1800 gallons per minute.
The TAFDS size can be incr Sed by the addition of systems; however they must contain only
one type of fuel. In cef two types of fuel, two systems sF Id be used, whether in
part or totaily.
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Refueling. The TAFDS does two types of refueling, cold or standard and hot. The
difference Is as the terms imply. Hot refueling is the transfer of fuerfrom4the TAM to the
aircraft while the engines are running. Cold refueling is the transfer3of fuel from JAFDS to
a cople ely shut down aircraft. Fire hazards are greatly reduced in this manner. Safety

)precaut ns remain the same in either case and must be followed.

a. Hot refueling is as follows: The plot taxis the aircraft into the fueling pits tieing
quided by the guaTified plane captain or ground crew. hircraft must be dearmed, as well as
having all electronic and electric systems turned off. Wakes must be checked to ensure that
they are not hot. Ground crew as well as TAFDS personnel must ensure that there is no loose
objects On the deck where they could cause foreign object damage (FOP). A grounding cable
should be attached and the wheels should be chocked to prevent movement of the aircraft.

b. The nozzle operator will ensure that the ground cable is securely fastened before
approaching the aircraft. The pressure nozzle is then inserted into the aircraft and fuel is
pumped when the nozzle operator signals that he is ready. When refueling is complete, the
fuel flow will cease upon a signal from the operator to the nozzle operator. The nozzle
operator will ensure that the nozzle is disconnected and that no hazard exists before removing
the grounding clamp. The ground crew will remove the chock blocks and the pilot will then
taxi the aircraft out of the refueling pits. It should be noted that signals are made either
by hand or by using some other safe devices because of the extreme intensity of noise and the
fact that personnel are wearing hearing protection.

Site Selection. Although site selection has been covered, it should be emphasized that
the TAFDS has special requirements. The TAFDS site needs to be located in close proximity to
the aircraft dispensing points, usually not more than 1000 feet. Under the best conditions,
the TAFDS site should not be located in any type of,depression to avoid having to pump fuel up
hill. The TAFDS site "should be constructed according to the duration of the operation or
training. This means that you have to do the best job you can in the time given.

Installation of major components. Generally, two pump units are used in the dispensingjoperation for the TARS. Each pump unit draws from three tanks. After the pump units are

i.

installed on level terrain, connect the suction hose le ding from the suction port of the tank
to the liction port of the pump unit. The meter assemb'y and filter-separators are installed
-between' the pump unit and the dispensing point. The meter assembly is the last major
component installed before the dispensing nozzles. All major components of the TAFDS are
equipped with the standard 2- and 4-inch couplers and adapter quick connectors. The filter-
'separator should be installed ahead of the meter assembly to filter out all'sediment and dirt
in the fuel to prevent damage to the meter assembly. The fuel monitor is always installed
after the filter-separator and generally, but not always, before the meter assembly.

EXERCISE: Answer the,following questiow and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.RY

1.- The two places where the TAFDS is found are the

a. MWSG and MABS.
b. MWHSand MWSG.
c. MACS and MABS.
d. MWCG and MACS.

2. The TAFDS is based on and entirely Compatible with

a. HERS.
b. AAFS.

c. FOD.
d. HSFRS.

TAFDS is capable of refueling up to aircraft at a combined flow rate of
1800 gallons per minute.

a. 8 c. 12
b. 18 d. 20

4. The TAFDS does two types of refueling. These are standard and

a. high speed. c. hot.
b. quick. d. endurance.

2-13
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Work Unit 2-5. THE HELICOPTER EXPEDIENT REFUELING SYSTEM (HERS)

IDENTIFY TWO CHARAC%ISTICS OF HERS.

SOmetime in the future, you nay be cal led upon to set up a HERS system (fig 2-9). The

system itself consists of most of what you have learned in previous work units. While the

equipment and its usage is the same, the mission and the locale you will be working in will be

different. This system was initially designed to refuel helicopters at advanced bases and

remote locations. With the introduction of the 1W-E1 Harrier aircraft, HERS took on an

expanded mission. The HERS can be set up at any location that the Harrier can, operate from.

This is necessary because the Harrier can takeoff vertically and needs no runwp)and it can be

employed in forward areas. 14

The HERS can be found containing either the 50-to 100-gpm pump. The 50-gpm pump is fine

for helicopters, but the flow rate is insufficient for the Harrier. Therefore, if you know

that you will be refueling the Harrier, makeAupe that the 100-gpm pump is available.

Operation. Try to select a level area in close proximity to the aircraft refueling area

This is important since the suction hose consists of 24 two-inch by ten-foot sections and t

discharge hose consists of 6 two-inch by fifty-foot sections.

N1111...01P
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This. gives you 540 feet of hose to use for the system.

Place the pump and connect 4 of the 18 drums, wyes, arid hoses as shown in figure 2-9.
Drive the ground rod into the ground and connect it to the pump. Now connect a 50-foot hose

to the pump on the outlet side. Position the filter-separator and attach a ground wire
leading to the ground rod. Attach the discharge hose to the inlet side of the filter
separator, from the pump. At the same time, connect the hose from the outlet side of the
filter-separator to the nozzle and you are ready to go. Mpst refueling will be hot so You
must take all precautions that you learned for the TAFDS, but most importantly, you must
:provide the ground for the aircraft to reduce the possibility of static discharge.

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions -and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit:

1: The 50-gpm pump should not be used to refuel the Harrier because of its

a. size. c. flow rate.
h. power. d. static discharge.

2. The HERS contains fuel drums:

a. 6 c. 18

b. 12 , 9
d. 24

a

Work Unit 2-6. THE Hue' SPEED FIXED REFUELING SYSTEM

IDENTIFY TWO HARACTERIST1CS OF THE FIXED SYSTEM.

When you work at a fixe refueling system, you will quickly note the absence of bulk fuel

equipment. These systems are located usually aboard Marine Corps Air Stations in varying_
designs. These systems are not deployable-but have a very efficient track record. Although

you may think that no two fixed systems are exactly alike, you will find that this is not true
when you look into the mechanics of the sy tem (see fig 2-10 A -C). The hoses are replaced by

pipelines, a steel or concrete tank replac the fabric tanks, filter-separator and gate

'valves afe built ih. Since you can now ide tify the equipment and you already know the-
function.1 of each, there should be no problego

-

A
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OVAL NECK TRACK SOLT

SELF-SEALING GASK1T

MALLEABLE IRON HOUSING

REINFORCING

4

Nor
H9US!NG KEY SECTION

PIPE OR TUBING

Fix4Z-11. Typical pipeline repair clamp.

L.

Maintenance. Maintenance is basically the same with the.exception that the hose and

pipeline are repaired differ6ntly. On the pipeline, maintenance is required for leaking

couplings,.split joints, cracked welds, corrosion,-and erosion. Ttie lines must inspected

daily for leaks. 'Varying types of clamps that bolt 3the piKithe.(fig 2-11) are used as an

expedient method, but the section or area that.is leaking Filust,W0 replaced or removed and

repair .The pipe that is remogd can be roweldrd for repair?" Atshown in figure 2-J2A.

Pipeli that is temporarily shut down will have a blind or circular stop plate bolted to the

end of he piping assembly to prevent the leaking of additional fuel. .

1 4.

PATCH PIT PATCH
PIPELINE

SLAB HALF SOLE;

Fig 2-12A. Pipe repaired by weldik.
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A.

Fig 7-12B. Valve removed with blinds in place.

Valve-(figure 2- 3 A through E should be used-when identifying the different types of
valves ks follows). Jsed in the system, 'May be rising stem, non-rising stem, globe valves,

.

lug valves, and the Halves. Rising stem and non-rising stem are gate valves- The rising
ste (fig 2-13A) is asically the same as--that used on a pump. inside these two gate valves
there is a differen e. The differenCe'being that on one the stem rises with the internal disk
that allows fuel flo On the non - rising st m (fig 2-lip), the disK is opened,allowing the
fuel to flow while the stem. remains in the A* position. This is caused by threaded grooves
meshing between the stem and the disk, much e a nut being screwed on a bolt. A globe valve
(fig 2-13C) is like the valve located on a sink faucet. It is. used to throttle or regulate
the flow of fuel., The ilifference here is. that the disc is locatearin a horizontal position on
the end of the stem rathei' than vertically-as in the gate yalves% Usually, the globe valve is
not located on the main pipeli since it hampers cleaning.

.
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Plug yalves do not a'handwheel to-turn. Instead, there is a stem out
that is turnedlby use' of the plug wrench. This nut is turned only a quarter turn to close or ,.

%

open the fuel cannot be used forthrotrling. the fuel since the only reliable
po5itionS', are opened and closed. This valve is used mainly at the Storage tank because it
also hampers cleaning effgrts. The check valve (fig 2-13E) keeps fuel flowing automatically
in one direction. Flow is shown by an arrow located on top of the check valve. A hinged disk
oPeS'to allow:the fuel to flow. If the fuel.flows back, this hinge closes, thereby
regulating the direction of flow.

Storage tanks are often the most im6i4feature of the system. Figure 2-14 shows a "s

typical tank Structure-and the different features that each tank may have. The ladder allows
access to the top of the tank, \pn the top are basically three openings: one is the vent; in

the center isitheoccesjhatch cover, and near the top of theladder is the gaging hatch. The
gaging hate is used f fuel sampling as well a visual assurance of the quantity of fuel.
The access latch is generally used for cleaninrand purging the tank of vapors while
cleaning. he'vent allows for the equalizing of pressure while the tank is being filled or
emptied. Around the base of the tank is'a water drain -oft valve. whic is used to do exactly
that, drain water. ,The access plate is remoyed'when the tank is empty. This allows for

4
purging t tank, access for personnel to 'clean the slbdge,,and preventive maintenance and
inspectio of the interior of the Ink itself. The feeder line Qr supply line both deliver
and issue fuel through use of 'the p Wine. Around the tank area, there is a' clear space with
a bermed area. This is the firewall-ot berm as you are used to calling' it. This bermed area
hal. the same function as that of a collapsible tank. Drains are used ih the same manner,
although the'eguipment may be different.
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. .t
A-great deal of.care.must.be exercised when working around the storage tank. Personnel

.
w r ing-on the top of the tank should use a safety line to prevent4hemselves from falling off

o re tank. The berm,a;:ound the tank must be maintained and repaired if'any erosion starts.

Above all,,when cleaning the tank, you must follow established Droceburlds to Rcevent mishaps

from occurring. These grocedures are established locally so make sure that,you know them.

I

0

9

The pipelines at the system are-color-coded to prevent accidental ;issqe of the wrong

product. Table 2-1 shows the standard color coding as set up by the DepartMOpt of Defense.

Ensure that you know the proper. identification of tti4 product by the color,COOng of the

pipelines.
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Table 2-1. Pipeline color coding

AllOation gfasolines - 1 yell.ow band

Automotive gasol ines - 2 yellow bands

J0 fuels - 3 yellow bands

Diesel fuels - 4 yellow bands

Multi-product lines 1 wl'de yellow band

(In addition to th'e yellow bands, the product name is printed in white on a black
background.)

Refueling. The procedures that were used for TAFDS are the same. Both standard and hot
refueling axe routinely handled. The difference will mainly be the apparatus that the nozzle
and hose are attached to. This may be just a fixture coming out of the ground, or a long hose
from the stationary equipment. In any case, you will need to familiarize yourself with the
operating characteristics of the 'system you are using. Figure 2-15 shows refueling operations
dliIthe A-6 aircraft using this system. As in TAFDS, you should familiarize yourself with the
aircrafts that need refueling and their characteristics.

st.

p

,

4 4

=1 .3410-
rya

# t

.4

vb.

Fig 2-15. %Refueling the )1-6 aircraft,.
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EXERCISE: Answer the following qffestions and check your responses against those listed at

R the.end of this study unit.

.
411

V, fhe major identifiable characteristic of the fixed system is thatl,,

a. equipment is permanently mounted,
b. equipment is quickly moved

c. equipment is deployable
d. aJ1 systems are exactly alike

?. Eqipment of the fixed systflin performs the same function as a TAFOS system;

however, it is

a. harder to maintain.
'b. non-deployable.

c. painted to match the aircraft.
d. limited by:the length of the hoses.

Work,Unit 2-7. THE EXPEDIENT REFUELER SYSTEM (ERS)

IDENTIFY TWO CHARACTERISTICS OF ERS. .410

Alth ugh you may selddm sin- the ERS in peacetime, it could tle one of the most widely used

systems combat. This system can be as quickly set up as a vehicle refueling point.

Original this system was.shipped on a metal skid as shown in figure 2-12; however, it now

can he f stored in may different setups. The pump unit is the standard model for the

5 gpm, mo 1 803. It has a-2 4 /2-horsepower engine driven by gasoline. The sytem is

pr ided with one 2-inch suction hose and two 2-inch discharge hoses. The pump assembly is

des gned to pump gasoline, kerosene, or JP type fuels at the rate of '50-gpm at 81 feet TDH

(total dynamite he'ad). Althopgh this ,system may actually be part of the HERS, it should not be

used in platof the'HERS. You should be aware of this subsystem as a separate piece of

equipment. In Ahe future, the 100-gpm pump will he. the main pumping unit on this item of

equipment.

7
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1. Pumping unit .8. Ground rod retainer
2. Accessories chain 9. Ground rod
3. Retaining strap 10. Suction hose .

4. Male adapter 11. Discharge hose (2)
5. Hose Y-connection 12. Coupler valve
6. Skid base 13. Adapter coupler
7. Grounding wire 14. Chain assembly

Fig 2-12. Breakdown of the expedient refueler.
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EXERCISE: Answer tFjfa following questions and check your responses against those listed at

the end this study unit.

ir

,I. The ER is a separate system, yet it resembles coli onents of the

ia. TAFDS.
b. AAFS. V

c. fixed sys em.

d. HERS.

2. The expedient refueler,pump was designed to pump.gasofine, kerosene, and

a. diesel.

b. petroleum.

SUMMARY REVIEW

c, JP.

d. AVGAS.

You cln now identify the various bulk-fuel systems (the AAFS, TAFDS, HERS, and the

ERs). You ha /e learned the differences between the sytems
(the

the operations of each

system. You have also leafned the requirements for site selection, construefion, and how to

install various bulk fuel systems.

Answers Study Unit it Exr.*:."errP$4,s4.

Work Unit 2-1.

1. .b.

2.

3, eport any incidents

b. Check lines for leaks
c. Guard lines from enemy

4. d.

Work Unit 2-2.

4

1. 'a. Install tankal in berms that will confine spilled fuel to smallest possible area

b. Contruct berms with sufficient separation so that one tank will not ignite an-
.

adjacent tank. fi

El`

2. c.

3. b.

4. b.

5. a. radial
h. parallel rows of three

Work Unit 2-3.

). d.

2. b.

3 c.

Work Unit 2-4.

1. b.

2. b.

3. b.

4. c.

- Work 14it 2-5.

1. c.

2, c.

Work Unit 2-S.

1 a.

4 2. b.

Work Unit 2-7.

1. d.

2. c.

Foe



STUDY UNIT 3

FUEL HANDLING PROCEDURES

STUDY UNIT OBJECTIVE: WITHOUT THE AID OF REFERENCES, YOU WILL IDENTIFY FUEL lk
TRANSFER METHODS, QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES, AND FUEL SAMPLING PROCEDURES. IN
ADDITION, YOU WILL IDENTIFY BULK FUEL STORAGE TECHNIQUES.

Work Unit 3-1. FUEL TRANSFER PROCEDURES

STATE TWO METHODS (P TRANSFERRING FUEL FROM SHIP TO SNORE.

LIST FOUR METHODS OF RECLAMATION OF FUEL.

LIST FOUR METHODS OF FUEL DISPOSAL.

SHIP TO SHORE

You should know the two methods used toihnsfer fuel from shipeto shore. The firs1
method used at the beginning of a landing or an operation is the floating-line method anti the
second method used is the bottom-laid line method.

w.

Floating,line method. Ins alling a floating line from ship to shore is a method
use to replace the ferryin ethod. It consists of a 6-inch lightweight gasoline
discharge hose in 250-foot leng netted with aero-quip fittings. Tehsion on
the hose is relieved by a 1/2-inch wirerrope attached by cable clips to D-rings
embedded in the hose. The assembled hdse and relief cable are flaked down (a
manner in which the hose it placed to eliminate any entanglements) in the landing

, craft and laid aid out over the'stern as the craft moves from shore seaward (fig
3 -1). (Some units may have the new hose reel which has 5,000 feet of 6-inch
hose. This allows the hose to be laid much more quickly. The tension line on
each 250-foot section is attached to- an a r. Special fldater hoses are
attached to the assembly on 50-foot centers so t the hose is suspended
approximately 2 to 3 feet below the surface when filled with fuel. Although this
method is a major improvement over the ferrying method, it does have the following
deficiencies: (1) installation of the hose from a landing craft in other than
calm seas is difficolt and hazardous; (2) the floating hose is vulnerable
enemy action, moderate seas and cross-trafficeof surface craft; and (3) the hose
is relatively easy to detect. One advantage of the floating-line method over the
bottom-laid is that it can be installed much faster.
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Fig 3-1. Floating line.
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Bottom-laid line method. The second method of transferring fuel from ship to
shore,is. the installation of the bottom-laid line. This method is generally
regarded as the best means of transfer, and it remedies the shortcomings'Of'the
other method. This method consists of all material necessary to insta11,5,000
feet of 4-inch submarine pipeline. Each section is 30 feet long and can be joined
by hand to within 2 threads of complete makeup by'the use of couplers within.
plated threads. Actual assembling of. the line begins on the beach after unloading

procedures are followed. The line 15 flexible enou6htobpermit assembly of up.to
150 feet in length. By tite use'gia tow. hose asserWy-with a tension cable, it is
towed seaward by a-werping_tug-01411eet.tug (fi-g 3-2). The use of telephones
assists in the operation and guidance.

e
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- Fi 2.1earp'ing tug, towing pipeline to sea.
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a. Beach unloading koto 1fNi en s in rstatloh or tank far4m.- -Every etiOrt must be Made -

(1

to preserve riginalr,quY 1t . of the -fue you are handling. Proper handling is the key .

quality. T nnot.be overemphasized and it is every 'bulk fuel marr's responsibility to make
sure that h s e uipment is ready, tro.receive and transfer fue . "A final check should be
performed o lines for dam geand.possible repair or replace nt; connections should be
inspected fo'r dirt ar sand and placed in.such a way that leakLcan be 'detected. easi ly when
fuel is bean transferred. M1 tanks, regardless o f type, sholld be clean and ready to
receive" and tore fuel.: EquicEent shduld,be prop4rlynrounded and all necessary safety
precautions considered. ATher dajor problem in fuel handling becomes one of maintaining f /quality,Talher than detecting contamination (whichis mainly caused by carelessness).

b. Reclamation praedures. 0 Reclamation is the application of principlesnd Knowledge -

relative to ruel§ and lubricants, ir Conjunction with rg_lamation equipment, I 'order to
convert a product, of questionablt- quaiity ysablr.oduct. When a product has been
condemned as unfitfor use, its ilispciition must be decided' upon by the CO of he using unit
and the quality control .sectton of the bulk- fuel companyl

- - .. ..

± The procdss Of -reclamation,--when properly applied, will result in one of the following:. .-
.

(1)'Downgradin2. Downgrading is tWprecedure by which an off-specification (off
spec) or slightly contaminated petroleum product is approved a for uSe as a`
lowen grade of the same or similar petroleum product.

.. , ,

1 (2) endin . Bleffding is that procedure by which predetermined quactities of two
1 or to similar petroleum products are mixed to produce S petroleum product of

114. interinediate grade or quality.

6
r, cl

. . ,
(.3) Purification. Purification is the removal of contaminating agents by

inhibirlIff dehYdrating, or blending.
ti

(4) Dehydratio 14hydrationeis the removal of water by filtering or settling,
process. flater.iti most light petroleum products will settle out -if allow, to
stand 'undisturbed from 12 to.24 hours: If the light product is in a stottge
tank, the excess water spay be withdrawn. through the water draK-Off valve. If
the product is in a,gmall container, tke-wattr may be separated by. filtering
and dec ing into another container or

-water
off the water.

A ,

A
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c. Disposal. If a product is definitely deOared unfit foi-'use or further reclamation as

fu reqUfrTng-less quality, the CO and the qual11 control sections if the bulk fuel company

mu t decide Now,to dispose of it. If it is an oil product, it may be used'for roads. If it

ti gauline or'JP-4, it may have to be burned, buried, or'transferred to-another area by fuel
4----trucks, depending on the terrain, weather,or tactical situation. In some cad, it may be

mixed with fuel oil (not to exceed10% ratio) fqx use in stoves.

It mot be noted the above stated disposal methods do not apply when working atlyour

fuel farm. One of the major concerns that you should have isthe ecology of the area.
Burying fuel is not appropriate since the fuel may get into the water supply and,contaminate

it. AddiIionally,,plant and animal life are threatened by the leaks or spills of petroleum'
products.Thehfore, fuel is usually transferred to'a site where it can be procesqed into a

reusable pr.oduct. Occasionally, wasted fuel is used for training purposes'in firefighting

techniques. The difference in disposal is the difference between a tactical situation, such
as combat,, and your normal workday routine at the fuel farm.

EXERCISE: Aner the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the/wend of this study unit.

1.- Thetwo methods of transferring fuel from ship to shore,are by
. and -

2. The four procedures used-to reclaim fuel are:

a.

b.
r

3..' In a tactical situation, fuel may-be Aisp'ostd.of by four. techniques:; These are:

,

a.. .4 _
,.

b. .

c.

d.

Fork Unit 3-2. QUALMCONTROL PROCEDURES

IDENTIFY WHO:e.RESPONSIBLE FOR QUALITY CONTROL. Y
o

IDENTIFY TWO1PROBLEM AREAS IN FUEL QUALITY'CONTROL.
,.

Since-the major function An every-part of the bulk fuel man's job As to ensure the
4uality of the product,.you should be aware of the different factoN that aftect the4condition

of fuel: Contamination of.nOtroleum products in thd fuel system-is maihly caused by
.carelessness on the part of personnel in clean'ing,,the tanks and hoses in the system., The

featest danger of products becbmilg mixed is in the tanker compartments. The.bulk fuel man

cannot control this factor but he should be aware of it. Thesources of contamination tare

normally dint: rust, 'Pater, or another petroleum ptoduct.
ak ,.. , ,

Water. Water contamination is unavdidable. A certain amount ofwater leakage 'occurs

in the tiiikiF and water is used to flush 1he,dir't and debris from the Ship-to-shore fuel ,.

line. Presdnt 10-flushing techniques in the AAFS and TAFDS also require ,the use of water.

Wa r can enter.open or &tinged containers, or condensation in metal containers due to'

-tealrfratur6-dhan $ and' humidity pay-be sources' of water.' Water is easily. detected and will

'-

ite
settle out of nos light petroleum products and, can be `removed with a small pump. Filter-

spdhratos.will7 lir remaining entrapped water. '

.

. . ..

Dirt. Dirt and sand, present in fuels-: may be-the.result of carelessness, inadequate ...

cleaningIP inspection Of 'tanks Or contatnerst failure to+lose small containers, the use of

, muddy iateFlto OA* hoses, _or satotage. This-typd1 of contamination is anavoidable due to the .

.inherdIk characteristics of the dRuipment.' Dirt in light fuels,'such as gasoline, will settle

d#t in 15-elatIvely shOrt period If time. In heavier fuels(such as die'sel or jet fuel,
filterinTiS 'required to remove the smaller and lighter weight particles. 6st.may. come from

cotrodyd tanks, pip* °twiny iron and steel in Contact with. the fuel and water. Rust can be

removed by the sime'methedt,employed for dirt. ° .

.,. -

4
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Other products. Contamination by mixing of different fuels in tanks, hoses, otherequipment ITillirkulT to detect under field conditions. -this problem can be minim d by
strict adheeene.e 'to one cardinal ruler Complete separation of products. Separate es,hose, tanks, and other equipmen dust be. established and maintained for each type ai grade offeel. ildtAter, 'there is an ex tion to this rule.. On occasion where only a single
AAFS/TUDS is in operation, different fuelS may be transferred in. succession without
contamination being too great pf a pro6lem. lgitter fuels,rr su6 as,A.VGAS 115/145, must be.
Plimped first; then heavier fuels, such as diesel may be paMped. The converse is not
applicable.; It would be necessary to purkthe hose and Allaks before changing from diesel to81/GAS. IA any case, the student is remind hat one fuel, one system, is 'clesit-able and
necessary for simultaneous .ransferring an toring oOdifferent fuels.

Deterioration. Another cause of-fuel being "off spec" is deterioration. ,,,A ,

( considerable. eriod of time is essential to produce any significant deterioration onechemical
*

change. The detection of these changes its difficult without adequate laboratory facilities.
Oue to a relatively short period of time involved from the shipping control test until
consumption by the expeditionary force, deterioration is not likely to present a seriousproblem. Deterioration through loss of additives, tetraethyl lead, and color has been known-do occur during storage of petroleum products.. The causes are not 'definitely known: Whenfuel is s ,kored for an excessive. period of time, the loss of additives, such as oxidation
irihibitors, "decreases'the safe storage tine of a fuel because of the possibility of early gumformat%ons. The loss of tetraethyl lvd decreases the power producfng charaCteristics of afuel 40 is indicative of very seriotig deterioration, especially in aviation fuels. The
detection'of this type of loss is complex and requires the 'se of special test engines. andequipment. Loss of color has no importlance other than the Roiikhologica effect upon the
ultimate user, who usually

"i

distrusts a petroleum which has Tall its color.,'e
I

.. .

Weather . Weather'ing is the loss ty evaporation of the more volatile coMponents ofpetroleum pro fts. Ihe;effects. of weathering are most` noticeable tp aviation and motor
g'solines. All storage tanks are ventedto Kevent rupturing the cwitainer w1 ,the more
Volatile components evaboi-ate with rises in temperature44roducing gig4 gas pressures. The
volatile components in'the fuel -re necessary to provide easy starting of engines, espetially
in 'cold weather,_ *

,.

,. -,,
- . >

Gum. a:4 formation is the most common fqrm of dkterioration'occurrirffern fuels._the
.

Unsaturate7 hydrocarbons in fuels tend to uridei.go chemical.changes'In the pesence of oxygen,
first producing gummy materials and later resinoos's materials. The guns mY materials remain
dissolved inthe-fuel but are difficult 0.vaporizet. The actual effect-on engine performance
has riot been definitely establ4shed. rGuiliiiikxidallon Aphibitors are added td fuels, but these
additives are effective for a limitqd ti e only and do not offer pmfmanent protection. A
certain amount of gum ma*.be formed by the leaching4of plasticizers from,tRe tanks and hose of
the AAF.S/TAFOS. These gu are primarily Of t stable solublevarlety and are net likely to
have any harmful effects on engines., This gum maintained within acceptable limits byrecirculation.

t

Microbiologicalgrowth. This consists of living organisms which grow at the
fuel/water interface. The organisms include protozoal fungi, and be.teria; however, fungus is
the majorcause of most of the problems associated with microbiologicll contaminatioh.of jetfuels. Fuhusjs a vegetative life; it holds rust and water in suspension and-is an effective

j. stabilizing agent for fuel-Water emulscpn. It clings to glassind metal surfaces andcan'
cause erroneous Yeadtings in fuel quality systems antistUggish fuel control operation.
Microbiol-bgical growth is geritrally found:w*ever pockets `of water exist in fuel tanks. It
has a brown, black,pr grAY color and a sirinigy;'tibrous IIYe appearance; The presence of
microbiological growth in fuel 'which is being delivered tolraft is a reliable indication , ikof failurt of fuel filtration equipment, inadequate viat4r of storage tanks and/or a
need for more frequent 'cleaning of storage tanks. ,

A

,
EXERCISE:. ARswer thO foillowing question's and check ,iloor respOnses, against those listed at

the end of this study unit. .,

. AO
, 4 ..

.

,-,P,, *k1. Quality.control is the responsibility of the
.: 41 -; 41. .... ..

..'' -ra. company-commander. c, platoon-sergeant. ...I. -- '. 0 ,,-f-,

-."`"'b. platoon commander. , d. bulk fuel man.
:A,

' -.'

'. "
2. The greatest danger of l'oducts'bkoming mixed i9 iR the

a. - c. tanker truck.
b. collapsible tankp d. tanker compartments.

f fl e r's °
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3. Gum may be maintained within acceptable limits by

A. tifteriq1). c. purification.

b. mixing. d. recirculation.

Work Ait 3-3. FUEL STORAGE TECHNIQUES

COMPUTE TWO RECIRCULATION PCR1ODS.

IDENTIFY ONE QCCASION WHEN IRECIRCULATION IS NECESSARY.

Petroleum products change their characteristics as they age and this change may be

accelerated by storage"conditions. The most common forms of deterioration are weathering, gum

formation, and loss of additives. The only knewpAf-easible way to keep the fuel fresh and

pure, to control existing gum and retard its furffier formation, is recirculation.

Recirculattbn involves the transfer of fuel from one part.of.the system through every other.

part into an empty or partially filled tank. The possibility of contamination increases the

longer a fuel lies dormant. If the fuel lies dormant in the system more than 24 hors,

recirculation must be employed to control the existing gum fOription. A good practice is to

r circulate the fuel through the pumps and back into the tanks for about 15 minutes prior to-

d i

1/4

ly o9erations.1 The fil r-separator should be us4d whenever possible. Any recirculation

me iod that Orlps fuel thr h fiery installed component of the system is acceptable to reduce'

the'.).itum factor. One :rod s described below as an example.

a. T pical 'recirculation method. With the valve nearest the dispensing nozzle stand

closed, disconnect the nozzles from their respective discharge hose lines. 'ttach each hose

line to a matching fitting on a drum unloading manifold., Attach one end-Of a hose to the

-.T,-----connection on the drum. unloading'manifold. Attach the other end of the ho e to 'the inlet side

of a par tally filled tank, and include any hose already attached to the in of the.,

'tank. 0 erate the pump unit at approximately 150,gpm.

(1) Steps used to determine the required circulation time,

?a) Determine the total feet of the 4-inch hje installed.

(b)cDeteraineillhe total feet of the 2-1nch heseinstalled.

4'

(c) Multiply the total feet of the 4-inch hose(by 0.1 to determine the volume of

_fuel in thq hose. Each ubic foot otiose, will hold approximately 7:6* gallons

of fuel:
..

..

(d) Multiply the total feet of the 2-i ch hose by .05 to detrmine the volume of

fuel in the ilose.'
. , ,, ,

*I4',:17.1

,

.

(e) Add thevAults of steps c) and (d) 0 obtain the volume of the installed 4'

hose. . 4 , . ...

4

.
(f) Multiply the resqlts in step (e) by 7.5 to obtain the gallons of fuel in the :r

hose line. fP

(g) Divide the gallons of fuel in the hose lines by 150-gpm flow rate to obtain

the required pumping time in minutes.

'(h) Multiply the pumping time, in minutes, by 24igrobtaiwthe recommended ' -

recirculation time.

(2) Now, try a pritem on recirculation usirig thew listed step.
4

.(a) 4-inch hOse C0322 feet)) 1

(b) 2-inch hose (32O feet)

(c) A-inch hose X 0.1 = 1232:2

(.d) 2 -inch hose X 0.05 = 16.00

wy

(e) 1232.2 -06.00 . 1248.2

(f) 1248.2-X 7.5 = 9361.5

(g) 9361.5 1510"- 62.4; round off to 62

(h) 62 X 2 + 124 minutes (For hours 124 60'. 2.06 or

326

.



Obviously, this is just a practice problem designed to take you through the stepsrand
not for actual use since the actual amount that you would find is much smaller and the_, time
greatly reduced. Try a few practice problems on your own.

Disposition of unused fuel. Drain the fuel back into the tanks if it is unused.
If weather conditions force aircraft to be grounded for at least 48 hours, drain
the fuel in all of the dipens4og hoses back into the tanks. If it is impossible
to drain the lines, circulation should be carried out as outlihed above. -AM

b. Flushing tEe system prior to changing fuel types. When one type offuel is to'be
.

removed from a system, the system should he ushed,with the new fuel type prior to
Ospensing. Flushing the system requires pumping the flushing agent through every part of the
assembled system. Thoroughness in this nneration is very important, especially in'the TAFDS.
Water should not be used to flush'a system except as a last'rsort.

f

Caution: If water is used, Octreme caution must be exercised to insure that (1) the
entire system is dry before using it for fuel; (2) the filter-separator and
fuel monitor assemblie+ pre di-sconnecte'd before flushing; and (3)
recirculatiqn employed and quality control checks are performed.)0.

c. Reports. The operatOls of each pump unit used throughout the system keep hourly
pumping rehorts that include the time,' pump station, designation, pump suct4on and discharge
pressures, and engine rpms. It is mandatary that the beach unloading station install a fuel
neter and. ake illition of this. Receipts should he reported to the officer in chatIt anda,
daily record ma ned 9f the fuel received: The quantity of fuel in tanks can be roughly
determined by using a tapk capacity indicator. A daily record of the quantity on 1141q should
be maintained at e,10 of tp ank farts. A check of the amount "cif fuel dis edwi
norraally'be possib , by r ording meters. Daily -recprds of dispensed fu must be maintained
whether it is packaged o bulk. .All reports that arg required will u illy be prescribwil by
higher echelons.

EXLRCISE: Answerithe followtng gpas § and check your respo es against those listed at ,
the end of this stady unit

1. Comput1 the recirculation-time for part of theb
4-inch line. What is the result?

a. 12 minutes
I b. 14 minutes

5

.
.

c. 16 Minutes
d. 20 minutes

fuel farm using 1400 feet of a

0

2. Compute the recirculation time for part of the bulk fuel arm usirtp900feet of a
2-inch line. The result is

a. 2 minutes. c. 6 minutes.
b. 5minutes.

ta.

3. When fuel lies dormaknt for a period of
to*prevent gum buildup.

d. 10 minutes.

a.li 12 hours

b. 24 hours

t 3-4. FUEL SAMPLING PROCEDURES

IDENTIFY TWO METHODS OF IMPLING.

, recirculation must be employed'

c. 36 hours
-d. 48 hours

: Al. personnel in the AAFS /TAF.DS should he familiar with the methods used ho,take test
.

.

(
1.0mples oflPtAls for field and base laboratory testing. A Correct procedures and cltansamplf-ng
are essential if accurate results are to be obtained. The capabilities of the testing
equipment 4nd the proficiency of laboratory personnel vary from the crudest field methods to .

t the best laboratories. Petroleum testing at bases and .54401'y points is accomplished by highly-4c -
-

IP'
, skilled laboratory technicians with delicate, and comp, tex-equipment under,Controlled
.conditions. You can be assureththat.the results obtaine4 will beproperly interpreted to meet
the_

iOerformancereqpirements of arcraft.4 and otter motorized.dquipmeut ip the rine'COrps.
Y

1 Q
t -

,.

The importance of Atliv0.ing fuels of adequate quality cannot-betoveremphasized. The
responsibility of bulk fuel units is especially great ghen ,it becomes necessary to sapply.
petroleum procipctt under field covditiohs Without he b4nefit of elaboratelacilities. Every
41161*.fual pan an 'sliare.the responsibility of mai ining quality in fuels by having a
rhorbugh undersl.Aqing of the probldMs involvedre t nature of fuels, and-theliMitations of
organic equipment.
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A true 4rmple of the fuel being dispensed must be taken from the dispensing nozzlecr'
Tire sample from the collapsible tanks may be taken from a drum thief, a plastic tube with

holes in both ends. To tape the sample, you must rove the relief valve and flame arrester

from the top of the standpipe,on the collapsible tank. Insert the drum thief through the

standpipe hole to Within 5 inches of the botebm of the tank. Then place your thumb over the

hole at the tip of the thief, remove the sample afiq place it in a clean container, by placing

the bottoa end of the tube in the container and removing your thumb from the top, letting the

fuel run out To Main a bottom sample, place your thumb over the-hole in the top of the

thief and lower it to the bottom of the tank. Remove your thumb to allow tlie drum thief to

fill, thqn replace your thumb over the-ole and remove the saniple. The disadvantage of, this

method is" the length,of the drum thief which may not he long enough to reach the bottom of the

lank.

EXERCISE: Answer the fol lowing questions and check your responses against those listed at

the end of this study unit.

1. A true a6sample of the fuel being dispersed mustbe taken from the

V 1

a. tank. c. filter-separator.

b. hoses. ea- d. nozzle.

IC.- To take a sample from bile collapsible tank, you should use the

411
a. plastic tube. c. ,gage.

b. drum thief.

Work Unit 3-5. TESTS OF PETROLEUM SAMPLES

itt
GIVEN FIVE TYPES OF FUELS AND FIVE SPECIFIC COLORS, MAT6-1 EACH OF THE FIVE FUELS

WIN ITS COLOR.

QifiNE SAMPLE:- 11

IDENTIFY THREE CHARACTERISTICS OF API GRAVITY TESTING.

COMPUTE ONE API GRAVITY PROBLEM:

IDENTIFY TWO PRODUCT TESTS.

you will at times, have to test s amples of prOducts,iyou uldl-now a little

about the tests. Sapplts are important because they are usedAo deter' the quality of _

petroleum produ s. A sample can be defined as a small amount of priOuct which is

...S,
representative if a whole quantity. When you take-a sample',"'you must ensure that the sample

used is clean nd not contaminated with any previously tested product.
.

, 1. ill
k ,

Afte samples have been taken, only simple tests can be made kiy an *trained man under

field condi ions, )he tests normally made to.fuels handled-by AAFS/TAFPS ark:
,

At,

7a=

I lik

Appearthice (color).
,

American Petroleum Institute (API)
Water and seliment (visual).

q441,

Laboratory Tests:

gravity an specific gravity by hydrometer.

:

Distillation (low) of, gasoline, naphtha, kerdsene, and similar petroleum produak
Closed -cup flashpoinf fuel oils, lube rils, and other viscous products.

Copper di'sh gum in gasoline.
Copper corrosion by Otroleum products.

.114. A

'OP,
40 ak

Appearance test (col*); Cert fuels ustd.fin military service are glared fori .6 r

identif/tation purposes. A,dye is used, or color; however, it does not incrqraie the octane of

'thd'fuel. Tables 3-1 and 312 give the color and octane performance number.of some- fuels..,

,Darkening of jet fuels may indicate the formation of insoluble gum. If jet fuel' is'darker

than the shipping papers ;i9dicate.itshodld be, a sample should be taken and scent to a

laboratory for an existent gum test: A sample should be taken at b4 dis en g nozzle to

test.theicoloi: of the fuel io the field.' The sample should be in a"glos ontainer so that it

may be readily seen. . .

.

.

I.

.0
5
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The 3-1. Aviation Fuel Colors

__--ZOTor 14 11cane performance number

Colorless to strp. JP-4 anoLJP-5
Red 80/87 .'s
Blue

, . ... : 91/96
Green 100/130
Purple , 115/145

, Table 3-2. Motor Vehicle Fuel,

4

a.

"t

Offane Rerrormance number

Red Combat MOGAS 91 octane,
Colorless to straw Diesel DRII Atane rated

A ITA 10 NI

01 t

Fig SI-3. Correct method of reading hydrometer.

Table 3-3. . API Gravity Reageigs

(Correct to 609 F)

C
'-I

Grade of fuel API arlYitx

ft
-1 450 Ito 57°JP-4

.

,

4. JP-5 . , . . ,... 10k. . . 36° to 480'
,...r 80/96 . 63-30,to 74.7°

91/96 4 e r.
. :-63.30-to 72.4°

100/130 ,
63 4° to 72.8° .

116/145 , d167.10 to 72.6°
A

I

di%

API gravity test. You will have tp perform thisdpst,to determine tlitwefght per unit
volume of a petroTeum,product. This test is used forprOduct control inthe tank farm to,
determine total product weight and it.dlso can show product contamination. Gravity is the
weight per unit of volume. You must understand density also. This is the amount of weight gm,
gravity exerted on matter in a given space. For instance, water has a density of one gram rip.
cubic centimeter. Water is used as a standard for measuring the densityor specific gravity
of a substance. Since water is used .as a st4ndard, specific gravity is thg ratio.ofe mass of
a given volume of liquid at 600 F to the mass of an equol.,volume of pure water at the,same
temperature.

DenIfY of Product
The formula etr wed ic gravity is: DiTri y.Of Water.

.

Specifie+gravity will have no units because it is expressed as a

tt

3-9 Pr.

ratid of 4eTISiti4

: r
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Although API gravity is used for testing-gi,nstead o;- specific gravity by the Marine
Corps, it Is helpful to know the difference between them. API stands for the American
Petroleum Institut ;. This institution sets up a scale of grivity forletroleum products that
is a little easier to work with than Ipecific gravity.

4.

s.-sr API
Wier P.

API Gravits Ateduction to 60* F.

%torrid
Temper-

140111,4,
*I.

API Privity et Qbe4ry491 Tompiriture

62 1- 13 I 64 Se 66 t 07

CorreitatdIt API Gnarl 7 it 60. P.

SO $1.6 12.0 $1.0 64.0 66.1 61 1 67.1 64_1 10 I 40 1

61 60.0 61.0 1111 31_9 64.0 N0 67.0 14.0 $60 000
$3 110.1 kip a 1 14.1 14.1 64.0 1111 1 67.0 14.11 be 9

Si 10,7 61.7 62.7 14.7 64.7 66 6 141 O 07.6 64 X 64 8

64 10.6 61.1 $3.6 14.6 64.6 14.6 16_7 67.7 14.7 60.7

66
N
PP

10.6

:1
51.1

:IA
16.5

r...:
0.6
$1.4

$4.1

144-:

64.5

ri.:
114.1

14.4
47.4

:-:
511.6'

ILI
10 11

if....:
N 01.2 41.2 12.2 sp.' 64,2 14.2 0.2 47:2 18.2 14.2

00 10.1 61.1 63.1 14.1 64.1 01.1 61.1 67.1 64.1 69.1

W 0).0 61.0 16.0 $6.0 . 640 66.0 14.0 67.0 64.0 140 1

41 40.0 60.1 61.11 43.0 68.0 64.1 66.0 14.0 67:0 68 9

43 0.1 10.4 61.6 112.1 14.1 U.S 146 N6 67.1 166
43 40.7 .00.7 61.7 62.7 63.7 14.7 '16 7 14 7 67.7 36 7

44 01.4 10.6 61.6 12 6 68.6 64.6 66 6 14 6 67 6 18 6

if 0.6 40.6 61.4 12.6 U.S 04.4 16.4 $1.1 47.4 0.4
46 de 40.4 10.4 61.4 62.4 13.4 64.4 $8.4 14.1 57.2 44.1

" 46.1 40.8 61.8 62.8 13.1 64.1 66 8 64.2 67.2 641 2

66 402 10.4 61.2 63.2 611.2 64.2 '14.1 16 I 67.1 66 I

44 44.1 10.1 11.1 $2.1 $4.1 64.1 66.0 0 0 67.0 66.0

76 40.1 80.0 $1.0 12.0 $3.0 54.0 14.3 14.0 66.6 57.0

71 46.Q 40.0 00 0 61_0 62_0 64.0 64.1 66 p 66.6 47.6

73 41.1 40.1 65.1 61.6 $2.6 61.8 64 7 54 7 66,7 47.6

71 48.6 41.1 $0.7 61.7 62 7 62.4 64.4 141.4 66 4 67 6

74 44.7 44.7 80.6 61.6 $2.6 62.5 54.6 66.6 66.6 47.4

711 46 4 43.6 06.6 61.6 63.6 63.4 64_4 66.4 66 1 - 67 1

76 41.6 41.6 60.4 $1.4 62.4 62.2 64.8 65.8 .149 67 2

77

4
06
61

46 4

411

41.113

49.4

..:::

:Al

$0.1

30.3

c...1,

. 61.1"
.0.:

62.3

El.
v..:

63.2

',It

12,...,4.

64.2

64..1

r:

66.2

::-.:,.

IN

$4.1

.146.:

:16:7

67 1

:...;

811
42 41 0 0.0 40.0 DO 6 61_11 62. 62 7 14.7 66.6 86

6.1 ,47.0 "48.3 46.1 $0.7 61.7 62.6 41.6 64.6 66.6 66,4

01 47.6 41.7 40.7 80,11 61.6 62.5 56.6 64 4 65.4 56 2

N 47.7 41.1 461.8 60.6 61.6 ,062.4 14.4 64.1 66 8 66_2

06 47.0 41.4 40.1 40.1 11.6 52.t 16.2 144 46.2 $6.1

67 47.6 46.6 40 4 60.4 61.4 62.1 13.2 64.1. 66.1 66 0

SO 47.4 44.4 0.8 M.1 61.2 62.2 62.1 64.01 $6.0 66.0

69 47.4 46.1 16.2 10.2 61.1 62.1 62.0 10-6 64 0 66.6

10 47.2 46.2 40.1 60.1 61b!0 62.0 12.0 13.1 64.6 68.7

111 47.2 41.1 40.0 60.0 40.11 61.0 62.8 64.7 44.7 661
11 47.1 ' 46.0 44,0 40.0 06.0 61.6 62.7 62 6 64.6 64 6

0 47.0 ,67.11 0.0 AIM 10.7 61.7 62.6 62 6 64.6 65 4

94 46.3 -47.1 46.1 MN/ 60.6 61.6 112.5 62.4 64.4 661

16 46.1 47.7 44,7 '40.4 sOTIC 51.6 12.4 1181 64.2 66.2

106 46.7 47.7 41.4 46.6 10.4 41.4 52.8 0.2 64.2 66.1

97 44.6 47.4 46.4 00.4 61.11 42.2 63.1 64,1 66 0

16 44.5 47.6
.44.5
44.4 0.4 60.8 61.2 62.1 62.0 64 0 64.9

99 44.6 47.4 44.1 0.1 0.2 81.1 $3.0 112.0 61.9 64.8

844 46.6 47.1 0.1 0.1 16.1 51.0 61.6 62.6 62 6 64.7

Table 3-4. API Gravity Reduction to 600 F.

Remember that the specific gravity of water at §0° F As a value of 1.0000. API gravity is
also based upon water as a standard. Mater has Pan API gravity of lo.. The lighter the '6,gk

weigAt of the product, the higher the API gi'avity. This is an inverse'relattonship to the '.4,

specific gravity scale. An API of 30.0 has a specific gravity pf about.8770. An API of 0.0 ,

has a specific gravity of about .7385. VIgravjty..i.s measured with_ 'one decinialeplaCe whit
specific gravity uses four. VI-gravitY is'essentiaily much easier tp work with. Table '3r4

shows some sample readings corrrecte4.6 -60°.F. API and-the scan Society for Testing and
Materials' (ASTM) have developed% table of values for, C'obver gravity, at an,y. ,
temperature, to a tempet'turil of 60° F.

.

i? ' '-s`,1.
itt. 1 .

P 4 6,
_.

You have now .leprned about gravity, specific gravity, API-lhavity.ansi densqy,.and are,

I

6

now ready to perfornf the :test1.-'
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to perform the API gravity test, dispense'a fuel sample from the nozzle spout into a
clean, tall beaker so that enough fluid is present 'to float the hydrometer': Use a
200-111)111liter beaker. Fill the-beaker to approximately 150 milliliters. NPlace a hYdrometer,
which has the proper scale for the fuel being tested, into'the beaker. TKelhydrometer must
NOT touch the sides of the beaker when the rea .'ng is being taken for the API gravity; if it
does touch, you will get an incorrect API gray -. reading. Figure 3-3 showS the correct
method of reading the hydrometer. Table 3-3 lists some API gravity readings for some of the
fuel systems. A change of gravity for the fuels in table 3-3 may indicate a change of
composition caused by the mixing of grades of different products. A lower gravity reading
indicates a heavier fuel. The variation in degrees of API gravity rejIing generally should
not exceed 0.5 API gravity from previous API'grIlvity test results for the individual fuel.
Whenever you receivefuel, you wilJ be given the API gravity reading for that particular
fuel. If the 0.5 is exceeded, the sample shobld be checked with another hydrometet. the
limit still exceeds it, the fuel should not.be uced until adequate technical advice h s been
obtained.

-

"
..

In some units, the test will end at this point tnit in the event it does not, you will
have to know the whole test. The rest of the test is as follows:

Most hydrometers' will have a reverse scale on them so you can take the temperature of
the fuel before and after the test. If the temperature varies more that .5 F, you ,should do
the test over again.

Now that you have-a degree reading and the API, you need to correct them to 60. F, You
need to look at the table developed by the API and ASTM. This tableis referred to as Table 5
and.is found in FM-18 (Petroleum Terminal and Pipeline Operations) (Table 3-4), as well as in
other manuals.

For example, assu a,sample of JP-4 was tesd. You took 0 sample and recorded -an .

API of 51.6. The temperature of the fuel was:710 F. First, go to the observed API of '51.6
of Table 3-4. The API gravity at observed temperatures tihprinted in whole numbers API
degrees..: This means you must figure the corrected API Ortwo API's; one on each side of 51.6
and both at 71 F. For instance, say that the following is what you found in Table 5:

Observed API Corrected API

710 F 51 49.9

71° F 52 50.9

now, going a little further, you observed API at 71° F in the right place ----

..- .

Observed API ' Corrected4API

@71° F
49.9

51.6 @60° .1_ x your corrected API.

52.0
.

50.94,

Now what?: You must find the value for x. This process is cal ed
InIerpTatton: Let's see how it is done: .

A

54.1mp
difference

difference of extremely 514 difference of meansoil: x of
52.0 50.9. extremes

Here is the equation: Means
ex Fimes

means
extremes

By su6stitutinj in the equation from your table of values you will find:

t
51.036,0.6 49.9

1.0.15).6 x )01.0
52.0 50.9

10

Therefore: 0:6 = x
176 T76

"Th
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Howdo we find x? Easy!! /

170'...--1 7-6 By crossing multiplying.

1.0 - 1.0 -

-7.- OTT

1.0x 0.5X1.0 This equals:

You then have:

1.0

x0.6

7-6-0

Now solve itor x: 1.0x - -0.6 ant 1.0x = 0.6

170- T76
Or

So then'i 1. = 0.6

' )(,0 T-.15 x = 0.6 )

Now add 0.6 to 49.9. Your _corrected API @600 F is 50.5!

Visual (sediment) test. The visual or appearance test sample is obtained from the

nozzle spoUt at the point where dispensing operations arg carried on. The sample should be

taken in a clear beaker. Observe the sample for sedimeet and water. If there is water in the

sample, the sample will appear cloudy. The sediment will settle to the bottom of the beaker

after.the sample has been standing for about 30 minutes. If either water or sediment is

present, a sample should be talien and's9nt to the laboratory for testing. Free water may be

removed from the collapsible 'tanks. C114ck the filter-separator also.

Distillation (low). Distillation generally involves vaporizing the fuel sample in a

suitableThsk and noting the temperature of the distillation flask and the amount of

distillate at certain intervalsi The initial boiling point and 10% point indicate the

ignition quality of the fuel; the 50% point indicates the watmuptime and smoothpess with

which the engine will operate after warmup. A high 90% point and end point accolhpanied by a

heavy residue indicate possible contamination by a heavier product. When the test is

conducted, a draft-free, ventilated area with moderate ambient temperatures is required. The

heat source must be variable but free from fluctuations. The constant-temperatute bath ford

the condensing coil requires a source of ice. These conditions are-often difficult to

duplicate in the field, and the test is bf little value unless it is conducted and interpreted

by experienced personnel.

losed-cu flashpoint. The sample is placed in the cup of the tester and, with the

1id closhd, is s irred slowly as the temperature is increased at a specified rate. A small

Flame of a specified size i1 directed into the cup at regular temperature Intervals; the

lowest temperature at which the flame causes a distinct flash in the interior of the cup is

the flashpoint. This test is applicable to JP-5 an'd diesel fuels only. A substantially Tower

flashpoint than expected for the product is a reliable indication that the-product has been

contaminated with a more volatile product .such,as gasoline. The flashpoin is also an atein

identifying a parti#ular petroleum product. ;,
c

/.4

Copper dish sum. Thfs test applies to aviatidh gasolines only. T e sample is

evaporated from a.cTean, dry, highly polished cooper dish placed in a constan temperature

.steam bath with a gentle uniform flow of air to remove vapors. After the volat le material

has been evaporated, the dish is placed in an'electric oven for 30 minutes. The esidue is t. .

expressed as milligrams per 100 milliliters of the sample and reported as copper dish gum. In

practice, it. is difficult to standardize the test conditions sufficiently to control the

e catalytic reactions fir closely reproducible resylis.
.

.
.

. . 4
. - 4

Copper corrosion by petroleum products. A polished strip is immersed in the fuel

sample in'a ChemicaTbu-eltan test tube. The tube, is then placed in a temperature bath, The

4 bath temperature and immersion .time are functions. df the fuel under test. The strip is then

_,-
examined for evidence of corrosion and assigned a rating number in accordancpotith-111VASTM

... Copper Corrosion Standards scale. The copper - strip corrosion test does indicate the total

sulfdr compounds present in ,a test sample arid whether the corrosive compounds are present. .

Corr60., ndi may b&present'because of imptopm relkining or contamination from othpr

sourc This' t f contamination is not t4ely to be encountered by the expeditionary'

(lit \.

force. f

. \
%IN

, .' : 0 .. . ;)..

-, . .
S. '

.
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[ARC 'st : Answer the following guestiohs and check your Usponses against those listed at
the end Cf this study unit,

1

Matching: Column 1 (items 1 -5) contains five types of-octne or cetane performance numbers.
Column 2 (a through e) contains five specific lors. Match each type of fuel or
octane performance number in column 1 with its.S'Ocific color in column 2. Place
your answers in the spaces provided toothe left of the column 1.

Column 1 Column 2
Octane or *.tune performance number Color

a. Colorless to straw colored
b. Red
c. Blug

1. OR 11

2. 91/96
3. 115/145
4. 100/130
5. MoGas

°

6. Define sample.

d. Green
e.yurple.

iy

7. The API gravity reading of 450 .to 57° applies to

a. 80/96. , c. JP-4.
b. 91/96. - d. 115 145.

8, "Table 5" refers to API and.ASTM values which are correctable to

a. 30°.

b. 60°.
c. 45°.

d. 750.

9. When you receive fuel, the API gravity should not exceed

a. .1.

b. .05.
(IP c. .5.

d. .15.

10. You.have an observed temperature of 55 and an .API of 'S5.5, so the corrected API
is (use table 3-4).

a. 56.0
t. 57.7

c. 52.0-
d. 52.1

11. The test that applies to aviation gasonly is called the

a. cicised up flashpoint test.
b. copper dish gum test.
c. copper corrosion test.
d. diStillatintest.

12. What test shows4sediment and water in the product using only.a clear beaker?

a. aistillator_test
40

b. Copper dish gum test
, C, Visual or appearance test

d. Copper corrosion test
,

SUMMARY REVIEW
". AO

\
Now that you have learned the prpper fuel handling procedures, you can also identify

fuel 'transfer methods, quality control procedures, and fuel coupling procedures, all' of which
comprise the proper ways to handle Fuel.. You have also learned how bulk -fuel is stored.

0'

3-13
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Answers to Study Unit #3 Fxercises

Work Uriit 3-1.

1. a. floating-line
b. bottom-laid

?. a. downgrading
b. blending
c. purification
d' dehydration

3. a. on roads
b. burned
c. buried
d. transferred
e. mixed

Work Unit 3-2.

1. d.

2.

3. d.

Work Unit 3-3.

1. b.

?. b.

3, b.

Work Unit 4-4.

1. d.

2. b.

Work Unit 3-5.

1. (a. )(
2. c.

0. e.
4. d.

5. b.

1.1

6. A sample is a small amount of product which is representative
of a whole quantity

A
7. c.
8. b.
9. c.
10. a. .

11. b.mr"

12. c.

94 3-14
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.S1ODY UNIT 4

SAFETY AND,FIREFIGHTING OUIPMCNT AND PROCEDURES'.

STUDY UNIT OBJECTIVE: WITHOUT THE AID OF REFERENCES, YOUWILL IDENTIFY SAFETY
AND FIREFIGHTING GUIDELINES. YOU WILL IDENTIFY FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMEN1 AND BOTH
PREVEN1rk MAINTENANCE AND iiiii0LE-SHOOTTNG PROCEDURES. YOU WILEALSO IDENTIFY
int LIMITAIIONS AND CAPAB1011111,01- FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT.

Work Unit M-1. SAFETY GUIDELINES FOR BULK FUEL, .

IDEN.TIFY THE HEALTH HALARI OF WORKING WITlf PETROLEUM.

IDENTIFY TWO FORMS'OF-F tST AID FOR HEALTH HAZARDS.

IDENEIFY THREE GUIDE NES FOR SAFETY AROUND PETROLEUM.

You are esponsible for safety in the fuel farm. At times, it seems everyoge wants to
know how a mishap was caused or how it could. have been prevented. The dangers in the fuel
farm are not limited to fires although that is the most obvious danger. The fuel itse)9 can
be hazardous to your health as well'as to those around you. There are so miuy hazardrinthe
fuel,farm that every Marine employed there is in charge sf safety.

a. Health hazards (dealing with fuel)
4

(1). Inside the Body. Flammable liquid produ s are dangerous if you get them in your
mouth, and they may be fatal if you swa) ow them,,lf someorre does swallow a

petroleum product, the following first aid measures must betaken:

(a) Keep the victim calm. (Note: DO NOT; induce vomiting, Ohich'would further
irritate the casualty's throat.)

4P"
.

(b) Give victim 1/2 canteen of water or 1 pint of milk, which will dilute the
fuel.

,

(c) Get immediate mediCal aid for the victim. ''' . i

it
,

(1) In the Eyes. Flammable liquids can be extremely irritating to the eyes and can
cause severe eye, damage. If someone's eyes have come in contact wi-thipetroleum
fuels, the following' first aid measures must be taken: r

..--

(a) Flpsh_the victim's eves for at least 10 minuteswith water. .

..!
(b) Cover both eyes with dressingI Material or clean cloth as available.

(c) Get immediate4medical aid for the vi'ctim.
a

(d) Keep the victim calm. . . .

st&I

(3) 0n the-Skin. Flammable-liquid petroleum also causes skin contamination. The
seriousness of skin contamination ranges widely; depending upon the substanCe.
The most serious. effects result from contact with strong acids, alkalis, 'and
rocket fuels. Effects from gasoline, jet fuel and solvents, paints, -lacquers and
varnishes act on the skin to dry up natural fats and oils. This leaves the skin';
harsh,, dry, Apd chapped, resulting in a condition known.as dermatitis. These

.... unnatural skin openings or lesions increase your chances 'of infection. If you
get petroleum on your skin, wash it off at once with soap andwater. If your
clones are soaked with fuel, wet them with water before you take them off. If

you don't haveany water,, temporarily ground yourself by taking hold of apiece

48ii
of. grounded equipment with one hand7 Then take off your clothes. This grounding
protects you frolii the danger of a static spark gniting your clothes as'you 4',
remove them. After clothing i5:removed, wash the skin with soapy water,rinse
with fresh water anddget Medical aid.

. .
,

b. Gases and vapors."-,The terms ':gas.e.00c1 "vapOr" are often used to mean the same thing,
although there is a difference. A-gas exists as allas at ordinary temperature and pressure.
A vapor is a gas-like form of a substance that is oe.dinarilya solid or liquid. Gases and
vApors are divided into four groups ddpending on,Ahether, they are poisonous (toxic),
asphyxiants, anesthetics,.or irritants? Remember that each substanCe usually has more than
one property. Forilexamplei it can be anesthetic arid' also toxic.. ,

4-1
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(I) Poisons. Poisonous or toxic gases and vapors have various effects on the body.
They m'y injure or destroy the internal organs, tKe blood-forming system,
tissues, or bows. Toxic effects often show up only after a prolonged exposure.
the most poisoiTous gas or vapor is hydrogen sulfi0e found in crude oil of high
sulfur content or tetraethyl lead vapor4.61-cim leadgd.gasoline. You mustavotd
exposure to them at all times, because they can kill you. Victims of hydrogen
sulfide may fall unconscious upon exposure and never regain consciousoesl. Other
gase,s, listed in the order of toxicity, are refrigerants like -sulfur dioxide, ,

amonia, methyl bromide, butane, propane, and the f,reons.

Asphplants. Simple,asphyxiants aregaps and vapors that keep the lungs from
getting oxygen. In other words, they replace the oxygen that is -ih the air.
Some of them-are methane and its related hydrucarbtts, hydrogen,..and acetylene
which are used in welding and flamecutting. A chemical asphyxiant, like'carbon-
m000xide gas,,acts upon the blood in such a way that is is unable.to absorb
enough oxygen to suipain the organs of the body. This causes the organs to fail
due td lack of oxygen.

(3) Anesthetics. Anesthetic gases and vapors have a narcotic effect, depressing the
,.,,ii central nervous system to the point-where respiratory failui-e may occur. All

qdi-acarbon -Vapors have this effect.' The most narcotic are acetone, the ethets, .

benzene, naphthas, gasolines, ancrjet fuels. Others are hydrocarbon derivatives
that contain members of the chlorine family. Exposure to burning hydrocarbon .

..t. vapors can cause tremor of the heart ventricles. Narcotic effects of gasoline
and jet fuel increase with aromatic content:

. . .

(4) `Irritants, Irritant gases and vapors inflame the lungs and respiratory tract.
They may cause pheumonia and other prilmonary diseases or make the victim jige

- susceptible to them. Most flammable gases and'vapors are -irritants whether they
are poisonous or narcotic.

..

..,

(5) First Aid for Vapor Inhalation. Inhalation '(breathing) of petroleum pl-oduct cab

cause dizziness, nausea and headaches; large amounts may cause unconsciousness.
When working around petroleum Products, if a person should get dizzy, nauseous or
develop a headache, remove him/her from the area immediately. , For the,
uncons0ou% victim, remove him from the dangerjrea and give artificial

4..

respiration; call-a physician. , - .
47

0 .. .

c. General safety precautions. The fotidWing-general precautions are related tCrrifel

systems and-fuel handling. Although they may not be explicitly set forth 4,1-this course, they

are Amplied. These',precautions should be understood and followed to prevent accidents, bodily
----,..., injuryv or damage to equipment. . 'lb .

(1) Prohibit, spioking except in designated areas. Prohibit matches and lighters in
hazardous areas. .'

t 1

(2) Never use fuel to wash the hancg.
.t,

-s.
.

(3) /void geteing fuel'Aon the skin; wash fuel from the ,skin as 'soon as possible with

soap and water.
^,:1-

,

(4) If fuel gets into le eyes or mouth, flush thoroughly with water'(avoid
1

swallowing); and t: medical aid immediately-
, 4

(5) elf fuel gets,c3i ci' ins, remove clothing promptly but carefully, wash the skirl,
and replanyclothes wi c an items.

m

'411'

11,

(6) Do not wear shoes with exposed nai)s, metal plates, or hobnails.'

,(7) Do not carry or wear exposed metal objects,, such as .knives, keys, or loose
identification bracelets that could cause sparks if struck or dropped.

..e,.

,

(8)- Wear ponstatle-praducing clothing, with shirts sleeves rolleddown'anTbuttoned.

(9) Do not carry er wear loose items of clothing. ,,

z 't`
,

(1d) )Weep shirt 'pockets empty.

4
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(11) Wear leather gloves and afl-leather, rubber-soled boots'for splash protection.

(12/ Use ear-protective devices near operating. aircraft engines or other high-noise
sources. N,

(13) Wear goggles or protectiVe helmet,with a_visor-for eye protection when fueling
aircraft.

L
(14) Never use liquid fuels as cleaning fluids for floors, equipment, clothing, etc.

(15) Fuel vapors are heavier than air and will collect in low places such as pits or
sumps; be especially careful in such areas.

(16) Open drains slowly, especially if they have been shaken or exposed .to heat, to
prevent fuel-air mixture from spewing out.

(T7) Beware of empty (or ap p tly empty) cans, drums, tanks, and hoses that form l9'
held fuel. Vapprs,caaln long after the container hasbeen emptied, and the
fuel-air mixture i

(18)

re dangerous if ignited than th'e,liquid alone. .

-r
Dispose of oily waste or rags immediately ;rier using by placingethem in a .

self-closing metal container.

Avoid spilling fuel; clean up spills at once if they happen. Wipe up small
spills or cover with dirt. Follow local entergency procedures for large spills.
Treat the area as dangerous until the vapors have gone.

Ak.
Keep all fuel continers, whether full or empty, tightly closed except when
use.

(21) Report leaks to the proper authorities. Do not operat4leaky q2ipment.

(22) Do not conduct fuel, handling operations in a hangar, shop, or other confined area.
A

(23) Allow at least 150 feet between bulk tank outlets and fuel dispensing points for
fire safcty.

(24) Use only flashlights, drop lights, or lanterns approved for use in hazardous
locations.

(25) Use only explosion-proof electrical equipment and fixtures in hazardous areas;
inspect ()feet.' and correct any conditions that could causy'sparking, arcing, or
overheating.

(26) Open switches and pull fuses before doing essential work on electrical equipment.

(27) Equipment requiring welding anc4cutting operations must be clean and vapor-free;
'heaters, welding tdrches, or blowtorches must not be used within 50 feet of fuel
'handling operations.

128) Stop all fuel handling operations during electriA storms.

(29) Bonds and grounds should be- tested frequehtly to ensure conductivity; repair or
replace defective parts.. Bonds and grounds must be made before fuel flow begins,
and must not be broken until flew ends.

it

430) Vehicles caerying fuel as cargo and those operating within 50 feet of fuel
handling operations must be equipped with spark- arresting exhaust system.

(31) Protectiveearthworks (berms) around collapsible tanks should be bUilt to give
the least possible exposed fuel surface in case of tank rupture. small area
generates the least vapor, and provides the smallest burning surfa e in case of
fire.

.

(32) Do not pump fuel at a rate Ohich will cause severe turbulenc e.

(33) Do not splash-fill tank or tank cars,if top-loading is necessary. Start to fill
at a slow rate with the filling hose near the tank bottom. When the hoge end is
submerged,. loading can 'proceed at a full flow rate.

ti
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(34') Do nOt filter fuel ,through 'anything other than properly grounded fijter-

sepAators and monitors.

(35) After Pilling large tanks, allow several min utes of relaxati2nAime to allow the

static charge of the fuel surface, to equalize with the tank Beyre inserting-

gages or any other objects into the fuel.
04

(J5) D4 not throw or drag hoses and nozz1 75.; avoid kinking hoses

(37) Turn off aircraft radio and radar equipment Ourin) fueling or defueling.

(38) -Do not conduct fueling operations within 3UO feet of ,active ground radars.

(39) Aircraft to be refuyled defu l.d must be de-armed and 4St not have hot brakes.

(40) Do not clip ground wires to antennas, rotor blades,.or propeller blades.

(41) .'Keep clear of rotor blades; propeller blades, and their paths.

(42) Keep the refueling area clear of loose material that cOOld he blown about by Prop

wash,jet blast, or rotor wash.

(43) Tankers used to accept fuel removed from.vehicics or aircraft will be- plainly

marked DEFUELEU. A vehicle marked REFUELER will-not be used to remove fuel from

a sing vhicle unless it.is specifically authorized, nor will a vehicle marked

DE UElrER be used to fuel vehicles.

(44) At least Ogo persons are require d in defuelin7 operations.

(45) Refueling/defueling areas must be free of all possible ignition sources.

(46,1 In defueling , Ahe defueler operator must check with the unloader (crew chief,

plane captain, lineman, etc.) to be gurethat the correct aircraft is being

'unloaded, all electrical equipment is off; and no repair work is being done.

r
, (47) Firefighting equipment, including protective clothing, must be in good.-condition

and readily available.

(48). Water alone should nat be used on fuel fires since.it tends to spread the fire.

(49) Fire extinguishing equipment must be in place and relit during,refueling/

defueling, including crash crew standby assistance if available.

(50) Drip pans should be maintained and not allowed to overflow.

EXERCISE: , Answer the following questions and check your respon'ses against those listed at

.the end of this study unit.

1. Gases and vapors are divided up into four groups depending on whether br liot they

are poisonous, asphyxiants, anesthetics, or

a. flammables. c. toxic.

b. irritants. d. infective.

2. When working around petroleum products, if a person should get-dizzY;'nauseo0s, or

develop a headache, you should remove him/her from the area immediately. This t5

fintt aid for

a. vapor inhalation. c. burns.

b. swNllowing fuel. d. fuel in the eyes.

3. if a,personhas swallowed flammable liquids, you should keep him calm, give him

1/2 canteen of water or milk to dilute fuel, and
I

a. induce vomiting. .
c. loosen his clothing.

fl. sget'medical aid. . . d. flush his skin with water. /

.

4.' When you are working around operating aircraft engines, you should wear protective

# clothing to include
.

a. polished boots.
b. cloth gloves.

c. _nylon coveralls:

d. hearihg protection.

4-4
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5. When yod are working in the fuel farm with eecNical equipment, you should ensure
that the equipment is

.
, .

1 a. shock-proof. c. explosion proof.
. b. clean. ,

.
d,

w 150 feet from tanks.
w .

1 ...

6. When you are- involved it defueliiig operations, at least persons are required.

a. ...;?'' c. 4
b. 3 . d. 5

Work Unit 4-2. F IRE PREVENTION
..:, .,

IDENJATY ONE SOURCEPoF FIRES.

IDENTIFY ONE CHARACTERISTIC 'OF A FIRE.

MA.TeH 'EACH CLAS/8F FIRE WITH THE TYPE OF FIRE,

You have to know fire prevention and the hazards involved in handling petroleum when
You work. in the fuel farm. If you don't, not only can you cause eat property damage, but
there Is also the' possibility of injuries and loss of life. T refore, before you can
undel-stand fire prevention, you must understand fire.

. All fires connected with flammable prActs result from the ignition of. vapors. There
is,little danger of fire in a closed container hat holds alflammable product unle?s it is
exposed ,to heat. The hazard arises' from the ignition of-vapors produced in use; transfer,
leaks, and spills. Thp best way to. prevent product fires is to minimize thebuildup of vapors
and to c !Aro] the sources of ignition.

.

a Smoking. and Matches. Smoking and matches are the greatest single cause of common
fires. You can greatly reduce the chance of fires by keeping smOkingmaterial out of the
product are. Signs are posted in these areas such as "NO SMOKING WITHIN 60 FEET" or" NO
SMOKIWG WITHIN 100 FEET". You, as the bulk fuel man, must follow these rules and you must
also take thg unit initiative'to see that other Marines do J,ikewise.

Housekeeping. Rubbish,, garbage, and similar housekeeping problems are easily
inated, yet they continue to cause fires. These'sources can ignite with contact by small

sources of:heat, such as a cigarette or match. Garbage cans that are made.of mell, should be
provided with a cover and be elptied each_day. You should not burn rabbish in th m. Gras's
and weeds should be placed in gNrbage cans lAcause as they dry out, they can be easily ignited.

c. Mechanical or F ction Sparks. Sparks caused by contact or friction between metal
surfaces can ignite a fire. Grinding work should be'done outside the fuel farm, but when this
is not possible, you must be alert for the possibility of a fire. Most of the bulk fuel
equipment will not cause a spark due to the aluminum alloy characteristics but tools that are
not spark resistant will contribute to the fire potential.

1

r.
d. Electrical Equipment. Electrical equipment b ecomes a fire hazard when ares,

sparks; or overheats. When a current is interrupted, as in'a circuit breaker, it produces an
electric arc of very high temperature'. Rotating.parts of motors, generators. artd similar
equip-v(0ft produce arcs and sparks where the brushes contact the comutators. Worn wiring can
produce an ignition source in two ways: by creating a Oiort circuit and by allowing a buildup
Of-heat to have oxygen contact. The electrical equipment used in the fuel farm should be
explosion proof to minimize this hazard.

e. Static Electricity. Friction causes static electricity. For instance, bringing
together and separating two unlike substances aril4 almost any motion Of personnel and material
can produce it. Static electricity is also generated by the flow of flammable products. Ypu
cannot prevent static electricity; however, it only becomes a hazard if it is allowed to
buildup and Cause a sOark. Yilu can prevent spetics by bonding'and grounding. Bdnding is an
electrical connection (a bonding wire) between metallic equipment and containers. This
equalizes the electrical potential. Grounding is,an electrical connection, between one or both
of the'bonded transfer units and the ground. This dissipates electrical potential, When
units of equipment are properly bonded and.grounded; static electricity is transferred from
the equipment end into the ground.

r
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Fire Is a combustion among three things: fuel; heat, and oxyg . If yOu eliminate, one of

these three pings, the fire will either become smaller or go out. Fire extinguishers work on

this principle, Thero..are four C'laSses of fires. "these are:

Class A consists of ordinary combustibles such as wood, paper.grass, and

MDT-
Class B involves flammable liquids su h a gasoline, solvent% Ad paints.

Class C - involves jive electrical equipment such as motors, switches, and

Class 0 - involves. Inable metal and chemicals such as sodium and magnesium.

1

'EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check yourresponses against' those listed at' 1

the end of this study.

1. The greatest" ingle cause dflcmilmon fires is

a. static electricity. c. housekeeping.

19:Irsmoking and matches- d. eaectrical eq.tpMent.

2. A fire is a combustion among three.things.: fuel, heat, apd,,

-C

a. gasoline. c. 'ignAing action.

b. chemtrals.-\ d. oxygen.
1 -., _ J

-r .
.

Matching:' 'Column 4 (items 3-6) contains the fbur classes of fires. Column 2 (a through d)

contains the various types of fires. Match each class of fire in column 1 with

is type of fire in column 2. Place your. answers in the spaces provided.

Column 1
Colprim 2

Classes of Fires TypestQf Fires

3. Class A

4. Class B

m..5. Class C

6. Class 0

Work Unit44-3. FIREFIGHTING TRUCK MC1051

.a. Burning steel wool

b. Burning transformer

c. Wood fire .

) d. Gasoline fire

IDENTIITWO CAPABILITIES OFI\HE FIREFIGHTING TRUCK. °-

IDENTIFY ONE FEATURE OF THE CONTROLS ON THE FJREF,IGHTIN6 TRUCK.

SATE THE AGENT AND COMPOSITION OF THE AGENT USED IN THE FIREFIGHTING

TRUCK.

efighting trirck, MC1051. The W1051 firefighting track (fig 4-1) is used to combat

.fi-res in el-system in tallations. it is a dry chemical firefigfting vehicle that,uses

"purple K' powder: a d y potassium chemical, whicivis delivered under pressure by means of two

"q 50-foot hoses at a ran e 14135 feet beyond the nozzle. Two hand-portable dry chemical fire'

extinguishers are also rried in brackets located on the front bufliper. They can be used to

supplement-the chemical,. flow from the hoses. When fully charged with 500 pounds of "purple K"

powder and a 2,265-psi nitrogen cylinder to provide the gas pressure, the equipment wtil

deliver the chemical agent thriggh both hose nozzles for -a period of 86 to 104 seconds, until

. the 500 pounds of dry chemical is exhausted.

1
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- 1-. Pig.4-1. Firefighting truck' MC1051.'
.,. J

Operation and maintenance of firefighting truck M(1051

7

4

A. Controls:dand iostruMEnts. Locatj5ons and functions of the contfols and instruments arete
shown in figures 4-2,Arill 4-3. '

b. Before use. BeApre driving, the vehicle to the fire ar=ea; pull out the 4-way flaher
switch (fig, % The T-way flasher switch, added to theturn signal circuit of the vehicle,
flashes all four turn. signal lamps simultaneously as a hazard warning. Detdrmine that the
nitrogen cylinder presisure gage (2, fig 4-3) reads between 1,50Q and 2,265 psi and that the
chemical Agent tank pdissure gage".(1 fig 4-3) reads 230, plus or minus 10 psi. If neither `

gage reads properly, iermine that the nitrogen cylinder valve behind the passeRger'seat is
open. RemoVe'the leadtwire and locking pins from all valve and cock handles. u,

Ac r.1111YT

The 4-way flasher switch causes turn signal
-lamps to flash or blink if-pulled out when turn
signal switch.is Operated.

Rig 4-2. Dashboard control.

-c. During use. (Note: Item numbers in (a) through (d) below refer to figure 4-3.) Upon
t.arrival at the fire area, proceed as follows:,

(1)- Insure that both clelpout.lialves d ) are closed.

(2) Open the red tank valve (6).

(3) Open both hose cabinet doors and uncOi\likoth hoses, layingthe out on the grOund.

Warning : both hoses from movement before they are pressurized or '.
they will whip dangerously.

(4) Open both cock valves (a_and 9) by plAcing thethandles in a horizontal position.

4-7
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(5)

,

Open the hose, nozzles and direct the chemical stream at the blse of the flames.

Note: The hand portable fire extinguishers, mounted,on the front of .the

vehicle, can be used to supplement the, chemical Streains.

(6) ,Clos the,Woce hozzles4after the fire has been extingui-she0.

4

A '

S.

Control or instrument Function
1

,

1
.

1. chemical tank pressure gage 4'

. Indicates ,chemical tank pressure psi.

`-
2. Nitrogen cylinder pressure gie.' Indicates nitrogen cylinder pressure in psi,

3. Left-hand cock valve
, Charges hose on passenger's side of truck.

cs.

4. Vent valve (blue) Vents chemiCal tank pressure.

5. 'Left.-hand hose cleanout valve

6. Tank valve (red)

x
7. Tank fill cap

8. Right-hand hose cleanout valve

9. Right-hand cock valve

10. Nitrogen cylinder, valve

Applies nitrogen from cylinder to left-hand
hose for chemical cleanout, when tank and cock

valve are closed.' .

Applies pressure to contents of chemical tank.

CloSes fill hole of chemical tank.

1

Applies nitrogen from cylinder to right-hand
hose for chemical cleanout wiAn tank, and cock

valvei'-are closed.

% Charges hose dn'driver's side of truck.

Controis.flow obonitrogen through-,micron
filter to regulltor.

Fig 4-3. Chemical tank _Controls and instruments.

tag



d. After use. *(Note: Item numbers in (1) through' (11) below'referto figure 4-3.)
Before (jorng the hoses, proceed As follows:

1 _

(1) Close the COaVa5es and tank valve (3, 9, and -G, respec.tively).:

R) Oped'both hose cleanout valves-(5 and 8)'.

(3) Open each hose nozzle and keep it open until all the'chtmical is exhausted from
the hOse, then clbse.

(4) 'Close both cleanout valves (.5 and to%

(5)' Coil and store the hoes in the., respective hose cab thets as shown in figure 4n4.

s'

JJ:0
.4&.

111161::±'C

1. Loop hose 'as shown. Make it
fit inside the cabinet so the
door can be closed.

2. A reverse loop follows'the first.
.

Notice that the hose. passes beneath the
loop to make.the.reverse loop.

3. Alternate loops are reverse
loops.,*Follovi,steps one and
two until allNhe hose is coiled
in the cabinet. v'

4. Notice the "over and under" positien
of the hose. Hose coiled in-this
manner will Pull out free of
twists.

Pig 4-4. Hose coiling method.

4

(6) Check to see that the,nitrogen cylinder pressure gage (2) reads more then 1,500
psi. If the desir indication is not obtained, replace the nitrogen cylinder.

(7)

(8)

(9) Remove the tank fill cap (7) and determine whether- thg chemical.tank requires
refilling. Fill the tank after every use with 1:purple K" powder. Replace the
fill, cap and tighten with both,hands.

Close the nigrogen,, Linder valve.

Open the blue vent valve (4) to reJease'tge chemical tank pressui-e; then close it.

(10) Replace the locking pin and the lead wire ?al on' each of the six valv es (3, 4,
5, 8, and 9). A

4-9
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k11),: Place the'turn-signal switch in the, OFF Oositir and push in the 4-way flasher

switch.
-

Before leaving the'vehicle, flush all exterior surfa4es With clear water to.

remove the splashed chemical fire-extingOshing agentsjpurpli K).

Reduce,oreliminate operating hazaholp by _observing the following:

:(a) Before removihg thd tank
MAted and all 'valves mu
constructed to alclow ve

unthreaded. ,B,This,pre
' thread is turned clear.
-agent ..{purple K) into the chemical tarkand,replace-thecap tightly.

(b) When removing the cheillEal tank fill cac.stop the unthreading operation if

any venting'or*essureiiclearly awd.ibla4 isAilited, until the inner.and .

outs' pressures are etwaliZed: Cdse 'l1 valvdS. and secure all but`the

'nitrggen Olinger outlet,4alvli with locking pins to prevent acCidentat

aCtuAtion. -

r.

Nir
cap, We tank and. line' mutM)ej.horoughTS;

ed. As a'safety device, the fill cap Is
*tank pressure before the cap is'fully.

o entprema,ture removal aftathe final

500 Rotindof dry'chemical.fireflghting1

(c) ,Alever discharge the chemical in'an eactoOat area, except for fighting a

The spray of dry chemical covers a wide area,and the str'am broadens

at its maximum reach to apprOximately 15-feet. Caution as torwhere the

Spray, will settle. must be eitercised.
4

(d) Never refill indoors,exeept as an emergency Operation.

(e) Operator's daily' preventive maintenance. Table 4-1 lists the operatorTh

preventive miintenance checks that should be performed daily:-

Table 4-1. Operator's Oaily Preventive Maintenance Checks
.1

What to check

a.% General appearance

J rs

I
ow to check

1. Visually inspect the
MC 1051' for evidence
of damage,,tampering,

or missing parts.(

2. Visually inspect the
MC 1051 for dirt and
greaser

b. Valve wheels and cock Inspect all six valves

-valve handles for locking pins se-
mired by leadwire
seals.

c.` Piping, joints, unions Visually inspect piping,

and valves joints, unions, and
valves for signs of dam-
age or leak -age.

*

d. Hose cabinet doors Open and cicise,hose
cabinet doors.

1

e. Hose _Inspect for kinks, por-
osity, dirt, grease, or
sharp bends.

f. Hose nozzles Operatepozzle valves,

4-10

Correct observation and
corrective acti

No'evidence of damage
tampering, or missing
parts. Repair damage or,
tampering; replace missing

parts.

2. No dirt or grease present. .

If dirq or grease is found,\
removeit.

. .

All valves'secured with lack-
ing pins, and leadwire seals.

Secured valves.

No evidence of damage or

leakage. Repair damage or

correct leakage.

Doors open and close fredly
and without interference.
Door latches and hinges oper-

ate'freely. 011 hinges and latches.

Hoses are not kinked-, do not
show porosity, are free from
dirt -OA grease, and have no sharp

bends. If necessary, repl ,hoses.

Nozzle val4s operate freel
Cleanozzle valves.

4
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EXERC141: Answer the following puestions and cheok your respons,es against those listed at
the'end of this study unit.

... 1.

hen tully charged' with nitrogen'and purple "K" pOWder, the firefighting truck
twill deliver the chemichl agent thrilugh the hoses for a period of

.
\ .

I /
a: .2 to 4 minutes. c. 86 to/104 seconds.
b. 60 to 90 seconds. d: if to 3 minutes.

. e' I 4. .

4..

.

2. On the tank portion of the truck, the vent valye should be color coded. blue and
the tank valve should be colored coded ,.....

y

a. red. . c. yellow. A
b. orange. t d. white.

, 1

3. The effective range of the firefiltingitruck is about feet.

.

4

a: 50 c, 25
b. 35 d. 15

4. What agent is tAed in the firefighting truck and whht is its chemical mposition?

Work Unit 4-4. -FIRE EXTINGUISHERS AND MAINTENANCE
3.

IDENTIFY ONE OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 30 -POUND FIRE EXTINGUISHER.

IDENTIFY ONE
*
STEP. IN PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE ON THE 30 -POUND FIRE EXTINGUISHER.

IDENTIFY TWOOPER4TING CHARACTERISTIC§ OF THE ,150,-POUND TIRE EXTINGUISHER.

In the event that you have to fight a fire, it is critical that ypu know what'you are
doing. If a tank or even. a small pool of product'is ignited, you must take immediate measures
to extinguish it. Water is almost never"nsed on a product fire since it tends to spread the
fire.

Generally,
e
the 30-lb extinguisher will be of the dry powder tiolote,'but at times, it may

contain carbon dfoxide (CO2). The 30-lb extin§uisher should be used on smaller fires Nch a
truck or engine fire on the pumpiiqf units. It has a ran0e.of 17 feet in a fan-shaped pattern
with an 8-12second operation (fi _4-5), s

-p . % 1. 1
(

1

'Fig 4-5. 30-lb fire ,extinguisher.

4
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a. Operator's general maintenance. Any discrepancies noted when performing daily

operator's maintenance.should be reported immediately. Maintenance consists of tile following:

(1) Note the general appearance for mechanical damage, missing components, and

corrosion. ,

(2) Check the lead and wire seal .at the4nitrogert cylinder valve. Absence of a seal`

may indicate an unreported operation of the extinguisher.

.(3) Read the pressure on the nitrogen cylinder valve gage; replace ifeetessary.

(4) Inspect the condition of the hos coupling and hose. Check the tightness of the

hose couplings. Check the hose for obstructions.

(5) .Remove the nozzle from the nozzle holder and examine the opening for obstructions.

. (6) Hold the nozzle in one hand and operate the nozzle handle to check fT..e

moveMent. Close the nozzle and replace At in the'nozzle holder.

(7) Remove the fill cap and check that the'tank is tilled with freeflowiAg, not

caked, "purple K."

r(.9) Inspect the threads on
1
the fill cap and fill opening for damage.

(9) Remove, and examine the fill cap gaskets.

(10) Replace the fill cap tightly.
i

.
,

(11) Rotate each wheel to test,the lubrication of the bearings. If. wheels do not

revolve smoothly, pressure-lubrycaXe the bearing through the grease fitting on

tfie hub. -'
. .,

b. Operation and maintenance of hAnd fire extinguisher.
.

.

. . .

(1) 30-lb extinguisher. To operate and refill the 30-lb fire extinguisher, tage the -

following steps:
/

.
.
, ...

.

(a) Remove the safety pin from the plunger:
t ri 14.6

1 V
.

(b) Press down on the plunger handle; this ruptures the deal in the top.of the, -,.1

'nitrogen cylinder. The cylinder on the 30-lb extinguisher is lbcated on the 0 /

lipippv` outside of the dry chemical tank.
, .

4: i-,v1;

..

1.

.441' Press the nozzle Aandle and attack the fire. ,
%.

.-

(,d). After the extinguisher is empty, remove the dry chemical. cap Ind refill the
:

tank with 30 pounds of dry chemical. Remove the nitrogen cylinder from the

,-- plunger cap-and replace with a new cylinder. - ,

IL

(e) Replace the s'afety,pin and seal with a safety wire.

(2) Operator's maintenance. Operator's maintenance for hand-operated fire

extinguishers consists of inspecting, repairing, rOplacing, or reporting. This

service should be done on a daily basis and all discrepancies corrected e

immediately to assure the readiness of the equipment. The following steps

compr)se this )maintenance:
..,

(a) Inspect the general appearance for missing components, damage, corrosion,

a and cleanines. , I

(b) Inspect the condition of the hose. Check fOr hose and hoiZle obstructions.

(c) Remove the fill' cap and check that the tank is filled with free flowing, not

ilk- clketi "pUrple K."1
.

...-1
(d) Inspect the threads on t fill cap; and fill the opening for damage.

(e) Inspect the fill cap gasket ant insure that vile cap as screwed on tightly;

(f) To inspect the nitrogen cylinder, unscrew the pressure cartridge and inspect

the cartridge se'al to see that it has not been punctured.

(g) The safety pin Should be installed COrrectly with a'seal and a safety wire.

4-12 '
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(3). 150-lb wheel-mounted (fig 4-6). The 150 -lb wheel-maroted firq.extinguisher has
greatTWIT4hang capabilities; one should be located in .each tank farm, booster.
station, and Mach unloading station. This extingul.5her has a,35-70otlrangcA and
.will operate continuously fOr about 55 s-econds.

4
o.

t

,
Fig:4-6. 150-11Y-wheel-Mounted eXtin4uisier.-

(4) Operation and maintenance of the 150-pound wheel-mounted fire extinguishqr.

(a) Operation

1. Before use. The following steps should belollowed when inspecting 'the
150-pound wheel-mounted fire extinguisher:

Close the valve on the dry chemical tank.

Open the nitrogen cylinder valve. Check the high-pressure gage. The
pressure gage-should phoW a reading of 2,100 psi. If the reading is
less than 1,500, psi, replace the cylinder with a new-cylinder.

Shut off the nitrogen cylinder valve. Tip the fire extinguisher
backwards to a horizontal position. In this poiition, the nitrogen

-40(linder will be on top of the dry chemical tank.
,

,Remove *e hose from the connection on the bottom of.the dry chemical
- tank (1, fi'g 4-7).

1

Fig 4-7. Disconnected hose.

4-13
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.

Open the dry Chemical tank valve. Gas pressure impounded in the ,

high-pressure,hostkshOuld force a small amount' of dry chemical out of

the
4

toselconnect.ion located ', at the bottom'of the dry chemical tank. I'
.

i . - I

,

.RecoUple the hbse to thelcohnettionlat the bottom of the dry chemical

( tank. .47

Returq the extinguisher to an upright position.

Remove the dry chemical tank fill cap. Inspett to see if the dry

,cheMicaI tank is full (ifs capacity is 150 lbs).

Place a wire andettad seal on the nitrogen and dry chemical valve

after each inspection.

2. 'During, use. When the actual need to operate the 150-pound,
wheel-mounted extinguisher occurs, proceed aloiollows:

Move the fire extinguisher, as near to the fire as safety will permit.

Uncoil the hose from the hose tack to its full length. ,

Open the nitrogen 4Jfnder valve.

Open the dry chemi/al tank valve.

Open the nozzle and attack the fire.

3. After use. After the extinguisher has been used it must be tleared and

recfiatged; perform the following procedures:

Close the nitrogencylinder valve tightly.

To release pressure, tip the fire extinguisher backwards to a

horizontal position and open the nozzle.'

Return the extinguisher to an upright posit after all the pressure

is released. .

Check the pressure in the nitrogen cylinder; if t essure reads

less than 1,500 pounds, repla&the cylinder with w one.

Coil the hose over the hose hanger in to Tanner shown in figure 4-8.

4.

t

I.
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1. First:loop is. started counter
clockwise and completed by
placing over rack.. Coil
should not Ouch qround.-

3. Alternate loops are reverse
loops. Follow steps one and
two until-all hose is coiled
in the cabinet.

ti .44

VA!

2. A reverse ilbop follows the first.
Notice that hose passes behind

' . loop to make the reverse.loop.

S.

4. Adjust coils so nozzle 10.ts into the
holder easily. Hose coiled in
this manner will pull. dut fee
of twists.

Fig 4-8. Hose coiling method.

Close the nozzle and secure it in the nozzle holder.

Remove the fill cap from the extinguisher and refill with "purple K"
to rated capacity.

Clean the seating surfaces and replace the fill cap tlY.

;eel the nitrogen cylinder valve in the closed posi
4hd wire seal.

i
EXERCISE: Answer the foljowirig questions and check your responses against thi a isted at

theendorthitstudy uhit.

1. The 30-16% fire extinguisher has a range of 17 feet in a fan-shap pattern with

th a lead

an second operation. -
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2. The last step in operator's maintenance on the 30-1b. fire extinguisher is to

.1. inspect the general appearance for missing components.
b. inspect the condition of the hose. ,

c. inspect the nitrogen cylinder.
d. instal) the-safety pin correctly.

_ 3.
-

The 150-lb. wheel-mount ed fire extinguisher has a 35-foot range for a period of

about . 21:
a. 35 seconds. )

c. one minute.
t b.' 45 to 60 seconds. d. two minutes.

4. Hose should be coiled using an alternate reverse loop technique in order 4o

a. present a neat appearance..
N,

b. prevent twisting.
c. to clean powder out of the hose.
d. prevent caking of the powder.

Work Unit 4-5. THE TWIN-AGENT UNIT.t-IRE EXTINGUISHER .(TAU)

411DENTIFY FOURS OPERATING CAPABILITIES OF THE TAU.
-

The Twin-agent Unit (fig 4-9) is the best fire extinguisher the Marine Corps has in
its inventory. You will find 4this. extinguisher at both TAPOS and AAFS sites. One of these

units can cover an entire six-tank farm with the use of the 150-foot remote hose reel. It may

be used as a dry chemical as well as a foam fire extinguisher.

The chemical agents.are expelled by pressurized nitrogen, s tored on the mnit, making

the unit self-contained. The hoses are entwined by encasing they) in a single cover for
convenience in storage and use; the nozzles are cloSe-coupled by a pistorT grip type bracket.
The hose is stoxed on a twin hose reel at thahfront of the unit when not An use. Additional

area coverage witfibut moving the extinguisheiris provided by a remote hose cart.' This

coverage is necessary to reach bulk fuel bladder tanks spaced sufficiently apart from each
other to prevent secondary fires .in adjacent-tanks. Without the 150-foot remote hose cart,

additional extinguishers would be required:

An extinguisher's firefighting capability is determined by the capability of its
extinguishing agent, hose length, and the skit of the operator. The magnitude of the fuel

tank fire is determined by the Size and shaprof the berm, wind velocity, and the type of
fuel. If the bladder tanks .are installed too close together within the tank f$rm,' a second
tank and probably all six, will become involved in the fire. Although'the unit is capable of

putting out a fire in a single berm, there is one drawback. You should have three Marines

helping to extinguish the fire; one to operate the nozzle,and two to maneuver the hose. These

three Marines should be well trained in the operation of the unit in order to relieve each

other. The hose, when used in operation, will weigh approximately 500 pounds. -In addition to
this limitation, these Marines must wear protective clothing for safety.

General Qperttion. Successful extinction of a fire requires a close-in ppsition with

the wind at the unit(operator's back. Since lind direction is important, the unit should

always be positioned in an upwind location. This causes the fire to be blown away from the

unit, relieving excess. heat from both equipment and the operator: The range of the unit is
40-50 feet; therefore, it would be harder to effectively operate if it was pointed into the

wind.

4-16
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Fig 4 -9. Twin-agent fire extinguisher.
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a. Protective Clothing, Because the fire must be contained quickly,4 tthe firefighter must

work in o the fire. Due to the intense heat generated by the fire, the

firefighter must wear protective clothing. Figures 4-11 through 4-14 illustrate the

protective clothing that must be worn. With the exception of the boots, all of the protective

clothing -'is aluminized. This means that it'is desigped to reflect radiant heat. 1n addition .

'to the equipmentltivin, there are also aluminized gloVes.

FRONT
\--.11A6K

Fig 4-10. Fireman's alu ized proidmity.trousers,

.

Fig 4-11. Fireman's cold weather boots.

A v
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Fig 4-12. Firepn's aluminized proximity coveralls.

FBONT

t

BACK

Fig 4-13. Fireman's aluminized proximity coat.
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FRONT SIDE

TYPER.VWTHFRONTAPRON

FRONT SIDE

TYPE I SHOULDER LENGTH

BACK

Fig 4414. Fireman's aluminized proximity hoods, types I and II.

Theory.of Operation

AFFF SYSTEM. Nitrogen gas, N2, is used to expel both chemical agents. Tn order to

store.the repuired quantities, the nitrogen is provided in steel cylinders at 2400 psi, which

is excessive for use in khe systems. Whenthevalve on the AFFF system cylinder is opened,

then, the nitrogen flows first to presSure regulator, where it is reduced to, 710-250 psi

working pressure. The 'reduced pressure is ivdicated on a 0-400 psi gauge installed in the low

pressure side of the,regOlator. From the regulator the nitrogen passes through a check valve,

installed to prevent back flow of AFFF into the regulator when the nitrogen cylinder presture

dissipates, to a pipd cross. 'A pressure relief valve is installed'in:one of the cross

odtlets,and relieves pressure if the system inadvertantly reaches 275 psi. A bypa valve is

...installed in another of the cross outlets, and is closed during normal-operation. From the

remaining outlet of the cross the nitrogen flows to the AFFF tank, Oessdrizing the tank to

230-250 psi. When the AFFF,.nozzle is opened, the AFFF solution will be forced out the pickup

tubes in the bottom of the tanls, through the normally open discharge valve to the hose reel-,

hoses and discharge nozzle.

1

o
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DRY CHEMICAL SYSTETI When the dry chemical system nitrogh cylinder valve is opened
the nitrogen flows to a prasure regulator, is reduced to 230-?50 'psi Working pressure Just as
it did in the AFFF system. From there, however, the dry chemical Sydem functions somewhat
dffferently. From the regulator the nitrogen takes two paths. One line leads through. the
normally open test vkkvo and check valve, through a cross which houses a pressure relief Wye
and normally closed bleed valve, .apd on to pressurize the,dry chemical sphere. .tith the
sphere in its upright fibsition, however, very little (if any) dry chemical will Ile discharged,
-even with the discharge nozzle bpen. The pickup tube openings inside the sphere are at the
top of the sphere, above the dry chemical. This arrangement serves two important purpOses;
first, the dry chemical powder cannot become packed in the pickup tube opening; secondly, the
sphere cpri be pressurized ip the upright position without discharging airy chemical power.
To pressurize..the sphere without dis arginglbowd& requires that the sphere he firmly latched
in the upright posit)on during pressTization. The second path the nitrogen takes from the
regulator leads through anther cross, housing two normally closed bleed valves, to the dry
chemical sphere latch cylinder. The nitrogen pressure workingon the piston in the latch
cylinder forces the sphere up-latch open, allowing the sphere 'to freefall to the inverted
position. This action not only places the dry chemical pickup tube below the dry chemjcal
powder; it loosens the jewder, helping the aitrogempresstute'aerate the chemical. Whet the
-dry chemical discharge Valve is opened the nitrogen leaves the sphere with the dry chemical
suspended in it and is carried along by the velocity of the movi gas. The mixture of dry
chemical and nitrogen passes through the hose reel and hose and is discharged throggh they fry

.chemical nozzle.
.

EXERCISE: Answer thee*ollowing questions.and check your retionses agains,t those listed at
the end of this study unit. 4:

'1441
1. The Twin-Agent Unit can provide firefighting capabilities to a sank farm with

the use of the 150-foot

a, hose. c. extension,
b. remote hose reel. d. discharge lines.

2. The Twin-Agent Unit has a range of feet.

a". 40-50
h. 17

c. 35
d. 10-40

1
3. The extinguisher consists of two completely independent systems: the AFFF and

a. carbon dioxide.
h. nitrogen.

Work Unit 4-6. FIREFIGHTING METHODS

c. dry chemical.
d. aqueous foam.-

GIVEN THREE TYPES OF FIRES AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS, MATCH EACH TYPE OF F
WITH ITS CHARACOSTIC.

General. .Due to-the nature of the equipment employed in the bulk fuel system, fires
of differing degrees of severity can be expected in various components of the system. I1tisgS, .

valves, manifolds, or any place there is a connecting point in the System represents a
potential leakage. problem. Loose or missing gaskets or loofe connections are sources for this
type of hazard. Constantinspection of the system shOuld prevent the danger. If a fire
shgyld erupt in one of these areas, a hand portable fire extinguisher stioUld he within reach
to'cOmbat it. In portable systems of this type; frequen moving or changing. epresents a fire
hazard from fuel-contaminated equipment. FOr example, "hose is moved and the fuel in it is
spilled on the ground or a hose to a pu nifold is disconnected and fuel is spilled; in
handling quipment of this type, this si ion is impossible to avoid. Again, reasonable
care should keep the extent efifires of th s'nature within the reach of hand portable fire
extinguishers. The danger of large pressure.fire is always present, but since this'type of
fire will normally occur in the hose system, it can be handledby:shutting off the fuel
pressure to the ruptured component; either by shutting,down a pump, closing a valve, or using
a hose clamp. If nene.of these alternati'ves are possible, the resulting fire will be `beyond
the range of hand portable units and Urger extinguiShing equipment will have to he used.
Finally, the most severe hazard in a bulk fuel ststem.is in the-tankithemselves. In this '

case, prevention is obtained by detailed attention to*the elimination of leaks and spills and
absolute prevention of all sparks and ignition sources.

'Types of fires

a. Two - dimensional fire. A 2-dimensional fire, such as.a an or p,Ifire., is of a flat
surface type which usually-requires only one firefighter.



0.1

b. Thrw-diMelIINA1 fire. This

,

type of fire is one with obstacles; which could bp
- .

.
.

:either a spill or pressure fire. Obstacles to consider are manifolds, tanks, or any item of

equipment preventing one operator from reaching both sides of the fire. A second firefighter

is required And, working 4s a team, from angles differing in approach, two men can he very

effective, If thiis,is a pressure fire, 06 pressure should be shut off before the fire is

attacked, if possible. If the pressure cannot be shut off, theiflow of the chemical should he

directed at the break. After the chemical has extinguisheal,the flame at the break, follow out

from that point and extinguish the remaining spill fire. In a case where the brbak is

gravity-fed rather thOe.pressdre-fed, you would reverse this action and attack the spill fire

first, then direct the stream of chemical,to the break.
I. .4 o - .

.

c. Full-scale fire: This type of fire requires.the maximum combined effort'of all

availableTirefighters and egeipment. Not only is fast coordinated action needed to

extinguish it but'also protection'to surrounding equipment must: be provided. During a

full-scale fire, oh man should direct and control the firefighters and equipment. When

fighting any fuel fire you must'keep calm and folloOlthe basic methods of controlling and

extinguishing. Always approach the fire with the wind At your back. Attadk the edge offhe

fire first, always keeping.the fire ahead of the dry chemical. When progressing,

satisfactorily, be on the alert for "flashback," or re-ignition from the radiant heat, "Never .

turn youf back on a fire," but always back away watching other firefighters' that might he

. working with-you. You,should work as a team, never leaving your huddy in the fire. floth'must

leave when the first extinguisher runs-out, Dry chemical should he applied directly in front

and at the bottom of the flames to create a rolling effect of the dry chemical into the fire.

Using the full reach of the spray keeps you back from the heat awl allows tfie flow of chemical

tO spread before hitting it,Ae surface. The dry chemical must he applied'in a fist sweeping

motion, sweeping from:gfde to side, extending slightly outside the limits of the tire. To

prevent flashback, do ng't pick out :points in the fire to extinguish; continue a constant sweep

until the fire is extinguished. Cooling down the berms is a final step in securing fires.

. ,

EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check youe`responses against those listed at

tht end of this,study unit.

Matching: Column 1 (items 1 fOrough 3) lists 'the three types of fires. Column a (a throiph

c) lists descriptiOns for each of the three tapes of fires. Match the type e

fire in column 1 with its particular characteritt-4-as4 in column 2.N,Placeyour

answers in the spaces provided. -...

4.

) Column 1 Column 2

Type of fink . Charatteristics

1. Two-dimensional fire a. Fire with obstacles
...

2. Three-dimensional fire b. Requires, maximum effor

3. Full scale fire w
. c. Pan or pit",fire

SUMMARY REVIEW

Now thit'you have completed the last study unit of this course, you have learned the

safety and firefightihg guidelines necessary for you to follow as a hulk fuelatan. You

.
learned tcOdentify the various items of firefighting equipment and the preventiveletaintenance

and trouble- shooting procedures reqmOred to maintain and service the various itemsfp, this .

equipment. Lastly, you learned'the capabilities and limitations of the-Marine;corP,

firefighting equipment.

Answers to Study Unit #4 Exercises

Work Unit 4-1.

4
1. b.

2. a.3.fb.
4. ed. 4

- 5. c.

.
6. a.
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Work Unit 4-2.

1. b.

2,
3, C.

4. d.

'5. ,b.

6.* a.

Work Unit 4-3.,

1. C.

2. a.

3. b.

4. Purple liK," a dry, potassium ct?emical

Work,Unit 4 -4.

1. 8-12 second.

Z. b. .

. 4. b. -

Work Unit 4-5.

Work Unit 4-6.

1.

7. a.

3. b.
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APPENDIX A

EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT k 1

i

The how and why of Bulk Fuel Equipment starts with the Bulk Fuel Man at the unit
level. When you have.an idea of how things can he improved, you should pass 'on your ideas.
The why of it is that if yo r ideas are not passed on, then your ideas are not going todo any
one any good. ,

,:43 N

Equipment tkat the. Marine Corps receives is based on ideas that have been broyght to
the attention of Headquarters,: Marine Corps. An idea undergoes an immensOmount16,P
investigation and study before it -4 adopted._ When an idea looks promising it is then tested.

-, --

The Marine Corps Research and Development Center at Quantico tes s these ideas that
4,

involve new equipment and procedures. The center tests equipment in fr zing climates as well
as in the hot desert areas. The equipment that it tests is obtairied or rocured by
Headquarters, Marine Corps, Following the testing; a recommendation will b4 made as to kik

whether the Marine Corps should buy the item of equinit.
...

y,
,)

In the event that the equipment is purchased, military specifications have 'already
been written, and it is in accordance with these specifications th t the equipmentis

.

purchased. The manufacturer pf the item -then will provide the ite 0.the Marine Corps 'n the,,amount that is requested. ,,

1 . i s ,

"
.

All equipment is procured in accolance-with militaxy,specificatjons'. ,f anotfier
manufacturer contracts for the same item a d can meet the specIfications: then the M rine

.

Coips may buy it also*, n Bulk Fuel, this'isfprobleM: For ex4mple, ,nozzles may ha e the

the diffewnt manufactur s that hive contracted with the MarinejCorps, This -1 so evitient

irsame military specifica pns yet they are dbviously:different in Appearance. 40isw due to

in the 350-GPM fl)ter separatdrs, when you may have a Keene o GeneW Steel Tan Company pft,

1
some oth r oh nu atturer model.

(1 eq mgrit'whas been procured,, .then it has met elg rigid requjrements and will sti41
fynctioh the same manner for which it was intended. You must remain4fisixible in your
training n Bulk Fuel in order to incorporate any changes or additions in the nomenclatures of
the equ ment. p v

) /
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American Chem1il
Society (AC)

American Petroleum
Institute (API)

AmeriCan Society for
Testing and Materials

(ASTM)

(

AP) Gravity. (Also.-

see _Specific Gravity)

Appearance

Automot ve Gasoline

(MOGAS)

.
Aviation Fuels

(AVFOELS)

Aviation Gasoline
(AVGAS).

,

I

British Thermal
Unit (B.t.u.)

Centrifugal Pump

. .

/Change of Product

Check Valve

GLOSSARY 4I

BULK FUEL 'TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

z

e- ,

-A professional society of chemists which formulates specificiticns
and establishes standards for analytical reagents used in the
laboratory: A product designated as,,NACS," a purity designation,
meets all requirements of-the sociey.

I.

The institute represeIts and is supported by the petroleum industry.
It standardizes the tools and equipment used by the industry and
promotes the advancement of research in She petroleum field.

. . ,

A national scientific'and.technical organization formed for the
deve/dpmeht of standards or cAaVaqteristics and performance of
materials, products', systems, and services and theproMoti2n of

re4ated'knowledget
4t1

An arbitrary scale expressing the gravity or density pf liquid ,

petroleum products. The measuring Scale is calibrated in terms of

degrees API. The gravity of any petroleum product is corrected to
600 F. It' may He calculated in terms of the following formula:.

"Degrees APIegravity 141.5 - 131.5
11at 600 F sp. gr.

,

'Refers to the visual examination of fuels. Terms used to describe

appearance are clear and bright, hazy, end Cloud.
.

rang.hydrocarbon fuel in the approximate composition ran C5 H72 to

C. H20'for use in internal combustion engines And pr ured by the

military under three specifications. Federal'specif atiOn VV-G-76

provides for two grades (i-egylar and premium) and for three classes

(A, St and C). Another specification for' leaded and unleaded gasoline

is VV-G-001690. Specification MIL-G-3096 specifies combat grade types

I and II.
. "

Those refined getroledm protlucts specifically formulated and blended
for use -in aircraft engines, both jet (reaction)41engtnes and piston

(reciprocating) engines. AVGAS (below) is an avlation fuel.

U

A hydrocarbon fuel for use in reciprocating piston-type aircraft

engines. AVGAS is characterized by low vapor pressure and
distillation range and higher tetraethyllead content. It is procured

by the military under Specification 1.111.-G-5572. Aviation gasoline

115/145 was replaced by 100/110 effecflve 1 June 1976.

,

"19ectrically connecting units or containers before operations begin 1'e
order to-equalize any static potential, that might exist and to provide
.a continuous path for any state potential that might he generated

After operations begin.
c

..:)ThNuantity of heatiequired to raise by 10 F the temperature of 1
pound of water at Is maximum dengity (39.20 F).

An app atus that. builds up pressure Oladgising centrifugal as-

the pr cipal means-and angular velocity. as the secondary means. (See

Pump, entrifligal (Volifte Type).1
r.

- ,

-Change of service; veers generally to transporting, or storing p
product in a vessel, tank car or vehicle, storage tank, or other
container, after having transported or stored a different product

previously. The difference between the two pfoducts governs the
natureand extent of preparations (draining; flushing, cleaning)
needed before the change can be made.

4

I :

A one -way nonreturn valve that permits fluids to pass in one direction

only. The yalve.closes when the pressure causing Vow stops.
, '..Q

. A',
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Class III. POL:

Class III A,(A-ir)

Cr
ass of Fires

Cif

Cl/nn and Bright

Coalescing

,

Contaminant I

Contaminated Product

Contamination

Coordinating Fuel and
Equipment Research
Committee (CFR)

Cr Strip Corrosion

Corrosion

Corrosion Fatigue

Density

.Dete5leapon

Diesel Engine

Dieselkicl

I
Petroledm fUels: lubricants, hydraulic and insulating.oils, .

preservatives, liquid and compressed gases, chemical products,
c,00lnts, deic.ing and antifreeze compounds, together with components
and additives'of such products and coal.

petroleum and chemical products used in support, of aircraft.

Class A, fires`lordinary combustibles, such as paper, wood,
textiles, or rub sh, and extinguished bY;dater. 2. Class B, fires
of flammable liquids like, gasoline, oil, gease, and extinguished by
smothering. 3. Class C, fires involving electrical equipment, and
extinguished by nonconducting agents. 4. Class D, fires involving
burning metal.

Clean is the absence of visible solids, a cloud, a haze, an emulsion,
or'free water in the product. Bright is the 'sparkle of clean, dry
product in transmittedlig14.

-fr

1. Drawing together, combining, or uniting to form one kuily. 2.. A
method of separatingfinely divided or suspended water from a

petrolevel product by passing the product through filter media of a

filter/separator:,

A foreign substance in a product:

A product in which one or more grades or types of products have been
inadvertently mixed; or a product containing foreign matter atch as
dust, dirt, rust, water, or emulsions.

The addition. to a petroleum product or some material not normally'
present. ,Colpon contaminants are water, dirt, sand, rust, mil scale;
and other-petroleum products.

This committee is composed of engine-manufacturling, petroleum-refining,
petroleum-marketing, university, Government, and other technical
rebresentatives who supervise cooperative testing and study of engine
fuels for the Coordinating Research Council, Inc.

A qualitative method of the corrosivity of a product by
its effects on a small stri of polished copper suspended or placed in
the product.

Rusting;j gradual eating away or oxidation such as the action of
moist air on steel, and the more rapid chemical action of acid on
metal or steel.

Metal fatigue accompanied and aggravated by corrosion.

Specific weight or mass of a substance per unit volume (pOunds per
cubic foot or gallon or grams per cubic centimeter). Specif4c gravity
is the ratio of the mass of any volume of a substance to the mass of
an equal volume of some standard substance (water in the case of
liquids and hydrogen or air in the case of gases) at 40° C.

Any undesirable chemical or physical change that takes place in a
product:during Storage or use. Some of the more common forms'of
deterioration are weathering, gum formation, weakeniiig of additives;
and chAnge in color.

1 4
An internal-combustion en ne in which er, drawn in by the action
stroke, is so highly co essed that the heat generated tgnites the
fuel, which is automata lly sprayed into the cylinder under high
pressure.

A hydrocarbon fuel' used in. diesel engines. Diesel fuels used by the
Armed,Forces are manufactur,edUnder two Specifications:' VV-F-800,
which provides for three grades (.13F-1 -2; and.-A); and MIL-F-16884,
Which provides one grade (Marine).
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'n Differential Pressure The difference between suction pressure and discharge pressure of a

pump; increment of pressure added by each pump operating In series in

a pump station; pressure drop or loss between the inlet and outlet of

a filter, meter; or other necessary offering resistance to flow.

Distillation Vaporization of a. liquid and its subsequent condensation in a

different chamber. In refining, it refers. to the separation of one

group 'of petroleum constituents from another by means of volitization
in tome form of closed apparatus,-such as a still by the aid of heat.,

Any distillation made in accordance with an ASTM distillation.
procedure; especially, a distillation test made on such products as

gasolines, jet or turbine-fuels, and kerosene to determine the initial

and final boiling points and.the boiling range.

A 500-gallon collapsible fabric drum. (All other sizes.of liquid fuel

collapsible containers are considered tanks, not drums.)

Dynamic Head A measure of pressure'in liquids 'in motion; a measure of potential

energy or energy of position; the static head required to accelerate

the stream to its flowing velocity; the elevatibn to which a pump can

push a column of liquid.

Emulsion A suspension or dispersion of fine droplets of one liquid in another.

An oil emulsion; a common form of emulsion, is oil suspended in

water. A water emulsion, is-water suspended in oil. The lighter the

product, the more rapidly emulsion's break down; the heavier the'

product, the more persistent emulsions become. An emulsifierior

emulsifying agent is a substance used to promote formation of stable

emulsions, Emulsifying or emulsification is formation of emulsions;

demulsifying or demulsification-Ts breaking down emulsions.

Drum, Collapsible

Filter (noun)

Filter (verb)"

cilter/Separator

Nlk Flammable

Flashpoint

Floating-Roof Tank

Gage (noun).

. s

Gage (verb).

4 Gallen (gal.)

Gas

A porous material on which solid particles are caught and retained

when a mixture of liquids and solid i passed through it.

'To remove mechanically the solids or feee water from a petroleum

product.

A device used to separate both solid contaminants and water from a

petroleum fuel.

A term describing any combustible material which can be ignited easily

and which will burn rapidly. Petroleum products which have

flashpoints of 800 F. or lower are classed as flammable.

The lowest temperature at which vapors arising from a .petroleum

product will ignite momentarily (i.e., flash) on application of a

flame under specified conditions.
.._...---

A tank with a roof that floats on the surface of the liquid contents'.

The roof, which has a tight seal of synthetic rubber around its

perimeter, rises and falls with the changes in product level. When

the roof falls to a certain distante from the bottom,vit come's-% rest"

on support Because they is no vapor space between the surface of

$4..

the prqnu and,the roof, hreithingwid filing los'ses are practically

eliminate

An object used .as a.st ndard of measurement or` composition, i.e., an

instrument for measuri indicating, or regulating the capacity,

quantity, amount, or of er propeties of anything.

To measure the contents or capacity, as of a tank.

A unit of Measure of volume. A V.S. gallon contains 231 Cubic inches

or 3,785 liters; it is 0.83268 times the imperial gallon. One U.S.

gallon of water weighs 8,3374 pounds at 60° F.

A form.of matter. A fixed gas is a subhance, natural or k
manu actured, which exists as a gas under ordinary-conditions. The

term ism often used loosely to refer to a fume or vapor.

1
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Ga. Oetector. An instrument for determining the explosibility of a gas-air 'mixture;
.explosimeter.

Grounding Electrically connecting - single or'bonded'unitt to a ground rod so that
any static.potentialithat might exist or Plat might be generated will
'be discharged into the earth, If two or more units are bonded-and one
is grounded, the whole system is effectively grounded. (See Bonding.)

Ground Products' These refined petroleum products normally intended for use in
administrative, combat;.and tactical vehicles,.materials-handling
equipment, special-purpose vehicles, and stationary, power and heating
equipmebt.

Gum Varnish - like,, tacky, noncombustible insoluble deposits formed- during
the deterioration of petroleum and its products, particularly-
gasoline. The amount of gummy material in gasoline is khoWil as its
gum content.

Gum Test An analytical method for determining the amount of existing gum in
gasoline by evaporating .a sample from a glass dish on an 4t, 2
elevated-temperatdivIbath with the aid of circulating air.

Impeller A device whichdOmpelsor pushes forward, such as the rotor of a
centrifugal pump or air compressor.

Incremental Pressure. The difference between the suction and discharge pressure of a pump or
of a multipuMp pump station.

Internal-.Combustion An-engine which operates by means of combustion of a uel within its
Engine cylinders.

Jet Enqicie An engine which converts air and fuel into a fast-moving stream Of hot
gases which effect propulsion of the device.of which the engine is a
part.

Jet Fuel Fuel meeting the required properties for use in jet engines and
aircraft turbine engines. Jet fuels are procured for the Armed Forces
in several grades.. The most important grades are JP-4

`(low
vapor

pressure) and JP-5 (high flashpoint), both produced under
Specification,MIL-T-5624 and designed for use, in'aircraft turbine
engines. JP-6; produced under Specificatio? _NUL-J-25656, is designed
for use in aircraft turbineand jet engines Of land-based supersonic
aircraft. RJ-1, produced under Specification MIL-F-25558, is designed
for use in ramjet aircraft engines. Jet fuel is usually called JP
(jet propulsion) fuel.

Jq,int Petroleum Office An office established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to discharge staff
(JPO) petroleum logistics responsibilities in a Unified Command overseas.

.

Kerosene

Lubricant

Manifold

A refined petroleum distillate used in space heating units, in
wink -fed , in bomb-type flares, for cleaning certain machinery
and to' s, and as a vehicle for liquid insecticide sprays. A single
mult 'fie -use type is procured under Federal Specification VV-K-211. A

Ifdeb rized type, which is used as a vehicle for insecticide spray .pis
pr. ured under Specification VV-K-220.

substance, especially oil, grease, and graphite, which may be
interpoSed between moving surfaces to reduce friction and wear.

A piping arrangement which permits a stream of liquid or gas to be
divided into two or more streams, or which perMits several streams to
.be collected into one.

Mass Quantity of matter. Mass remains constant, but the weight oa mass
varies with the pull of gravity. Specific 'gravity is the ratio
between the weight of a qOantity or mass of isubstance and the weight
of an equal quantity of water. Weight equals mass times the pull of .

gravity,

A-5
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Multipurpose Grease A lubricating grease suitable for use as a chassis lubricant, a

bearing lubricant, a joint lubricant, a water pump lubricant, and as a

cull grease, such as grease, automotive, ,and artillery (Specification

MIL-G-10924).

Napalm A thickened gasoline:used as an incendiary medium. It tends to adhere

to the surface it strikes.A Ar

Oxidation 1. The processOf combining with oxygen! which all. hydrocarbons are

capable of-dbing. 2.- Oxidation characteristics of crankcase A

lubricating oi.IS include their resistance to oxiqation, their bearing

a. corrosion characteristics, and the deposit'of contaminants that result

li from oxidation Oxidation stability of aviation fuels refers to the

amount of gum and lead precipitate formed as a result of accelerated- -"

oxidatiOn (potential gum). Oxidation srability.of lubricating greases /
refers .to resistance of greases to change under static conditions for

long periods; for example, when applied,to antifplction bearings or

motor part. 4

Pascal's Law A theorem that pressure applied to the surface of a confined liquid is

transmitted equally and undiminished in all directions and acts at

right angles to thesconining surfaces.

Penetrating Oil A thin, nonviscous oil used to loosen rusted or frozen metal parts

such as nuts,.screws, bolts, or pins. Penetrating of is not intended

for use as a.Pbbricant. It is produced to Specification 0-13-216.

Performance Number (PN) An indication of relative engine performance, the relative knock-free

power or output a 'supercharged aircraft engine can develop. Avgrade

115/145, for example, indiCates aerating of 115 at lean mixture and a

9 rating.of 145 at rich mixture. The ratipg 145 indicates that the

engine can develop 145 percent as much knock-free power with the fuel

at rich mixture as it could 'under the same conditions kith a fuel

having a performance number of 100,

Petrochemical A contraction of the words "petroleum" and "chemical," originally

coined to designate chemicals of petroleum origin. At present,

petrochemical is so loosely used and covers such a wide variety of

products,that it cannot be defined specifically.

Petrol A British term for petroleum; gasoline.

Petrolatuth 4A purified mixture of liquid or semisolid hydrocarbons. Jelly-like

petrolatum is used aga basis for ointments and is a lubricant of

limited application.

Petroleum

Pressure

Crude oil. Petroleum is a mixture of gaseous, liquid, and semisolid

hydrocarbons varying widely iA gravity and complexity. Petroleum is

capable of being removed as a liquid from underground reservoirs of

accumulation, and it is capable of being se0arated into various

fractions by'distillation and recovery. Petroleum burlier fuels

include those fuels-burnedunder boilers or. in furnaces for power or

heat. _

A force or impOset Pressure differential is incremental pressure, or
the'difference between suction and discharge pressure of a pump.

Pressure gage is an instrument used to measure and indicate pressure

in a fluid. Pressure head is the pressure produced by a pump or by

the weight of a column of liquid.. Pressure lock is a device.for

gaging a pressure vessel. It consists of a gaging tape and.bob housed

in a vaportight assembly with a shutoff valve and mounted on top of

the tank. Pressure reducing valve il'a diaphragm - operated,

spring-loaded pressure xlgulator used on long downgrade slopes to

prevent the buildup of excessive hydrostatic pressures when the line

is shut down. Pressure vessel is an enclosed tank or other container,.

in which a pressure greater than atmospheric is maintained.

.



4 Priming

Pump

Pump, Centrifugal
(Volute Type)

Pump, Duplex

Pump,. Gear

Pump, MUltistage

Pump, Power

Pump, Reciprocating

Pump, Rotary

Pump, Simplex

Pump, Single Acting

r
Bump Booster

tAr

Displacement of air on the suction side of a centrifugal pump between
the source of supply and the point of intake in the Pump. Priming can
be done by filling the pump casing with product to be pumped or by
removing the air with a vacuum pump. A foot valve or check valve can
he installed on the suction line to hold product when pumpino stops.

An apparatus for lifting or transferring fldids. The following are
principal types of pumps.

Consists or one or more impellers mounted on a rapidly rotating shaft.
The liquid enters the impeller at the center, or "-eye," and is
impelled outward from the center by centrifugal force at high velocity
into the volute of the pump casing. The function of the vo,lute is to
catch the impeller discharge and convert peripheral (tangential)
velocity head into pressure head while conducting the 'liquid at a
reducing rate of flow to the discharge nozzle of the pump. casing.

A reciprocating pump which has two liquid cylinders. Duplex pultps
have a more steady discharge flow and pressure than do simplex pumps.

A positive-displacement pump of the rot type that moves liquid by
means of meshing gears rotating in opposit directions. Liquid enters
on the suction side under atmospheric press eand is carried to the
discharge side in the spaces between the gear teeth and the wall of
the pump chanter.

A centrifugal pump which has two or more impellers mo ed on the same
shaft. The discharge from one ,impeller is conducted to the suction
eye'Of the next impeller, etc. Petroleum products pumps with up to 14
stages and developing over 3,000,p.s.i. discharge pressure are in use.

A reciprocating pump in.which the liquid pistons are driven by other
means thorn rods connected to direct acting steams pistons, usually by
a crankshaft driven through gears or speed reducer4by an automotive
engine or electric motor.

Consists of one or more cylinders into which liquid is sucked on the
intake'droke of a piston and discharged on the discharged stroke. It
is usually driven by a direct-connected steam piston, although
installations employing bell, gear, or chainAdrive by steam turbi
diesel engine, or electric motor may be used. It may Commonly be'fa

simplex, duplex, or triplex (one-, two-, or three-pump cylinders) and
be single acting (one working stroke per revolution using.one side of
piston) or double- acttSig (two working strokes per revolution using
both sides of piston):, This Amp is essentially a low-speed,

.

low-capacity pump, and is best suited to the handling of small -

quantities of viscuous liquids at high heads and variable discharge
pressures.
o

.

A positive - displacement pump used mainly to pump liquids that are
either too viscous or too volatile to readily 'pick up from a lower
lever with a centrifugal pump.- There are many types of rotary pump
designs. The most common types are the gear-type and lob-type, in
which two gears or lobes mesh and, therefore, rotate in opposite
directions, with very close clearances between the rubbing surfaces
and th4 closely fitting, casing. The liquid Is trapped between the
gear teeth or lobes and the casing and is carried aroupd to the
discharge side ofYthe pump. The close meshing and minimum clearances
prevent the liquid from bypassing to the suction side.

A reciprocating pump that has one liquid cylinder on a direct rod
drive, or ivdriven by a gingle crank or rocker arm. '

A reciprocating pump that dischargAwhen the pis,

g

n'is moving in one

i
direction only; contrasted with a double acting p p in whicholiquid
continuously enters and leaves the cylinder from ne end'or the other.

When the pressure fluid flowing in a pipe is nearly expended and
approacherzero, a booster pump is used to impart additional energy to
the fluid. The energy tptis imparted can be used to increase flow rate.



Quality Control

1

Reciprocating

The aggregate of measures taken to igsure that petroleum prqducts

accepted by the Government .are of the required quality when delivered, 'A

to the users Quality control includes watching over and caring for

products during all storage and handl-lig operations, adherence to

handling methods and procedures designed to protect quality, and

examination aqd testing of products in storage and on chabge pg

custody. .

?loving alternately back and forth. A reciprocating engine or group

(positive displacement) is one in which pistons move beet and forth in

cylinders; reciprocation is converted tootary motion, or vice versa,

by connecting pistons to cranks.

Reciprocating" Pump See Pump, Reciprocating.

Reclamation Restoring or chi:W:a contaminated or off-specification petroleum

product so that it will either meet specifications completely or will

be 'within usable limits. (See Blending.)

Refers to one type of gate valve in which only the valve stem and disk

rise together when the valve is opened. This contrasts with the

nonrising stem valve on which the handwheel, valve stem, and disk rise'

0 together when the valve is opened.

SAE Numbers of Aiclassification of lubricating oils for orankcases,and transmissions

Lubricants 111 terms of viscosity only, standardized by the Society of Automotive

Engineers (SAE).

by

Sample A guantitof of product taken. for examination and testing.

Sampler A device used to obtain samples of various petroleum product. ,Other'

terms for sampler.are thiefor cheater. 11

Scale 1. A tool or instrument with a series of marks along a line at

regulated or'graduated distances, used for measuring or computing.

A formation of oxide in a flaky film or in thin layers.

Rising Stem

Sediment

Segregator

Sludge

Specific Gravity
(Sp. Gr.)

Foreign matter other than *ter that settles to the bottom of a
/

container. 0

,Filter/separator or water separator. A device for removing water from

a stream of product. .

Aheavy sedimentation or deposit on the bottom of storage 'tanks -

consisting of water, dirt, and Other settlings; gunk. Crude oils and

residuals form the heaviest sludges, and light products form lesser .

sludges. Engine sludge is a particular kind of sludge containing

products of combustion deposited in internal combustion engines.

The ratio of the weight of any quantity of matter, a petroleum product'

for example, to the weight ofan equal quantity of water; usually

'determined by use of a hydrometer. (See API Gravity.) The formula

for converting specific gravity to degrees API gravity is as follow:

Specific gravity - 141.5

API + 737.5

Static Electricity .
Stationary, electrit potential generated by friction between unlike

substances in the atmosphere; contrasted with voltaic or current

electricity.

Static Pressure ,
Hydrostatic pressure produced with a column-of liquid because of

weight alone; measured by feet of head.

Strainer
A screen, sieve, or fitter.

A-8
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Suction A'n effect of atmospheric pressure. Pumps cannot exert a negative
force on liquids in the intake line. They can only exhausf or pump
out the air from the line, and atmospheric pressure, acting on the
source of supply, pushes or lifts liquid up to the pump. The limit of
such a lift is the height to which a. force of 14.7 pounds per square
inch can raise the product. Reciprocating pumps 9in pump air 'better
than centrifugal pumps, and it is for this-reason that. centrifugal
pumps usually have-to be primed or filled with the product to displAte
the air. Suction pressd'e should, he understood to mean pressure on
the'suctfon side ofthe pump.

Surge Pressure A rapid inc else in p4Aure in'a flowing stream caused by the too
rapid closi g of a valve. A surge tank or chamber is a receiver
intended te, hsorb or to compensate for sudden fluctuatfons in
pressure. $'

Suspension Dispersion in a liquid or in a gas of small particles of a solid
substance or of small droplets ofa liquid. Smoke is a suspension of
particles of carbon in gases of cephustion; fumes are a suspension of
solid particles in air. Fog is a dense suspension of water droplets
in air: Mist is a less dense suspension of water droplets in air. An
emulsion is a suspensionof oil droplets in water or water droplets inoil

Tank ,A storage container for liquid predu s. 'Tankage refers to tanks
collectively. Tank car is cylindrical metal to mounted on ,a fram
and on railway freight car trucks. Tank bottpins a the contents
:below theNsuction or drawoff line.. Tank or tank car eater is a
stream coil on thewtank bottom used to reduce viscosit for easy
handling of produc T nk farm is a group of.storage tanks connected
by pipe and manifold. Ta gaging is measurement of innage of outage
and observation of temperature and specific gravity to determine
volume of contents 600 F. Tank' truck (or semitrailer) is a tank
shell mounted on a chassis for highway travel. rilnk,and pump unit is
An assemblage ofsmalirsized tanks and dispenser assembly suitApl,z,for
mounting in a cargb truck.

Tanker

Tolerance

Upgrade

Upstream

Vacuum

Valve

--, A sPagoing vessel for transportation of liquids. Coastal tanks have
.

less draft (depth of a ship b' ow the water. line) than ocean-gOng
tankers. :

j
.

.

An allowabld variation from a specified liet-: A blending tolerance,
for example, is the greatest percentage .of a substance that can be

4 4,added to a product without putting the product'too far off .

specification

1. A grade that s es upward in the direction of pipeline flow. 2.
To change service fri a dark or heavy product to a light or volatile
product, refers to the ture of a product stored in a tank or
transported in a tanker,. k car, or tank truck. '1. To blend ^a
higher grade gasoline inter e into tankage containing 0 lower grade

-_

gasoline.

411/r

II

Opposite to the direction of pipeline floWcontrasted with down1treaM ''
or the direction of pipeline flow.

N *space entirely devoid of matter (called specifically "absolute
Vacuum"); a space, as the interior of a fgistV vessel, exhausted to
some degree by. an air pump or. other arts means... (Arty vacuum
less than absolute is.a partial vacuum.)..W.hen a pump removes a part.

A% of the air from its suction. line (creates a Partial vacuum)
atmospheric pressure lifts fluid up to the intake. The theoretical
limit of'this lift-( in the case of a perfedgovacuuml, is the height to
whith the fluid can be lifted by a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square
inch (atmospheric pressure at sea level).

A device used to.controT flow of fluids.
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Vapor

/,

t ,

Velocity of Flow

Veht

Viscosity

Viscosity Absolute

Viscosity, Kinematic.

Viscosity, Saybolt
, Furol

The gas-like form of substance that 1 normally a solid or a liquid;

any gaseous substance that can be condensed by.cooling or

compression. Vapor density is the relative weight of a#gas or vapor

compared with theweight Wan equal volMme of a standard substance

like air or hydrggen. Vapor lock is a condition in a fuel system, or

in a pumping system, in which vaporized fuel, or product, is blocking

or retarding flow of fuel to the carburetor; or flow of product

through the pump. Vapor presSure is the pressure in'a closed vessel

exerted by the vapors released from any volatile product at.a given

temperature. -Vapor space is the free area in a container above the

level of the product. 'Vapor testing,is a mews of detecting the

presence of flammable gas or vapor and measufThg its concentration by

means of a gas detector. Vaporization is- the conversion of a liquid

to its vapor, or tVaporation.

. ,
.

.

Rate offlow igasured usually in feet per seconds eguaJ to volume of

flow in -cubicIreet per second divided by the cr ss sectional area of

the pipe in square feet. Velocity head is th head in feet $quivalen

to the vIlocity in feet per second; equal to he square of the

velocitIrdivided by twice the acceleration of gravity in feet. per

second (64.3).

An openiqg in a tank or other container that permits inflow of air

during periods of falling temperature or when piiping or pouring from

the container dr when filling the container-the air and vapor exist

during periods of rising temperature. Some vents have controls that

are set to prevent intake of air or release of vapors the vacuum or

pressure reaches a critical point.

Internal resistance to flow; usually measured as time in seconds. for a

given quantity of sample to flow through a 'standard capillary tube.

Viscosity index is a means of rating resistance tolchange in viscosity

with change in temperature. Oils of high viscosity index are more

resistant to change; oils of ,low viscosity index thickeA quickly when

chilled and thin out too much when hot. The following definitions of

viscosity are used in petroleum laboratories.

,

The fbrce which will move 1 square centimeter of plane surface with a

speed of T centimeter per second relative to another parallel plane

surface from whtch it-is separated by a layer of the liquid 1

centimeter thick. This viscosity is expressed in dynes per square

centimeter, its unit-being the poise, which is equal to 1 dyne-second

per sqiiare centimeter. A unit of one-hUndredth of a poise, designated

as a centiPoite, is of more convenient magnitude, and is commonly used.

.

.

The kinematic viscosity is defined as
b

the absolute
4P
viscosity divided

by the density At, the temperature of the viscosity measurement. The

detric units of kinematic "viscosity are the stoke-and centistoke,

whith correspond to the poise and centippise of absolute viscosity.
,..e.

A viscosity test similar_fn nature to the Saybolt Universal viscosity

test; but one more appropriate for testing high-viscosity oils.

Certain. transmission and gear oils and heavy fuel oils are rated by

this method. The results obtained are approximately one-tenth the

' viscosity which would be shown by the"Saybolt Universal method.

Viscosity, Saybolt
,

The time, in seconds, for 60 milliliters of fluid to flow through a

Universal capillary tube ina Saybolt viscosimeter under specified cond itions ____.------

\ ,

tiscous Heavy, thick - bodied., gluey, or
i
slow in motion.

.

pe

Volatile Tending to evaporate or vapor& readily; volatility is the extent to

which a liquid vaporizes or the eate with which it turns to vapor.

Volute. le The cavity of increasing volume into which the impeller of a.

centrifugal pump discharges and in which velocity head is converted-to

/".,-IlreSsure head.

Water todorless, colorless.. transparent liquid compound, H20. Water.$n

els is described as folloWs.

"V
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Water, Dissolved

Water, Entrained

Weathering

All fuel will contain water in solution but the amount will vary
ebnsiderably as the temperature of the fuel varies. A rule-of-thumb
estimate of the amount can be made by stating that the water-
saturation value of the fuel is equal to PPM (parts per million) by
volume tO the fuel temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. This water
cannot be separated from fuel by filtration or by mechanical means.

:Tree" water which'is suspended. throughout a fuel sample ana has not
settled to the bottom of the container,is considered "entrained" water.

Loss of the most voittile components of crude oils and light products
during storage and handling, and the formation of products of
oxidation.

4
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BULK FUEL, MAN

.
Review Lesson

Instructions: This review lesson is designed to aid you in preparing for your final
!xamination. You should try to complete this lesson without the aid of reference materials,
but if you do not know an answer,look it up and remember what it is. The enclosed answer
sheet'Must be filled out according to the instructions on its reverse side andmailed to MCI
using the -envelope provided. The question's you miss will be listed with references a

feedback sheet (MCI-R69) which will be mailed,to lour con anding officer with your fi 1

examination. You should study the reference Mat ial for the questions you missed before
taking the final examination.

A, Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer Ulrich BEST completes the statement or-answer-1 the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet,-,blacken the appropriate
circle.

Value: 1 point each

1. The 50-gpm pump cln fuel two vehicles with a maximum suction lift of up to

a. 10 feet.
h. 15 feet.

c. 25 feet.
d. 100 feet.

g. As an alternate pump in the Helicopter Expedient Refueling System, the.100-gpm pump
delivers a 'suction liit of - feet.

a. 10

b. 15
c. 20
d. .25

3. The 350-gpm pump delivers fuel.:at a rate of approximately pounds per square
inch.

a. 60
.b. 80

c. 125'
d. 200

4. The 350:71pm pump is'equipped with 5 gate-valves; are suction and is/are
disc'harge.

a. 2, 3 c. 4, 1

b. 3, 2 d. 5, 0 * k
..

5. The 600-gpm pump is deSigned tolpump gasoline, jet fuel,.diesef fuel, watqr, and

014 oil. , 1c. light liquid petroleum tuels.
b. crude petroleum. d. waste.

6. A ghttion hosehas four.w knesses. It is noncollapsible, it.canncit be coiled, it has
excessive weight; and it

a. has excessive length.
b. is available in only one size.
c. is not designed for positive pressure.
d. is not designed for negative pressure.

O

7. Four- and siA-inch discharge hoses com foot lengths.

a. 25
".b. 35

c.

d., 50,

The action that causes a tight seal between hoses is known as

a. hose c. cam
b. fitting coupling

.

In the event of high vacuum, the discharge hose will

a. explode. c. collapse.
d. crack.b. bulge.

R-1
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10. The two functions'of the 50-gpm filter-separator are to perform a coalescing action

and to filter out

a. water.
b. oil.

c. contaminants.
d. bacteria.

H. The unit on the 50-gpm filter-separator that shuts off the fuel flow When the water

filtering capability is exceeded is called tlle'g

a. flow control valve. c, fuel quality monitor.

b. site gage. d. pressure §age.

12. The 100-gpm filter-separator is designed to fitter and separate particles of

and from light fuels.

a.

b.

oil, dirt
water, air

c. contamination, water
d. contamination, o11.1.,

13, 'The maximum working pressure of,the 100-gpm filter-separator is

a. 125 psi. c% '50 psi.

b. 75 psi. d. 35 psi.

14. in the 350-gpm filter-separator, plasticized cellulose is used to block the passage

a. twater.
b. air.

c.

d.

contaminants.
sand.

15. Recirculatton.o0(uel is done,to remove impurities such as those from

praducts that include fibers.

a. cotton, cotton c. cellulosg, gum

b. rubber, gum d. rubber,-etttan

16. The purpose of the go-no-go is to remove solids and water, but more importantly it

acts as a(n)

a. filter-separator. c. fuel cleanliness Monitor.

b. manifold. d. hose coupling.

17. When the GO- NO -GO shuts down the fuel' flow, this indicates that the

a. manifold is not operating properly.

b. filter separator is not operating properly.

c.'" hose coupling is defective.

d. fuel monitor is not operating properly.
I

18. The flow rate capability of the meter/register assembly ranges between 50 and

gpm.

a. 100

b. 250

c. 350
d. 650

19.. Pressure regulators are issued in one size:

a. 2- inches. c. 6-inches.

b., 4-inches. d. 8-inches.

20. The primary purpose of the pressure regulator is to limit line pressures on

' a. flat spaces. c. downhill grades.

b. uphill grades. d. underwater areas.
-(

. .
. "N

21. What valve on the pressure regulator can be adjusted within a range of 30 to 110 psi?

a. 1 Discharge valve c. 3-way valve

b. Reducing valve- d: Ga* valve '

'
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B Matching: Co OM (items 22-25) lis 'four manifold assemblies. ColuMn 2 (a through d)
lists identif A characteristics of each of the fdur assemblies. Match each manifold
assembly 1r column 1 with 4ts identifying 'Claracteristic in'column 2. After the
correspondfng nuinber on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate circle.

Value: point each

Column 1

-Manifold Assembly

4 22. 4-inch manifold
23. 6-inch manifold
24. -Drum unloading manifold
25.- Fuel dispensing manifold

IOW

Column 2
1

Characteristic

a. 6 gate valves
b. -2winch suction lines
c. 2-inch dispensing hose
d. 5 or 6,gate valves

410

G. Multiple Choi41! Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers the
question. After the,corrIsponftg number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle r

A

k

Value: .1 point each

26.. Wheh the 20,000-gallon collapsible tank is full, the top of the tank rests on the
ful. This is. known asthe

a. top float method.
b. floating top principle.

c.

lir
elliptical principle.
floated -top method.

27. The three main physical features of the 20,000-gallon tank, are the inlet, outlets, and
It

4* a. hoses. ' c. vent.
b. ground cloth. d. berm.

111,-

28. The number of 500-gallon fuel'drums used in the HERS is

6.

b 12.
1E.

8.

How is the elbow coupler valve different from other gate valves?

-00
a. Its valves remain closed.
b. Its functions opposite of other valves.
c. You push to turn it off.
d. iou pull to turn it off.

30. The emergency repair kit is furnished with patches, gaskets, and

t 4
a. bolts. c. clamps ..1,

b. adapters. Il. plu S.
.

31. The general repair kit includes fuel hOse evacu on kits for
hoses.

a. 2, 4
b. 2, 6

c. 4, 6
d. 3, 6

32. Two types of fuel nozzles are gravity flow Alnd

a. quick release. ic. pressure.
b. service station. d. adapter.

33. The purpose of the tifuid sight indicator is to

a. act as a fuel cleanliness monitor. c. indicate the flow of fuel.
b. control the flow of fuel. d. filter out sand and rust.

34. What is the purpose of the basket strainer assembly?

a.

b.

To regulate fuel flow
To indicate the flow of fuel

c.

d.

R-3
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*35. The purpose otthe lye couplings is to facilitate cghnections between suction and

a. discharge transfer lines.
b. suction tnansfer lines. d. over the beach assembly. .

36. Two types of unloading units are the drum unloading unit and the

a. beach unloading station. c. system unloading unit.

b. .bulk tank unloading unit. d. booster station.

c. the tank farm.

37. The amount of separation between the booster station tank is

a. 100 feet. / c. 150 feet.

b. 120 feet. 4`) d. 175 feet.

, .

38, The three duties offthe "line walker" are to inspect lines for leaks, report any

incidents that occur*; and , ' I:
<, .

0'3

a. perform repairs. c. guard lines from e enemy.

b. perform prevedtive maintenance.

p

d. remove debrjs

.39.

40.

41.

42.

4.

43.

44.

45.

e

46.

47:

The tank farm site has four factors that must be considered. They are: accessibility

to roads, ease in dispensing fuel, equipment dispersed, and

a. fuel replenishment. c. contour of the terrain.

b- natural camouflage. d. ease in berm preparation. 4,

Two factors in berm dekign are confining fuel to the smallest possible area and

separating berms in Order to

a. allow space for more equipment.

b. ease dispensing requirements.
c. eliminate tanks from igniting each other.

d. allow for ease in camouflage.

Three characteristics, of the berm are a 950 square foot burning surface, a 40,500

gallon volume, and foot inside height and foot outside height.

a. 6, 4
t?'. 6, 3

c. 3

d. 3, 4

Two designs of tank farm construction are parallekl rows of three and

a. vertical. c. hOrizontal.

layered. d. radial.

The primary mission of the AAFS is to supply class III and (A) to elements of the

a. Marine Brigade.
b. Marine Air Wing.

The to` fuel capacity of the AAFS is

a. 500,000 gallons. c. 720,00 allons0.

b. 610,000 gallons. lod. 800,000 gallons.
"A"

Two parent units of the TWOS are Ne Marine Air BaSe Squadrons aid the

a. Marine Wing Headquarters Squadron, c. Marihe Wing Support Group.

b. Marine Air Control Squadron, 0. Marine Division.

The TAFOS is capable of refu ing up to aircraft at one time.

a. 8 c. 18

b. 12 d. 20

c. Marine Division..
d. Air Ground Task Force.

The50-gpm pump should; pot be used to refuel the Harrier because of its

a. size.

b. power.

c. flow rate.
d. static discharge.

ie4
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40. What is the main characteristic of the high speed fixed refueling system?

a.

b.

c.

d.

Its equipment ii'deployable.
Its ellpment is permanently moOnted.
All sy tems are exactly alike.
Its equipment is easily transported.

49. The Expedient Refueler Assembly i,s arargte system yet resellXs components of the

a.

b.

TAFDS.

HERS.
c. fixed
d. AAFS.

system.

50. The f sting line method of transferring fuel consists of 250-foo5 lengths of
hose.

a. 6-inch
b. 6-inch

scharge c. 4-inch discha e

s tion d. 4-inch suction
1k ,

.

,

method of transferring fuel from ship to shore consists of 30-foot
line.

,51.. The bottom-lai
sections of

a.- 4 -inch discha ge c. 6-inch discharge
b. 4-inch submarine / d. 6-inch submarine

$2. The four processes of reclamation are downgrading, blending, purification, and-

la. mixing.
b. inhibiting.

c.

d.kjehydration.

53. The four methods of disposal of unfit fuel in tactical situations are burning,
burying, transfering, and

a. mixing.- e
b. blending. '

54. Quality control is the responsibility of

a. the company commander.
b. the platoon commander.

C. dehydration.
d. downgrading.

c.

d.

t\ I 55. Where doe.the greatest danger of products

a. In the hoses .

T.
b. In the collapsible tanks d.

56. Gum may be maintained within acceptable

a. filtering.
b. mixing.

57. The recirculation time for 1300 feet of

a. 10 minutes.
b/ 13 minutes.

CV

the platoon sergeant.
all bulk fuel men.

becoming mix

In the tanker
In the tanker

limits by

c. pudfication.
d. recirculation

4-inch line is

c. ,14 minut s.
d. 16 minutes.

58. The recirculatten time for 1800 feet of 2-inch line is

11a. ,minute5. c. 9 minutes.
b. 7 minutes. d. '11 minutes.

59. Recirculation, to prevent gum buildup; must be employed when fuei
for a period of 24 hours or more.

est?
truck
compartments

a., been moving
b. been turbUlent

c. laid dormant
d. .been

`

mixed
if

60. A true.sample of the fuel being dispersed must be taken from the

a. tank.
b. hosest-.

c. filter-separator.
d. nozzle.

R-5
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R. Matching: Column 1 (items 61-64) lists 5 types offuel and column 2 lists 5 col*s of

fuel. Match each type.of fuel in columnwith its color in column 2. After the"

corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate circle.

Value: 1 point each

fq . ,

Column 1 Column 2

Fuel ri Color

61. OR II a. Blue

62. 91/96 b. Purple

63. 115/145 c. Red

64. Mogas d. Straw

S. "Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer that BEST completes the statement or answers the

question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate

circle.

alue: 1 point each,

6 . A sample can be defined as a small amount of product that is representative 6 five of

a. contaminated fuel. C., the whole quantity.

b. a small portion of product. d. a product in the line.

.66. "Table 5" refers.to API and values that arse correctable tQ 60°.

a. APLO
b. ATSM

c. APE,

d. ASTM

67. When.you receive fuel, the API quality reading should not vary from the

of degrfn more than 5.

a. established number c. gravity weight

b. specific reading d. element number

1. 68. The test that applies to aviation gas only,is

a. the closed cup flashpoint, c. the copper dish gum.

b. ,,Copper corrosion. d. distillation.

to

.4

69. The test that shows sediment and water in the product using only

the is the visual or appearance.
4

a. drum thief , c. clear beaker A
b. clean nozzle' d. distillation unit ,IK

70. Gases and vaporlWe divided into four groups depending on whether they are poisonous,

asphyxiants, anesthetics, or
410

.

- a. flammables. c. toxic. 4,

b. irritants. 'd. infective.
.

71. If a Marine swallows flammable liquids, you should keep him calm, have him drink 1/2
- ,

canteen of water or milk to dilute the,fuel and
4

a. induce vomiting. c. loosen his clothing.

b. get medical aid. . ,d. flush his skin with water.

a
/

I

.

72. When you are working in the fuel farm with electrical equipment, you should ensure

that the equipment is

a. shock proof. : c. viplosion proof.

b.. clean. a. 150 feet from the tanks.

73. The greatest single cause of common.firesjs

a. poor housekeeping. c. smoking (and matches).

b. electrical shorts, d. static electricity.

74. A fire is a combustion between three things: ,fuel, heat, and

a. gasoline. c. igniting action.

b. chemicals. ' d. oxygen.

4

r
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75. A Class A fire is afire that is a(n)

a. gasoline fire. c., wood fire.
b. -burnable metal fire: d. electrical fire:

76. When fully charged with nitrogen and purple*"K" powder, the
will deliver the chemical agent through the hose for a period of 86 to 104 seconds and
a range of 35 feet.

77.

a.

b.

twin-agent unit ,

150 -pound extinguisher

c.

d.

firefighting truck
.30-pound extinguisher

The chemical composition of is a dry potassium powder.
".

a. nitrogen c. carbon dioxide
b. purple "K" d. chalk

78. The 30-pound fire extinguisher has a fan-shaped pattern with a(n)
second operation. p

.a. 8 -12

b. 10-15
c. 11-20
d. 18-30

79. The 150-pound fire extinguisher has. a 35 foot range for a period of about

a. 2 minutes.
b; one mi?ute.

c. .45-60 seconds.
d. 35 seconds.

80. The Twin-Agent Unit can provide firefighting capabilities to a six-tank farm with the
use of the 150-f t

)a. -hose.
b. remote hose reel.

81. The Twin-Agent Unit has a rangeof

a. 40-50
b. 17

c. ext6sion.
d. discharge I fr es.

feet.

82. The TAU consists of two completely independent systems: the AFFF and

a. carbon dioxide.
b. nitrogen.

c. dry chemiCaL
d. aqueous foam.

B3. The three-dimensional fire consists of a

a. firm with obstacles.
b. fi that requires maximum effort.
c. pan or pit fire.

`t.

Total Points: 83
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1. History. During World War II, the fuel demands of the Marine division in
the assault placed a heavy burden on the fuel handling facilities of the shore

party. Witt 5-gallon car and 45 gallon drums, the minimum fuel requirements

were barely met. The C andant of the Marine Corps directed the Marine Corps

equipment board to e ish a project f9r delivering fuel during amphibious
operations. The conc of this method was developed by the Marine Corps and
proposed In 1952. The development oP the amphibious assault fuel system has
progressed gradually into its present form.

2. Mission of Amphibious Assault Fuel S stem (AAFS). The primary mission of

'the NAVS-Ts to supply C ass an ue o elements of the air-ground

task force, to include distribution to, but not within air bases, to assure
that class 111 (A) products distributed to supported air bases are the
required type, quality and purity.

3. Employment. The AAFS iisemployed to receive fuel over the beach for
storage and use ashore. ThTmajor assemblies 'of the AAF5 are one beach
unloading assembly, two fuel dispensing assemblies and one drum unloading

assembly. Fuel is stored temporlifrily and can be transferred to another
storage site or dispensed to individual containers, vehicles,ipnk trucks,or
aircraft. The basic capacity of the AAFS is 600,000 gallons, made of five
120,000 gallon tank farms. The total storage capacity .would be 720,000
gallons, including two booster pump assemblies and one beach unloading
assembly. The AAFS system can be tailored to increase or decrease capacity by
adaMng or deleting tanks and accessories. ,

4. Installation

Each major dbmponent is constructed in such a way that it may be
installed without the use of special tools.

A complete system can he ready for operation in 48 to 72 hours after'

the initial assault.

Each major component is capable of ftine0oning continuously, with
proper care and maintenance, for a period of 45 days or mor:e without

replacement.

5. Site Selection

The terrain is the most important factor when installation of an AAFS
is_set up.

When fuel transfer, operations are carried out in very hilly terrain,
the booster per assemblids may be only 50 to 100 meters apart.

The terrain must accommodate amphibious craft.

BEST COPY
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6. piscription of Components

*Collo Bible ank, Each system has 36 collapsible tanks constructed of

impregna arcw filler and discharge assemblies. Each collapsible

tank has a capacity of 51,000
gallons, and has a ground cloth appropriate %c,

the size and shape of the tank and fitted with hand straps. The ground cloth

is installed under e tank for protection from sharp rocks or other

protrusions. Each ank will have its own light weigh metal tank chest, for

transporting collapsible tank,
fittings, ground clothe and a emergency repair

kit. The chest is equipped with carrying handles, lifting hooks, towing eyes,

and forklift cutouts, for movement by hand or hpvy equipment.

Moses. There ate two type of hoses supplied for the AAFS. The

suction goiris wire reinforced to prevent collapse under high vacuum and is

not intended to'witbstand high positive pressure. The discharge hose will

collapse under vacuum but will
withstand operating pressure of up to 125

(P5I's) pounds per square inch. Each section of hose is equipped with a

quick-disconoect adapter (male) at one end and a quick-disconnect coupler

(female) at the other end. Such hose comes in 2-inch and 4-inch sections, and

discharge hoses comes in 2-inch, 4-inch and 6-inch
sections.

.

opump. The 600 GPM pump is the standard punp.for the AAFS system. The

trailer-mounted,- self priming, centrifugal pump is a self-contained unit for

4
pumping gasolines, jet fuels, and diesel fuels. The 600-GPM pump ir

die0I-driven, with suction and discharge sides each having two 4-inch and 06

6-inch ports.

Meter Assemblies. The AAFS has 3-inch and 2-inch skid mounted meter

assemblies provided to measure the amount of fuel delivered. The 3-inch meter

has fittings to permit
Installation into a 4-inch hoo,line. This meter

registers flow rates from 50 to 650 GPM at a maximum pressure of 200 psi. It
has a register that can be reset for each individual operation and a /-

cumulative read out. The 2-inch metbr registers
flaw rates from 25 to 250 GPM

and the meter can be reset in order to"register each delivery.

Pressure R ulat . The pressure regulator is used to control

excessive pressure e fuel transfer lines. Its mein lab is in the down

grade side of steep terrain between two pumping stations or betweeA'.6p

station and a tank farm.

*Filter Separator, This assembly is a self-contained, skid mounted

unit, whTEft-Tiof a vertical type design and aluminum construction, designed

to remove solids and undissolved water from light petroleum fuels.

Fuel Monitor. The fuel monitor is
installed down stream of the filter

separatoh to monitor the solid
contaminants and undissolved water in fuel

being dispensed. If the contaminants or water exceed a safe level, the

monitor will shut off all flow. During normal operations the fuel monitor has

a maximum operation 'of 400 GPM with clean fuses.

/
,
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Strainer. The 6-inch strainer is designed to remove large parlicles
Of contaiTiiifion, such as sand or rust, from fuels as they are pumped Ishore.,.

This design allows for cleaning one side of, the strainer while fuel continues

to flow at a reduced rate on the other side.

Manifolds and Fittings

Drum Unloading Valve: The drum unloading valve is used with the drum
unloading manifold to empty S5 gallon drums or 5 gallon cans into collapsible

tanks. The drum unloading manifold has one 4-inch male adapter and three

2-inch female couplers.

Fuel Dispensing.Manifol The fuel dispensing manifold is designed to

be connected-to a Ifinch-is go hose to Peed three 2-inch discharge hoses

connected- to fuel nozzles. T e fuel diipensing manifold has pne 4-inch female -

fitting and three 2-inch male fittings.

Skid Mounted Manifolds. There are two sizes of skid mounted

ma Ids, 4 -inch and 6.-inch in an.AAFS. The manifolds are equipped with

e her five (too inlet, three discharge) or six (three inlet, three discharge)

rts. The primary use of the manifolds is in fuel distribution to tanks and

in recirculation of fuel.

Nye, fittings. There are two types of wye fittings that are provided

to make connectbrs for various;functions in an AAFS. One type has one adapter

And two couplers (ACC), and the other his one coupler andtvio adapters (CAA).

1

Sight Indicators. The AAFS includes 2 -inch and 6 -inch sight

indicators 'which are inserted in the appropriate size hose lines to indicate

fuel flow by vane movemente

,Redtkcers. For ease in interconnecting 6-inch and 4-inch segment.irlf

the fuel system, reducers are furnished. One type (6C x 4A) has a 6 inch

coupler with a 4-inch adapter. The other (4C x 6A) has a 4-inch"toupler with

a 6-inch adapter.

Flanged Adapters. The AAFS is provided with 4-inch quick disconnect
adapters wTth-1-1-6--and 8-inch flanges for connection to off 0 ore fuel

r-
sources;

Fuel Servicing Gravity Nozzle. The fuel servicing nozzle is used to

dispense fuel to vehicles and individual containers. A nozzle stand is
furnished for dse at dispensing points to keep nozzles from picking up
contamination when not in use.

ONestable-Pipe Culvert. The nestable pipe culvert is made from 2 feet"
lengths of currugated galvanized steel half sections, lo inches in diametee:,

A total of 120 liner feet of culvert is included in each AAFS system, to

provide a protected path under roads' or. An other places where 4ehlscylar

traffic could damage the hose.

3
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General Repair Kit. The genera) repair kit contains spare parts,

gaskets,
and a rliTEmed number of tools for the routine maintenance,

replacement, and repair of individual components in the fuel system. The kit

is contained in three chests that are Similar to but smaller than the tank

chest. The ,general repair kit is In addition to the emergency tank repair kit'

furnished with each tank; the two should not be confused,

411/aJvcs. The hand operated valves.in the system are of the rising stem

type, of standard design, and made from anodized aluvinum alloy. Gate valves

with couplers and adapters in 4-inch and 6-inch sizes are in the AAFS,.

7. Fire Extinguishers

FireFightini Trucki. MCI-1051. Its used to combat fires in fuel

installations. It is-a dry cfiemice firefighting vehicle that uses "purple K

powder," a dry potassium chemical, which is delivered under pressure, by means

of two "6O feet hoses, at a range of 35 feet beyond the nozzle. It also has

two, hand portable dry chemical fire extinguishers that are brackets located

on the front bumper.

Twin Agent Skid Mounted. This fire extinguisher is designed and

ucted to be particularly effective in fighting fires generated by /

.hydrocarbon fuels. It is intended for use in providing fire protection Co the

AAFS. It uses both chemicals and aqueous film foaming foam. These twin

agents are stored in containers on the extinguisher. A remote hose cart is

provided with the
-

Tlirty Pound Type.eund Hand e. The 50 lb. extinguiiher fsAsed to fight

(small fires in o6i-TriiTireas, such as engine or gasoline spills. It has a

range of 17 feet and will operate for 8 to 12 seconds.

8. Protective Clothing

Successful extinction of fires within berms requires a close in

location for the fire extinguisher operators. This is necessary because of

the limited range of the fire extinguishers and the limited quantities that

they provide. This closeness to the fire makes it essential that Marines wear

suitable protective clothing. This clothing is available in the following:

Hood, Firemans, AluminiZed, Proximity
Coat, Firemans, Alumitzed, Proximity

Trousers, Firemans, Aluminized, Proximity

Coverall', Firemans; Aluminized, Proximity
Boots, Firemans, Cold Weather
Gloves,-Firemans, Aluminized, Proximity
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1. A Brief Histery of Tactical Airfield Fuel Dispensingastem (TAFDS) and

ifirreoy,fir ExpedienrReuelinglystem (KW

a. During World War II, fuel and 1,00:eUM related products comprised

between 55 and 60 percent of all suppliei 1pped overseas. During the Korean

War this percentage had increased to 73 percenL The fuel needs of the Marine

'Amphibious Forces were barely met with 5 gallon and 55 gallon drums. At

the direction of the Commandant. The Marine Corps developed a concept in 1952

for fuel delivery In amphibious operations, This concept proved workable 'and

evolved into the Amphibious Assault Fuel System (AAFS), the Tactical Airfield

Fuel Dispensing System (TAFDS), and the Helicopter Expedient Refueling System

(HERS).

b. During Olt Vietnam conflict, these systems were combat tested from the

17th parallel south to the.Mekong Delta and were successful. The majority of

fuel Issued to liarine Corps units was issued through either AAFS or TAFDS.

The AAFS fuel farm at Chu Lai consisted of 120 10,000 gallon fuel tanks or

1,200,000 gallons of gasoline, diesel fuel, aviation gasoline, and JP-5 jet

fuel. This system -operated from September 1965 until 1968 when the Navy -

installed rigid steel tanks and assumed responsibility for the operations.

.
;

c. Since 1973, when the Marine Corps left the,Republic of Vietnam, the

Marine Corps has improved-and increair the capacity of the AAFS and the TAFDS.

2. The mission of TAFDS and HERS

)0
a. The TAFDS and HERS mis on is to receive, storb, transfer, and

dispense liquid aviation fu n an approved 4uality to Marine aviation

units, The TAFDS and HERS not limited to aviation fuel and may proVide

tactical fuel support also.

b. The Majority of aviation fuel will be provided to TAFDS and HERS from

the Amphibious Assault Fuel System (AAFS).

c. The TAFDS is a fairly simple, versatile, air transportable aviation

ik
fuel dispensing system capable of receiving and storing up to 120,000 gallons

of fuel and simultaneously dispensing fuel from 18 refueling stations in an

ideal situation. The TAFDS can receive fuel from the AAFS or has the drum

unloading capability,

d. The following is a list of the major components of a TAFDS and ther

basic function in the system.

1. Three 600/350-gpm pumps used to transfer fuel from the fuel tanks

to the dispensing points.

2. Six 33,000 gallon rubber impregnated nylon tanks with chests used

to store aviation fuels.
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3. Six 350-gpm filter separators are used to insure that clean'

quality fuel Is issued.

4. Six fuel monitors (go-no-gO) assist the filter separator in
maintaining the quality of the fuel issued.

5. One 4-inch manifold (spider) assembly, skid mounteCunit witho
either five or six gate valve controlled ports, us for fuel digribution and

recirculation. 1

6. Three 3-inch meter re assembl used to theasure the amount

of fuel issued or recirculated.

7. Twelve 2-inch meter gister assemblies used to measure the amount
points.of fuel issued at' individual iss

8. Eight 2-inch x 25 foot suction hoses, used to remove fuel from 55
gallon drums.

9. Nineteen 4-inch x 25 foot suction hoses us to connect the tank

to .the pumps.

10. Thirty-iix 2-1nch x 25 foot discharge h es used at the issue

-points.

11. Sixty 4-inch x 50 foot discharge hoses used at the main fuel line.

12. Thirty 4-inch hand operated gate,valves to control flow of fuel
within the sytem.

c

13. Twelve coupler coupler adapters (CCA) wyeS)and eight adapter
adapter cod lers (AAC) wyes used to make connections,,adaptiag two lines from

one or one line into two.

14. Six fuel dispensing mainfoldsysed to divide the four'inch main

line into'thred2-inch.dispensing lines.

15. tight drum unloading manifolds used tovemptlf 6514allon drums.

16. Eighteen'pressure locking nozzles used to refuel aircraft..

17. Twelve (gravity flow) fuel servicing nozzles used to refuel drop
tanks from aircraft. * )

18. One general repair .wit Which cellists of three chests of repair
parts, clamps, couplings, /gaskets Tozzles,'Pe-formed packing, and kits.
These kitseare tht. evacqition , used for purging'fbel from the hoses, and -

the explosiometer gas indicator set, used to detect gas and explosive vapors.
The general repair kit, also contains plugs and clamps used in the repair of

the collapsible tank.



19. Each system will have a nestabld culvert to protect hosesagezzle
stands to elevate the nozzle from the ground, and individual tank repil,
kits. The system will have a number of other miscellaneous items that you
will work with,

1. The purpose/of the Helicopter Expedient Refueling System (HERS).

1

a. The HERS is an air transportable, modular, refueling system, capable
of being set up without any specialpand tools.

b. The HERS was initially designed to refuel helicopters at remote sites
and locations. With the introduction of the AV-8 Harrier, the HERS has
assumed the responsibility of providing fuel at any location from which this
aircraft. can operate.

c. .The HERS will provide all the equipment necessary to refuel
helicopters and V/STOL aircraft at remote locations and sites, at a rate of
50/100 gallons of fuel per..minute,

Z.-

2. Major components of the HERS and their blksic functions.

1. Two 50-gpm or 100-gpm pumps which will be used to.O.ansfer fuel
from the fuel drums to either helic tors or V/STOL aircraft,

2. Eighteen 500 gallon rubber i regnated fabric collapsible fuel
drums, which can be used to transport and store aviation fuel.

3. Two 50-or 100-gpm filter separator fuel monitor assemblies which
will be used to ensure only that specification fuel is issued to the aircraft.,

4. Four 2-inch meter assemblies which will be used to measure the
amount offuel Issued.

5. Twenty-four 2-inch x 10 foot suction hoses, used to connect the
. fuel drums to the pump.

6. Six 2-inch x 50 foot discharge doses, used between the pump and
the issue point.

7. Four fuel and oil nozzles (Standard :gravity flow) Ind flour
pressure nozzles tq enable the HERS to fill aviation and the capabilit to be
used at.a vehicle fueling system.

0. Four nozzle stands to elevate the nozzle from the ground o k

contaminiefien away from the nozzle and the fuel.

9. Miscellaneous items, such as couplers And adapters to enable quick

connections between. hoSes.

k
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41.. Maintenance Categories

((
a. or anizational. Organizational maintenance is that which is the

responsibility of aidis performed by the using organization. It normally
consists of inspecting, servicing, lubricating, adjusting and replacing parts,
and minor assembly not requiring highly technical skills. It includes first
echelon maintenance performed by the operator, and second echelon maintenance
performed by specially trained personnel in the using organization.

b. inter7diate. Intermediate or field maintenancels maintenance
authorize an TliFf;6rmed by a designated maintenance activity in 4firect
support of the using activity; third echelon by higher echelon maintenance
units; fourth echelon supporting the direct support maintenance activity; and
is normally limited to replacing, parts and assemblies. Intermediate
maintenance units also support using organizations with special assistance;
mobile field repair teams; and repair parts.

c. Depot. Depot maintenance is repair involving major overhaul or
complete rebuilding of parts and assemblies of the end items. Depot
maintenance Is fifth echelon.

2. MaintenanceEchelons

a. Organizational,-Maintenance

(1) First Echelon Maintenance. Is performed by the user, wearer,
operator, or crew.

(2) Second Echelon Maintenance. Is performed by specially trained
personnel in the using owning organization.

b. Intermediate Maintenance (Field Maintenance)

(1) Third Echelon Maintenance. Is performed in direct support ADS)
of, and, in some cases, by using units and is limited by
authorized tooll, test equipment, and spare parts.

(2) Fourth Echelon Maintenance. Is usually performed in rear areas by
units in general support. Normally, next higher organizatiOnal
echelon than direct support unit, and is limited by authorized
tools, test equipment, and spare parp." Also covers calibration.
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c. Depot Maintenance. Fifth Echelon Maintenance is major overhaul or

complete rebuild. The purpose.of learning 1st, 2nd, and 3rd echelon
maintenance is to know bowel° repair the pump, when you are in a field
environment, where you wou141 have to know the higher echelons of maintenance.

First Echelon Maintenance

1. First Echelon Maintenance is the action taken to keep material in a
serviceable condition, and is the responsibility of every user, operator, or

crew.

2. Performing First Ech4lon Maintenanc e

a. 600-GPM Pump

(1) Inspect the frame for cracks, broken weld, etc.

(2) Lubricate all grease fittings, oil all movable parts, and, clean
and grease battery terminals.

(3) Check for leaks from the gate valves and seals.

(4) Check the fluid levelsoils, battery electrolite, fuel, and
radiator coolant. If any of these are low, fill to the full level.

(5) Inspect and tighten, as necessary, the battery connections and
instrument panel connections.

46) Inspect odfilters, air filters,and fuel filters; clean or
repTace 4,Y necessary.

(7) Tighten all loose nuts and bolts.

(8) Lights must be clean and working properly, especially if they are
to be connected to a vehicle. Reflectors must be cleaned.

(9) Spot,palnt and clean the frame structure as necessary.

im

b. 350 -GPM Pump.

(1) Inspect the frame for cracks, broken welds, if any.

(2) Lubricate &IT grease fittings, oil all movable partt, and grease

Ontle hook.

(3) IlIck for leaks from the gate valves and seals.

(4) Check the oil level and fuel level; fill if required.

(5) Inspect oil filters, air filters,'fuel filters. Clean or replace ..

as necessary.



a

. .

(6) Check spark plugs and ensure that the porcelain is not cracked and
the wire" ara'serviceable.

(7) Tighten 011 loose nuts-and bolts.

(8) Spot paint and clean as necessary.

(9) The most important check you might make is to ensure that you have
the starting crank.

c. 'Discharge Hos,
SI

tl) Check hves for serviceable 0-rings.

(2) The banding must be tight armind the adapter and coupler ends. If

It is loose the hose must be replaced or new banding installed.

f9) Check for cracks along the entire hose. If ,any cracks are

encountered, the must be replaced.

(4) Camlocks must not be bent or broken.

(5) After fuel is in the hoseand if any seepage occurs, the hose
must he replaced, or a fuel spill or fire could be the result.

(6) Ptior to using a hose, ensure that it is free of all dirt and
objects that could block the flow of fuel,

. d. Suction Hose

(1) All procedures fromaregraph c., above, regarding discharge hose
apply to. suction hose. Additionally: suction hose has steel wire mesh
reinforcement. Therefore, when the hose, is deformed,it must be replaced.

e. Filter Separator

(1) The frame must be thoroughly insp ted for. cracks and previous
welds as the frame is aluminum and\oCcassionally fails when
hand led

''.
.

. .
. .

(2) The filters must be checked before use. Determine when they were
last changed and change if necessary. The installation data
should be stenciled on the outside of the 'operator.

(3) The copper tubing must be inspected for, cracks, holes, or kinks.
- If any discrepancies are;discovered, they must be corrected before

use. , i
.

(4) The sight glass should be clean and free of anyloose material.

10
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iS) All valves should turn freely and all nutpust be tightened.

(6) The drain valve most be tightened to prevent the loss of the fuel

In thffllter separator.

(7) All plugs and caps must be in place.

f. Fuel Monitor (Go-No-Go)

(1) The filter elements must be,checked for previous use. The

installation data, should be stenciled on the outside of the

monitor.

(2) The copper tubing must be inspected for cracks and leaks.

(3) The inlet and outlet gages must be checked for serviceability.

(4) The fuel monitor must be,drained and cleaned prior to use.

(S) The frame must be inspected for cracks and broken welds.

g. Spider Manifold ' ,

(1) The gate valves must turn freely.

(2) The 0-rings and gaskets must be inspected for serviceability.

(3) Plugs and caps must be in place.

(4).Spot'paint and clean if nieded.

h, Meters
.4f.

Inspect for crecks,on frame. Replace if necessary.

(2) Meters must. have caps and plugs.
. .)

(3) The adap en and coupler ends must be tight.

(4) The 0-r im4s faust be checked for serviceability.

I. Fire Extingufihers

(1) Twin Agent Unit (TAU)

(a) The frame structure must be inspected for cracks. fe.

(b) The hose reel must be serviceable, with no cracks;. The hose

reel must turn freely.

(c) The pressure gages must have the required amount of pelisse'''.

11
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(d) The hosts must be serviceable, Otherwise you will lose the
pressure that is needed in an emergency. situation.

(e) The PKP and light water must be at the full level.

12) 150'pound fire extinguisher

(a) Hoses must be free of PKP that May be clogged due to moisture.

0.

(b) The wheels must be oiled to ensure that they move freely.

(c) Gages must work; check for proper pressure.

(d) When checking the PKP, mike sure you listen for air escaping
from the small opening on top of the cap.

'(3) 30 pound fire extinguisher It

(a) Ensure that the level of PKP is correct.

(b) The cylinder must be sealed, with no holes.

(c) The hose must not have any cracks or holes.

d) The nozzle should open and shut easily. 1

FUEL CONTAMINATION AND QUALITY CONTROL

Fuel contamination occurs when two or more grades or types of fuel are
"mixed by accident, or the fuel contains foreign matter such as dust, dirt, '

rust, water, gdi, or emulsions. Contaminated fuel can cause engines'of ll

types to malfunction. This reduces operational readiness and can result in

injuries or death, as in the case of aircraft engine failure.

Uallix .control its the term used to describe the measures taken,. tests

made, and delMes usecito make sure the fuel is of a usable quality.

The quickest test to be made for quaTIty control is the Appearance

Teit. The fuel should be clean,.bright, and free of-Visible particles. The

visual check allows for checks on the color to ascertain the types of fuel as

shown in,the table below.

Grade (use)
1

Karr symbol ton'?

10117 (ISGAS) P-12 Red

100/130 (AVGAS) 11.11 Green

110/101, (AVGAS) F-22 Purple

J -4 (Iota) F-40 Clear to straw
r

J -1 (Jet A. A-1) P-44 Clear to straw

1532 r
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BEST OPi-AVAILABLE

Cloudiness indicates that water is present; the visib foreign matter?
is sediment. $111t.tontsminents end theie effects are sh nit t table.

To make this test. use a clean container-such as b glass beaker, drum
thief, or an object that you are sure is free from contamination. Take a
sample from the nozzle or from a part of the tank that Is distant from the
inlet to the tank. Swirl the sample In'the container to form a whirlpool.
Sediment in the sample will, accumulate directly under the whirlpool. Sediment
limits are shown at the end of the next table. Particles or sediment in the
sample indicate improper filter separator operation or possibly a source of
contamination within the system. Check the system and replace the defective
part.

Clouds in the, sample are finely divided water or emulsion. Usually,
this means ths.filter-separator is operating improperly. Check the systemird
replace the fiblty part. Acceptable limits of water allbwed are.sholei
following the next table. de

Type oemtealnants Avoesrente Characteristic* affects

aster:
D iesolvod water

Free water

Sediment,
Rust

had or dust

Sediment; -
Continued

Aluminum,
medalist, or

magnesium.

hmulsionet
O ster in fuel

fuel in

Miacelisneoust
Intirface utter

Air bobbles

Not visible.

Light or heavy cloud;
Aopiete cling to
dee of bottle, or
g* amputee on

bottob.

as

Rol or black
Tour,. Or SIR e; Noy
e erier as dyo-like
e sterhal in fool.

Crystalline. granular
er gloss-111m.

W hits or gray powder
Or pasta.

Lltht or kaavy4eloud.

Reddish, greyish. or
blackish; stigky
N otarial described as
ggletinous, 'may, or
.1hyoNneimelitteP; pay
appear as "globule".
.r *trims'', fibrous
material im clear or
cloudy fulpf.

Lacy Wholes or scum
at int/Prieto bottoms
fuel mad
resembles jellyfish.

Clowd im fuel.

/reek water. *oily. ',recto

out as cloud when fuel is
cooled.

S alt sew or fresh water.

Red rust (Piej03) nonmegneile;
black rust (F. }04) magnetic;
rust generelly term
70-00 percent of total
sediment.

Usually 0-20 percent of total
sealmont.

Sometimes 'tisk, sr gelatinous
whoa wet; *wetly 0.10 percent
of total sediment.

Plaely divided drape Of water i4
Nei; tube es free aloud
will settle to bourne is minutes,
hours, or weeks, depending in '
mature of emulsica,

timely divided Afore of fuel 14
e.utain lust which

stabilizes er'"firma. the
e mulsion; sticks to Molt
.materials normally la ca tact
with fools; may stead from days
to north. without ooperetiag;
camtaieehh TO pr
end 111.50 percent fuel.

Creed by bacteria wig OR
chemicals is fresh welter; *ay
have "mita.' .aj

Disperse upward withif tea

seconds.
.13 . .
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More melees separated by molted
of Nei; then acts so free

Icing of riot system; erratic Net
isle readings; large amounts can
cause flameouts; salt wit or
corrodes components.

Causes stickimif, sluggish or
general malfunction of fuel
corers's, flow dividers, pumps.
Rosales, etc.

Saes Is rust.

Same as rust, amA may lower flight
range sad high attitude
performance.

Some we free rotor.

trees fres water and sediment.
but worse; rouses filter plugging
and erratic readings 111 fuel
quantity probes. '

Saar as Jr.. miter; say leave
deposits in Awl tanks.
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Contamisatirie Table

Typo Abtamireents

wr

dater:
Dissolved water

free water

Sediemat:

Oust

\gond er Oust

Apoareedo Charatterfettcy Effects on aircraft er sagfees

Not visible. fresh water rely. Precipitate,
out is cloud unria feel Is cooled!.

light or heavy cloud; Salt water or fresh water.

droplets cling to sides
of bottle. or lore*
amounts on bottom.

And or black powder.

eryge
er ugIfilas; may

mattrlal In fuel.

Crystalline. granular
. er glass-like.

Alumbade. cedilla White er gray powder

ageestum or paste.

Emelsteait
Mater In fuel

Miscelleaeous:
Welke matter

Air bubbles

4 if
light or heavy cloud.

t

Reddish. grayish, er ,

Blackish; sticky
material descriligd as

:::e
er

Ise Ike I may

Wear as 'el les or
strinwribrows
satirist In clear er

cloudy fwd.

lay bubbles or Sam at
Interface between feel
bred water; rumbles

Cleud'In fuel'.

Aed rust (fey%) nonmagnetic:
black rust 174304) magnetic:
rust peers ly cemprises 7040
percent of total sediment.

Venally 0-r0 porter if total
sediment.

Sasattaes sticky or pietism,
whoa wet; usually 0-10 portent of
total sediment.

Finely divided drops of water In I
fuel: same as free water clod:Ili:Ill
settle to bottom In Moats. heirs.
e r weeks. depending upon mature

emalstoa.

Finely divided drops of feel in
water; contain rust whichItabillass
er 'firms' the emulsion: sticks to

materials normally in contact
with fuels; imay stead free days to
smiths Without operating; contains
SO-70 percent water and 3040
'meet fuel.

Cousoeby.becteria acting en
themicili le freak water; may have
'rotten egg' she

Disliardos Word within a few None.

wends.

Dens. unless worsted .0 melte, of feel;
'then acts as free water.

Icing of fool vete; erratic fool gape
readings; large amount{ CON cease
flameowt; salt water corrodes empower s..

Causes sticking. sluggish or general
malfunction of fuel ceetrols. flow
dividers. settles. etc.

Same as rest.

Seam as Oust and say limier flight range

and high attitude performente.

Same as free voter.

Same as free water
causes filter plug,
'in fuel quantity

Same as free water; my
In fuel tanks.
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le/16W Ceatamiaatise Limits

!wool Imailty refieb lit)'
Sediment
(me/liter)

0.0 - 1.0 Cleve Excellent

- 2.0 Sligkt ceeteeleatise Need

2.0 - 11.0 Moderato ceetmeiwatiss fair

S.0 - 10.0 'bevy cootualeation
1-

Peer

10.0 - plea Profs cootmeinaties

Water Centmainatiee LNtts

fere of water 4.01/11.11"1113ir

NOM 01.00

10047411, ritually 0.00 - 0.006

Trace 0.003 - 0.0;

Light to heavy 0.02 - 0.03

clove ,

HISVY Cloud 0.00 elms

Settled motor 0.0S plea

Acceptability

Yee

Yes

N ergiael

N o

No

Acceptability

Sea

tee

No

No

N o

No

7

ti
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Any evidence of microbiological growth tequires stopping fueling
operations and notifying the fuel control officer.

44!:

The specific gravity of I fluid is the weight of a given volume of the
fluid compared to the weight of an equal volume of water at.the same
temperature. Water is assigned a specific gravity of 1.00 sa a liquid.
lighter than water will have a specific gravity less than 1,00and a liquid
heavier than water will have a specific gravity of more than MO. As liquids
are heated, they expand so that the same weight of liquid takes up more
volume, and the specific gravity goes down. This change of specific gravity
with temperature fn. various fuels is shown below. Sinte meaningful
differences in NPR exist, specific gravities may extend out to four decimal
places.

4

Variation of Specific Gravity With Temperature

Hence the API (American Petroleum Institute) developed a scale called degrees
API gravity, which is easier to use with fuels. The relationship is expressed
as follows:

Degrees API

or

. .4

- 141.3 131,5 .

Specific Gravity
,

Specific Gravity 141.5

1717 -5.-17-diPirtgrees

...It can be seen that a fuel of 100 API gravity hasa specific gravity
of 1.00, or. Is the same as water.

15 7



To maki
i

the avtty test; 1

* ., Collect a fl sample from a nozzle spout into a clean tal -containerfuel 3

so that there is enough fluid to float'the hydrometer (about 150 millAiters

or 1/3. pint).

'.

Place a hydrometer with the proper scale for the fuel being tested .

Frio the hydr eter cylinder, and pour- n the fuel sample until the hydrometer

.floats clear o the cylinder bottome R d the degree,API reading on the

' hydrometer scat Record theIrkmperatirre or the fuel.

The *gm I reading should be compared with the reading recorded

when the perfioul batch of fuel was last ferred. If this cannot be - --tra
done; compel.* the sample rending with the degle API Ileadings of samples that
have been collected at regular intervals f he same fuel batch. This will

insure detection of any change in specific Wavily during storage or during ,

dispensing operations. %-...0'

. -

Fuel received from tanks which handle several fuel types should be
, very carefully checked with a hydroNter. Fyel received from depot or

,refinery-seiled container's, such as rust or tank cars, is less likely to have

. been mixed with other fuel types, but should be hydromet11.-checketipas a mat

of course. ,
\

! 411

The degrees API generally should not differ/ by More than 0.5°. If ;;

the 0.50 API is exceeded, check the-sample withIgigher hydromet If the

limit is stilexceed* the fuel should notimr4111A1 until'adequ ethnical

advice and/or laboratory analysis has been obtained.

Testing Intervals. The appearance tests ould be

performed at the following intervals:

a. Daily, prior to starting firel dispensing.

b. Before dispensing fuel from or through a new

component.

c. When a new foe) grade is being handled.

d. When any doff of fuel quality exits.

e. After recirculation of fuel.

our

dispensing
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AIDS TO QUALITY CONTROL

Settling Time. After fresh stocks have been added, the maximum

possibleSR-MN Etnie should be allowed to allow water and solids to settle

ou The following minimum times are reconniended:

Three hours per foot of fuel depth for JP-5-type fuels.

One hour per foot of fuel depth for JP-4-type fuels and aviation
gasolines.

Recirculation.

Recirculation is the process of transferring fuel from one part of a
dispensing system, through every other part, into a empty or partially filled
tank. Recirculation is used to remove as much water as possible from fuel.
It also helps control existing gum and microbiological growth, Contamination
possibility increases with idle time, but with tactical systems, periods of

nonuse will seldom exceed 48 hours. So generally, pupping an amount of fuel
equal to twice the amount in the installed hose will remove contaminants to an

acceptable level. If a meter is installed, pump until twice the number of
gallons in the hoses has been recirculated. With no meter installed, the time
procedure below can be used.

A time for recirculation pumping can be determined as follows:

(1) Count and record the number* of sections of installed hose of each
stre and length.

2) Use the table below to find the otal hose content in gallons.
For example, if there are 15 sedtions of 6" x 50' hose, 21
sections of 4" x 50' hose, 12,sections of 2" x 50' hose, and 6
sections of 2" x 25' hose installed, the calculations, using the
table .below are:



Fuel Content of Hose*

Sections 6" x 50' 4" x 50' 2" x 50' 2" x 25'

1 73 33 9 4.5

2 146 66 18 9

3 219 99 # 27 13.5

4, 292 132 36 18

5 365 165 45 22.5

6 438 198 54 27.5

7 511 231 63 31,5

8 584 264 72 36.0

9 657 297 81 40.5

10 730 330 90 45

*To nearest whole gallon

(3) the amount of fuel to be recirculated is twice the hose content,

or 2 x 1,923 . 3,846 gallons.

(4) Divide the gallons to be pumped by the pumping rate in gallons per

minute to find the pumping time in minutes. For the example

above, if the pump is set for A delivery rate of.150 gallons per

minute:

3,846 gallons - 150 gallons per minute -25.6 minutes.

Rounding tothe nearest minuterate the pump for 26 minutes.

it
- .

Acceptable recirculatiOn procedures include any method. of equipment .

connection that allows pumping fuel in a closed loop through every installed

'component (except gravity nozzlqs). The process and requirement applies to

the TAFDS', AAFS, and refueler vehicles.

Recirculation is done at the times and on occasions specified in local

regulations, but should always be done before beginning daily operation and

before dispensing fuel when the equipment has not been used for defined

periods in excess of 48'hours.

After recirculation, reconnect the system for dispenslng, and take a

fuel sample from a nozzle to make sure it. passes the quality tests.
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VOLUME (Continued)T 1' br
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To elhataply by
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